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ABSTRACT 

In the wake of Fukushima accident, several applications of new safety features have been 

highlighted to prevent severe accidents. As the feasibility of the newly applied systems may vary 

depending on how they are used, the optimal strategy of the new mitigation system should be 

developed to complement the vulnerabilities in the NPPs. Optimization of emergency operating 

strategies necessitates the risk quantification of mitigation action. The measurement of the risk, 

however, is challenging in view to the fact that 1) it changes over time as components are taken 

out of service or repaired by operators, and 2) plant safety depends on complex combinations of 

diverse active and passive safety functions.  

Among various risk measurements, conditional core damage probability (CCDP) turns out 

to be appropriate risk measurement as 1) it allows to calculate the risk magnitude for a particular 

event, and 2) the results could be summed for an operational period of time. However, there are 

challenges in determining optimal mitigation strategy by estimating CCDP: 1) there are the infinite 

number of accident scenarios in given conditions that can cause core damage, and 2) the time-

dependent recovery probability and various available time of component recovery according to 

plant conditions give complexity on calculating CCDP. To overcome these challenges, we propose 

the use of a functional modeling method and a concept of the mitigation success domain to reduce 

the complexity based on a limited number of accident scenarios, thereby quantifying plant risk 

more practical. Based on those approaches, a novel methodology is proposed to determine the 

optimal mitigation strategy of the new system on the basis of plant risk. 

The functional modeling method is utilized to identify a reduced number of accident 

scenarios that cause core damage systematically and develop all possible mitigation procedures of 

the new safety system through causal inference analysis. In the accident scenario identification 
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process, an improved reasoning method and the conversion process are proposed. The mitigation 

success domain is applied to determine an available time range for the recovery actions with the 

given accident conditions. Time-dependent recovery probability is also handled using this domain. 

As a case study, the optimal mitigation strategy of a hybrid safety injection system (HSIT) which 

is a new passive safety feature is developed by utilizing the proposed methodology. The optimal 

value of operating parameters of the HSIT that are needed to develop mitigation strategy is 

determined by analytical study and sensitivity study with thermal-hydraulic systems code. The test 

case results validate the minimum plant risk with the HSIT under a loss of coolant accident.
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Development of Mitigation Strategy with New Safety System 

One of the leading causes of Fukushima Daiichi accident was the lack of appropriate 

systems and strategies against a beyond design basis accidents1 [1], [2], [3] that caused by the 

combination of several events including external events, internal events, and safety function 

failures [4]. Based on lessons learned from this accident, the application of new safety features 

(e.g., passive safety features) has been proposed in a more systematic manner. Recently, several 

studies have been conducted to apply new safety systems into nuclear power plants (NPPs) [5], [6] 

[7], [8], and develop advanced mitigation strategies against severe accidents [9], [10]. As the 

feasibility of the newly applied system may vary according to its operation strategies, the optimal 

strategy of the new mitigation system should be developed to complement the vulnerabilities in 

the NPPs. 

The feasibility of the mitigation strategy with the new safety system can be estimated by 

examining from a risk point of view, and the strategy that minimizes the plant risk can be regarded 

as an optimal mitigation strategy. In order to determine the optimal strategy with the new 

mitigation system, the following four tasks should be performed sequentially.  

1) The identification of accident scenarios that can be mitigated by the application of the new 

system. 

2) The development of all possible strategies with the new safety system for mitigating target 

accident scenarios. 

                                                           
1 Beyond design-basis accidents are outside the realm of what the plant was designed to withstand. 

Those accidents are possible but were not adequately considered in the design process because 

they were judged to be too unlikely. 
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3) The quantification of plant risk when mitigation strategies with the new system are used 

in combination with other existing mitigation strategies in the NPP. 

4) The determination of the optimal mitigation strategy among all possible options on the 

basis of plant risk. 

In the NPP, numerous safety systems have been designed to be diverse and redundant to 

prevent core damage from the failure of one system or one component. To accommodate these 

complexities, a functional modeling method which is a multilevel flow modeling (MFM) is utilized 

in the method proposed in this study. The MFM is a qualitative modeling methodology for 

representing the goal, objectives, and functions of an industrial process involving the interactions 

among the flows of material, energy, and information [11]. It has been utilized in several safety 

critical fields for modeling complex systems such as NPPs [12], [13]. Because MFM is based on 

a functional modeling framework, it demonstrates hierarchical modeling capability to 

accommodate a complicated engineering system. This abstraction methodology is advantageous 

in diagnosing causes of accidents [14], [15], [16] or obtaining the counter operation procedures 

[17], [18] in complex systems because handling all the complexities simultaneously at a detailed 

level is difficult. 

The development of the operation strategy of the new mitigation system necessitates the 

application of the MFM method for two purposes. In the first stage, it is utilized to define accident 

scenarios that cause core damage when possible failures of the existing mitigation systems are 

considered [19]. Cause analysis with the MFM model is utilized at this stage. In the second stage, 

consequence analysis with the MFM model is performed to identify the number of accident 

scenarios that can be mitigated by the application of the new system and to develop its possible 

operation strategies [20]. In this research, a hybrid safety injection tank (HSIT), which is a passive 
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injection system against both high-pressure and low-pressure accidents, is selected for a case study 

[21]. Consequence analysis, which examines how consequences are propagated when the HSIT 

system works, is performed to identify whether it can mitigate the accidents. For this analysis, two 

approaches are considered to determine the mitigation methods, as shown in Figure 1.1. The first 

is many-to-many mapping. It can be explained that the same end is directly realized by many 

alternative means [15]. The second is causal inference [22]. This approach is to search for methods 

that can influence goal achievement causally. The number of mitigated scenarios resulting from 

the consequence analysis with the MFM model can be utilized to evaluate the feasibility of this 

mitigation system on an abstract level. 

 
Figure 1.1. Approaches to identify mitigation ways with the new system  
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1.2 Risk-based Determination of Optimal Mitigation Strategy  

As mentioned earlier, the MFM is a qualitative modeling methodology; thus, this method 

needs to be used in combination with thermal-hydraulic (TH) analysis or other quantifiable 

methodologies (e.g., probabilistic risk assessment) to get more detailed information. Risk 

assessment is a typical way to evaluate the feasibility of mitigation strategy in the nuclear 

industry [23]. It may follow deterministic and probabilistic procedures. Deterministic approaches 

were developed using conservative assumptions and calculations to incorporate uncertainties in 

a simple manner [24]. This approach establishes a deterministic design basis concept as criteria 

on nuclear plant designs to successfully withstand design bases accidents, i.e., a set of prescriptive 

accident scenarios deemed to be the most severe among all potential accidents in the NPP.  

Probabilistic Risk Assessment (PRA) is newly adopted to realistically estimate risk in 

the 1970s [25]. After that, it is extensively used to evaluate the risks associated with complex 

engineering systems like NPPs, chemical, and process plants [26]. The classical combination of 

fault tree and event tree analyses is used to develop risk models in PRA. Fault tree and event 

tree analyses are static and Boolean logic based approaches [27]. For this reason, incorporating 

dynamic (time-dependent) interactions into PRA models is difficult, so numerous related studies 

have been conducted [28], [29]. Such challenges can arise due to human interactions in the NPP 

[30] because operator actions can be performed at any time in the middle of the accident, and 

success probability of operator action depends on execution time. Even if most of the operating 

procedures in the NPP are automated, some mitigation actions still depend on human actions, 

such as component recovery [31]. For this reason, an additional novel method is proposed to 

incorporate time-dependent recovery actions by the operator in estimating the feasibility of new 

mitigation systems in this study. 
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In general PRA approach, numerous risk measures are available as a direct output from 

the PRA analysis. These measures include the core damage frequency, the probability of core 

damage, the percent increase (or decrease) in core damage, and a factor increase (or decrease) 

in core damage frequency [32]. Among diverse risk measurements, conditional core damage 

probability (CCDP) turns out to be appropriate risk measurement for this study in that 1) it 

allows to calculate the risk magnitude for a particular event, and 2) the results could be summed 

for an operational period of time [32]. Since this study focuses on the risk estimation of specific 

mitigation action with the new system, this condition based risk measure is desirable to quantify 

plant risk. The value of CCDP may vary with mitigation strategies that include recovery actions. 

Based on the plant risk information, which is quantified by estimating CCDP in consideration 

of time-dependent recovery actions, mitigation strategy that minimizes plant risk can be 

determined. 

1.3 Estimation of CCDP considering Time-Dependent Recovery Actions 

In the NPP, there are several mitigation options under a given initiating accident. When a 

mitigation strategy with the new system is applied to the NPP, combined use with existing 

mitigation options should be considered. Because the accident mitigation capability of the NPP 

can vary according to the sequences of available mitigation options including new mitigation 

strategy, the best mitigation sequence has to be determined to minimize CCDP as shown in Figure 

1.2. As discussed earlier, severe accidents may be caused by multiple system failures [33]; thus, 

time-dependent recovery actions should also be incorporated in estimating the plant risk when 

applying the new mitigation system. 
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Figure 1.2. Consideration of various operation points and time-dependent recovery actions in 

estimating the impact of the new system on the basis of risk 

If an initiating accident is specified and process parameters before the accident are fixed 

with the steady state during normal operation in the NPP, the component configurations (i.e., the 

status of whether the components are available or not) and recovery status of failed components 

can be used as an indicator to determine whether or not core damage will occur. Since plant risk 

exists due to the uncertainty that the core may be damaged, component configurations that cause 

core damage before recovery action are considered as starting points for the risk estimation process. 

Those configurations represent Quadrant III in Figure 1.3. If component configurations are in 

Quadrant II of Figure 1.3, the core will not be damaged, and no recovery action is required. From 

the points in Quadrant III, configurations can maintain or change over time through recovery 

actions, as shown in Figure 1.3. 
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Figure 1.3. Changes of component configuration over time 

All probabilities of component configuration changes occurring at different timings can 

be merged by the time integral to estimate the representative value of plant risk within a time 

period. A mitigation success domain is identified to define the available time limit for recovery 

actions. The concept of the mitigation success domain has been introduced in many studies to treat 

uncertainties from time-dependent actions by the operator [34], [35], [36]. Since the mitigation 

success domain may vary according to the plant conditions, success domains should be developed 

for all possible component configurations defined in this study. Using this approach, we provide a 

representative value of the transition probability between component configurations within a time 

period, as shown in Figure 1.4. Since we want to quantify the risk implications of mitigation 

actions with component recoveries, the transitions from Quadrant III to Quadrant IV are only 

considered. If component configuration changes from Quadrant III to core safe state after the 

recovery actions (= Quadrant I), plant risk does not exist. In this study, it is assumed that if the 

configuration moves to Quadrant I, no further recovery action will be performed, and additional 

component failures during the middle of the accident are not considered. 
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Figure 1.4. Estimation of transition probability within a time period by time integration 

Even if the value of the transition probability within a time period can be estimated by 

time integration, quantifying the plant risk is still challenging because there are numerous types of 

safety components for mitigating accidents in NPPs. This diversity results in a large number of 

variation in component configurations; thus, millions of computer simulations should be 

performed to quantify the plant risk. To address this inevitable issue, the MFM method is utilized 

again to systematically reduce the number of possible component configurations that cause core 

damage before and after recovery actions. Because the mitigation strategy can be developed based 

on the available safety functions, this functional modeling technique has advantages in 

systematically identifying possible options to mitigate accidents, which may occur in complex 

engineering plants. Based on the results from analysis with the MFM model, in this study, the 

mitigation option tree is developed to show all possible mitigation options systematically 

according to different component configurations in the NPP. Based on this option tree, component 

configurations that can disable all available mitigation options can be inferred, and those can be 

regarded as configurations that cause core damage. By considering a reduced number of 

component configuration and mitigation success domain, CCDP can be estimated, and the best 

mitigation sequence that minimizes plant risk can be identified.  
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1.4 Determination of Operating Parameter Values for the HSIT System 

This work [37], [38], [39], [40] aims at determining the optimal parameter values for 

operating the HSIT system, which is used as an example of the new safety system in this study. In 

the previous sections, we described the methodology to determine the sequences that can minimize 

plant risk considering the combined use of new and existing mitigation options. In addition, the 

feasibility of mitigation strategy with the HSIT system can also vary depending on how effectively 

it is utilized. For example, based on the design configuration of the HSIT, there are four water 

tanks, and each tank has a different piping structure to the reactor core. This difference affects the 

injection flow rate from the tank; thus, operation order of tanks may affect the mitigation feasibility 

of the HSIT system. For this reason, analytical study and sensitivity study with TH simulation code 

are performed to define optimal parameter value of the HSIT for various accident conditions. This 

work is only limited to the HSIT system as the new mitigation system, and some specific accident 

conditions are only selected for the case study. 

1.5 Thesis Objective 

The previous subsection informs that there are two significant challenges to be solved 

when we try to develop the optimal mitigation strategy of the new mitigation system. Despite that 

it can be solved given powerful computational resources or sufficiently long computation time, 

the research question underlying this study is: “Is there not a more practical way for developing 

the optimal mitigation strategy by estimating plant risk with time-dependent operator actions?” 

To answer this question, the objective of this thesis is as follows: 

• Develop a framework for developing possible mitigation strategies of the new safety 

system in order to enhance the safety response of existing PWR. 

o MFM model for existing PWR is developed. 
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o Improved reasoning method with the MFM model is proposed. 

o All possible mitigation strategies with the new mitigation system are identified.  

• Quantify plant risk by estimating conditional core damage probability in consideration of 

time-dependent recovery actions by operators. 

o The mitigation option tree is developed by MFM solver to systematically define 

component configurations that cause core damage. 

o All possible recovery timings are incorporated in estimating CCDP using 

mitigation success domain. 

• The optimal value of operating parameters of the HSIT system are determined based on 

the analytical study and sensitivity study with TH simulation code.  

• Determine the optimal mitigation strategy of the HSIT system that minimizes plant risk 

considering combined use with other existing mitigation strategies. 

1.6 Thesis Organization 

The overall framework to develop optimal mitigation strategy of the new mitigation system 

is shown in Figure 1.5. In this thesis, there are four parts to establish the optimal mitigation strategy 

of the new mitigation system. In part 1, all accident scenarios that can be mitigated by the 

application of the new system are identified conducting causal inference analysis with the MFM 

model. In part 2, the mitigation option tree which shows all available mitigation options including 

the strategy of the new system for target accident scenario is developed. In part 3, plant risk is 

quantified by estimating CCDP with time-dependent recovery actions to determine the best 

sequence of available strategies that minimize plant risk. In part 4, optimal values of operating 

parameters of the new system are determined to maximize its mitigation capability.  
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Figure 1.5. The overall framework of this thesis 
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2. DEVELOPMENT OF MITIGATION PROCEDURES WITH 

THE NEW SAFETY SYSTEM THROUGH CAUSAL 

ANALYSIS WITH THE FUNCTIONAL MODEL 

2.1 Introduction 

This chapter proposes the framework of mitigation procedure identification when applying 

the new safety system to the NPP. The identification of all possible mitigation procedures is a 

process that has to be preceded for determining an optimal strategy. The challenging point of the 

procedure identification is that there are various safety systems in the NPP, and accident mitigation 

depends on larger and more complex combinations of the new system and existing mitigation 

systems. To accommodate these complexities, we utilize a systematic approach which is functional 

modeling method. By doing so, all possible mitigation procedures with the new system can be 

identified.  

In this section, the feasibility of the new system is also estimated on an abstract level. To 

estimate feasibility of new system with functional modeling technique, this study proposes a 

sequential process consisting of three stages: 1) Identification of all accident scenarios that can 

occur in the NPP, 2) Determination of accident scenarios that can be mitigated by application of 

the new system, and 3) Evaluation of feasibility for applied system based on the number of 

mitigated scenarios, and development of its mitigation procedures [41]. The functional modeling 

technique enables the effective simplification of complex NPPs. However, it results in several 

challenges in identifying accident scenarios or in developing mitigation procedures. Therefore, in 

this study, improved causal reasoning rule and conversion process are proposed to accurately 

estimate mitigation feasibility by causal inference analysis with the functional model. 
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2.2 Multilevel Flow Modeling Method 

2.2.1. Basic modeling theory 

MFM is a graphical modeling methodology for representing the goal, objectives, and 

functions of an industrial process involving interaction between the flow of material, energy, and 

information [11]. It provides a systematical way to represent complex industrial plant [12], [13]. 

Since MFM is based on a functional modeling framework, it also has hierarchical modeling 

capability to handle a complicated engineering system. The concepts of whole-part and means-end 

decomposition and aggregation are fundamental roles in MFM. All functions in the same flow 

structure are aggregated by the whole-part relation to form complete structures. Along with the 

means-end relation, a specific end (e.g., goal, objective, or function) can be realized by means that 

can be represented by functions in a different flow structure.  Figure 2.1 shows MFM symbols 

which are used for describing the goals and functions of an industrial process. Table 2.1 describes 

the meaning of symbols that are used in this research [11]. Using these functions and relations, the 

influence propagation between functions can be deduced. 

 
Figure 2.1. MFM symbols [22] 
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Table 2.1. Description of symbols in MFM model 

Symbol Description 

Structure Structure 

It represents a set of functions connected by influence relations. A 

function structure can contain either mass or energy flow functions or 

control functions. 

Function Objective 

An objective represents a state which should be produced, maintained, 

destroyed or suppressed. Objectives are related to function structures by 

means-end relations. 

Mass 

and 

energy 

function 

Source 

A source represents the function of a system serving as an infinite 

reservoir of mass or energy. No physically realizable has in principle 

unlimited capability to deliver mass or energy. 

Sink 
A sink represents the function of a system serving as an infinite drain 

of mass or energy. 

Transport 

A transport represents the function of a system transferring mass or 

energy between two systems or locations. A transport function has one 

upstream and one downstream connection to an influence relation. The 

downstream connection point is indicated by the arrowhead 

representing the direction of flow. Note that the flow direction is not 

identical to the directions defined by the influence relations. 

Storage 

A storage represents a system which serves as an accumulator of mass 

or energy. A storage function can have any number of connections and 

any number of enablement conditions. 
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Table 2.1. Description of symbols in MFM model (cont.) 

Influence 

relation 

Influencer 

A flow function F (source, sink, storage or balance) is connected 

with a transport T upstream or downstream with an influencer 

relation if it has the role of influencing the amount of substance 

transported by T. 

Participant 

A flow function F (source, sink, storage or balance) is connected 

with a transport T upstream or downstream with a participant 

relation if the system realizing F has the role of passively providing 

or receiving substance for the transport T. 

Maintain 

A maintain relation connects an objective (end) with a function 

structure if one or several functions F (means) in the structure 

contribute to maintaining the objective. F is indicated by a label on 

the relation. 

Producer-

product 

A producer-product relation connects a function F1 (the end) in a 

function structure S1 with one or several functions F2 (the means) 

in another structure S2. F2 is indicated by a label on the relation. 

This relation is used when the interactions between functions in 

structure S1 result in a transformation that serves a function in the 

context of the objective related to S2. 

Mediate 

A mediate relation connects a function F1 (the end) with a function 

structure if one or several functions F2 (the means) in the structure 

contribute to mediate the function. F is indicated by a label on the 

relation. This relation is used when a system has the role of being an 

intermediate between an agent and another system that serve as an 

object of an action. 

Control 

relation 
Enable 

An enable relation connects a function with an objective. It is used 

when the function is enabled when the objective is satisfied. All 

functions can be enabled. 
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2.2.2. Causal reasoning with the MFM 

Since the different type of relation symbols connects the objectives and functions of 

complex systems in the MFM model, this model can be used to analyze the causal inference 

between adjacent functions and objectives. The causal relations are associated with the goal to 

function and function to function connections. Whole-part and means-end relations are used for 

these connections. Based on these relations, the influence propagation between functions can be 

deduced. There are corresponding sets of reasoning rules for each relation; the rules are specified 

in the MFM syntax [11]. Figure 2.2 shows the reasoning rules between the functions. Because all 

mass functions, energy functions, or objectives are interconnected using relation symbols, all 

abnormal states that cause the dissatisfaction of a system goal can be inferred. 

 
Figure 2.2. Influence propagation between functions in the MFM model [22] 

 
2.3 Identification of Accident Scenarios 

2.3.1. Development of the MFM model for APR 1400 

In this section, an advanced power reactor 1400 MWe (APR1400) is used as a reference 

plant model to define accident scenarios. This plant has a similar design configuration compared 

with other existing pressurized water reactors (PWRs) with two reactor coolant loops. Advanced 
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design features and improvements are incorporated: a pilot-operated safety relief valve (POSRV), 

a four-train safety injection system (SIS) with direct vessel injection (DVI), and an in-

containment refueling water storage tank. One additional feature of this plant is that high- and 

low-pressure injection pumps are integrated into the SIP. The pumps, which are initially assigned 

for the shutdown cooling system and containment spray system, can, however, still be used for 

low-pressure injection (LPSI) into a reactor coolant system (RCS) [42]. MFM is conducted based 

on the piping and instrumentation diagram (P&ID) information of APR 1400. Figure 2.3 shows 

the P&ID of RCS for APR 1400. Since systematic modeling is important to get accurate analysis 

results, in this study, MFM modeling is sequentially conducted, as shown in Figure. 2.4 [43]. 

 
Figure 2.3. Piping and instrumentation diagram of the reactor coolant system in APR 1400  
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Figure 2.4. MFM modeling steps 

 
Because the main purpose of the application of new mitigation systems is to prevent core 

damage, the goal function of MFM model is defined to maintain decay heat removal from the core. 

Accident mitigation systems are modeled as mass or energy flow structures, and subcomponents 

in the system are modeled as functions. Causal relations between functions are defined based on 

the actual plant design. Figure 2.5 shows the MFM model of APR 1400. Table 2.2 shows the 

abbreviations used in this model. Accident mitigation systems that are reflected in this model are 

listed as follows: 

1. Reactor coolant system 

2. Safety injection system that includes a high- and low-pressure injection system 

3. Main feedwater system 

4. Auxiliary feedwater systems including motor-driven and turbine-driven pumps 

5. Circulating water system 

6. Electricity supply system consisting of an offsite electricity source and diesel generator 

7. Depressurization system 

8. In-containment refueling storage tank 
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In this MFM model, there are four functions: 1) source functions which have circular 

shape containing black dot represents a system serving as an infinite reservoir of mass or energy 

such as fuel, 2) sink functions which have circular shape containing X mark represents a system 

serving as an infinite drain of mass or energy such as atmosphere, 3) storage functions which have 

hexagonal shape represents a components which serve as an accumulator of mass or energy such 

as tank, and 4) transport functions which has diamond shape represents a component transferring 

mass or energy such as valves and pumps or a transfer rate between storage functions. The 

qualitative state of each function in this model divide into five: 1) High-High, 2) High, 3) Normal, 

4) Low, and 5) Low-Low. The functions that represent components in the NPP are named in Figure 

2.5, and functions representing the transfer rate between components are named with a number 

(e.g., tra1, tra2, ...) only. 

 
Figure 2.5. Complete MFM of APR 1400 
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Table 2.2. Abbreviations in MFM model of APR 1400 

Abbreviation Full name Abbreviation Full name 

ADV Atmospheric dump valve MSSV Main steam safety valve 

CIRP Circulation pump POSRV Pilot operated safety relief 
valve 

CSP Containment spray pump PZR Pressurizer 

CST Condensate storage tank RCGVV Reactor coolant gas venting 
valve 

DVI Direct vessel injection SCP Shut down cooling pump 

IRWST In-containment refueling 
water storage tank SG Steam generator 

MDP Motor-driven aux-
feedwater pump SIP Safety injection pump 

MFWP Main feedwater pump SRV Steam relief valve 

MSIV Main steam isolation valve TDP Turbine-driven aux-
feedwater pump 

 

The three objectives of this model are as follows: 1) maintain depressurization from the 

RCS, 2) maintain safety injection to the RCS, and 3) maintain heat removal from the RCS to the 

steam generator (SG). The first and second objectives are designated for a feed-and-bleed (F&B) 

operation. It is typically performed to remove the decay heat when secondary cooling systems fail 

[44]. The third objective is designated for aggressive secondary cool-down. It is generally 

performed for safety injection by LPSI systems when high-pressure safety injection (HPSI) 

systems fail [45]. 

MFM model consists of six mass flow structures that represent the RCS, SIS, main 

feedwater system, motor-driven auxiliary feed system, turbine-driven auxiliary feed system, and 

circulation water system. In a safety injection system, three types of pumps are modeled 

independently: SIP, shut down cooling pump (SCP), and containment spray pump (CSP). Those 

pumps share one DVI line. Because the function symbols in MFM are focused on representing the 
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functions of components, components possessing redundancy such as SG or SIP are modeled as a 

single function symbol. A depressurization path is also represented in the MFM model. An offsite 

electric source and a diesel generator were modeled, as shown in Figure 2.5. Because electricity 

suppliers support all motor-driven pumps, these are linked with the means-end relation.  

In the energy flow structure for RCS heat removal described in Figure 2.6, the decay heat 

generation from the fuel is regarded as the source of energy. Four decay heat removal paths are 

identified in this structure. The SIS provides the top-most heat removal path. The main feedwater 

system provides the second path. A circulating water system is modeled to remove heat from the 

condenser that is part of the main feedwater system. This system uses sea water as an ultimate heat 

sink. Auxiliary feedwater systems provide the third and fourth paths. Because the auxiliary 

feedwater system removes the decay heat using motor-driven or turbine-driven pumps, two paths 

are assigned for this auxiliary system. An atmospheric dump valve and a main steam safety valve 

are modeled to remove steam from the main steam line.  

 
Figure 2.6. MFM structure for heat removal through RCS  
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2.3.2. Determination of sets of abnormal states that cause goal failure 

The causal inference analysis with the functional model can be done based on the state of 

each function. For example, “High” water level of storage function can be caused by a “Low” 

discharge flow rate of adjacent transport functions. Based on those causal relationships between 

functions, normal or abnormal state of functions can propagate to other functions. For this reason, 

the conditions resulting from the causal analysis that cause goal failure are composed of some 

abnormal states of functions. Those sets of abnormal states can be importantly utilized to identify 

accident scenarios. Therefore, in this section, all sets of abnormal states can be determined first by 

causal analysis with improved reasoning method proposed in this study. 

2.3.2.1. Development of improved causal inference method 

The advantage of the functional model is that the qualitative and systematic method 

enables the effective simplification of complex NPPs. However, it results in several challenges in 

the scenario identification. One of those challenges is that the functional model is specialized for 

one-to-one state propagation. In the case of the conventional causal reasoning rule, there is no 

propagation rule to handle the situation that two or more propagations from different functions 

arrive at a single function. Because the functions in the model have qualitative state, when two 

opposing states arrive at same function (e.g., “High” and “Low”), it is difficult to estimate the 

effect of their combination on the function at the arrival point. For this reason, advanced reasoning 

method is proposed and applied to handle a situation where multiple propagations are combined. 

The improved causal inference method is developed by considering the truth tables in the 

conventional reasoning rule. In the NPP, many safety systems have been designed to be diverse or 

redundant to prevent core damage from the failure of one system or one component. For example, 

the only failure of the motor-driven auxiliary feedwater system cannot generate high heat 
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accumulation in the SG because the turbine-driven feedwater system can also remove the heat in 

the SG. To reflect these design characteristics in the functional model, truth tables contain the 

information to decide whether abnormal states in the specific functions can propagate to other 

adjacent functions. These tables are developed based on the success criteria of each system and 

additional TH analysis results obtained from RELAP5. These truth tables are utilized in every 

function that contains more than two relation symbols. Figure 2.7 shows the application of the 

truth tables. 

 
Figure 2.7. Application of truth tables 

The improved reasoning method is also developed considering the initial conditions of the 

target component. Because functional modeling is a general methodology for performing causal 

reasoning, it may produce incorrect results when applying it to the actual power plant, which has 

unique design characteristics. For example, a high coolant level in a vessel is practically impossible 

because it is fully filled with water during the normal condition of the NPP; thus, the possible 

states of the vessel storage symbol is from "Normal" to "Low-Low." For this reason, even if 

adjacent transport functions around vessel such as injection pumps have "Low” mass flow rate, it 

cannot be caused by high water level in the vessel because there is no “High” state of vessel storage 

function. This result is different from the result obtained using the conventional reasoning method. 
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Therefore, upgraded causal reasoning rule specialized for the NPP is needed to prevent incorrect 

influence propagation between functions. 

In this study, component-specific information is reflected by specifying a suitable range 

for all storage functions in the MFM model. The maximum value of this range cannot be less than 

"Normal." In the actual reasoning analysis with enhanced reasoning rule, influence propagation is 

not allowed when abnormal states obtained from causal reasoning are out of the predetermined 

ranges. Figure 2.8 shows one example that depicts the influence propagation with improved 

reasoning method. In this figure, the abnormal state of transport function is only caused by the 

abnormal state of storage function 1. By applying this enhanced reasoning method, more accurate 

causal analysis is performed in this study. 

 
Figure 2.8. The influence propagation with improved reasoning method 

2.3.2.2. Identification of sets of abnormal states by solving a Boolean equation  

In this section, all sets of function failures that cause a decay heat removal failure are 

defined by the cause analysis with the MFM model. In this study, the function in the abnormal 

states is regarded as function failure. Cause analysis starts from dissatisfaction with the primary 

goal, which is “the low decay heat transfer rate from the fuel to the coolant of the reactor pressure 
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vessel (RPV)." From this point, the abnormal states that cause goal dissatisfaction are defined 

sequentially based on the enhanced causal reasoning rules. Abnormal states can be caused by 

functions in the same structure through the whole-part relation as well as in different structures 

through the means-end relation [11]. Figure 2.9 shows the cause analysis in the MFM model. 

 
Figure 2.9. Cause analysis in MFM model 

 Despite the use of functional modeling can drastically decrease the number of sets of 

component failures that cause core damage, the number of those is still too large to be analyzed 

manually. For this reason, in this study, the causal inference analysis is performed automatically 

and systemically by solving the Boolean equation. To replace the functional model with the 

Boolean equation, the state of function is categorized again into two, which are function success 

and function failure. Function failure means states of function are in an abnormal state. If two 

adjacent functions have a causal relationship to each other, one function failure causes the failure 

of another function. In this study, causal analysis is performed with the Boolean equation by 

reinterpreting the MFM model to the fault tree model [46]. The improved reasoning method 

including truth table is also utilized to develop the fault tree model, and the AIMS program is used 
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to solve the Boolean equation with fault tree model [47]. Figure 2.10 shows the procedure to 

determine failure combinations by solving the Boolean equation based on the information of MFM 

and truth tables. After solving the Boolean equation, we can define all sets of function failures that 

cause goal failure; then, the appropriate abnormal state (e.g., "High," "Low") is assigned to each 

function failure. 

 
Figure 2.10. Determination of failure set by solving a Boolean equation  

2.3.2.3. Development of the conversion process 

 As an accident scenario is a set of unexpected events that result in undesirable 

consequences, it consists of failure events on the components (e.g., valve is stuck closed) rather 

than abnormal states of functions (e.g., "Low" mass flow rate of transport function that represents 

the valve). For this reason, a conversion process that is necessary to convert abnormal states 

obtained from the cause analysis into failure events on the components is developed. The main 

difficulty of the conversion process development is that some of the abnormal states obtained from 

causal analysis do not need to be converted into failure events. 

Because functional model consists of functions that represent energy flow or mass flow, 

abnormal states of both functions are obtained from the causal analysis. However, energy transfer 

failure in the NPP originated from an abnormal condition of the mass flow rate; a single failure 
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event causes the failure of both functions. Therefore, if abnormal states of both functions are 

considered separately for accident scenario identification, accident scenario which includes the 

same failure event can be double counted.   

 Next, some of the abnormal states are physically impossible to be defined as failure events. 

For example, a high coolant level in the SG can be analyzed as an expected abnormal state based 

on causal reasoning with MFM. The failure events, however, related to the SG such as the SG 

rupture cannot physically produce high coolant level in the SG. This abnormal state can be only 

occurred by the abnormal states of other adjacent components, such as a high injection flow from 

the main or auxiliary feedwater pumps. However, this causal relationship between other 

components and the SG is already reflected in the cause analysis; thus, it does not need to be 

considered at the conversion process again.  

Some function symbols in MFM cannot link directly to the component. For example, in 

MFM model, there are function symbols that represent the mass or energy transfer rate between 

components. No component is allocated to model these functions. The failures of those functions 

also do not need to be considered for scenario identification. To eliminate the abnormal states that 

cannot be converted into failure events, an abnormal state elimination process is first suggested 

and applied, as shown in Figure 2.11. After this process, abnormal states are converted to failure 

events. For this conversion process, two types of failure events are considered based on the failure 

mode and effect analysis results [48]: 1) abnormal operation of components and 2) break of 

components. Table 2.3 shows some examples of the conversion process.  
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Figure 2.11. Elimination process to define convertible abnormal states 

 

Table 2.3. Example of the conversion process 

Abnormal state 

Converting 
→ 

Failure event 

Less amount of coolant 
in the cold-leg Cold-leg break 

Low mass flow rate 
through the MSSV MSSV is stuck closed 

High mass flow rate to the atmosphere 
through the ADV ADV is stuck open 

 
2.3.3. Identification of accident scenarios that cause dissatisfaction of goal 

In this section, a minimal set of failure events that can cause dissatisfaction with the goal 

is regarded as an accident scenario to extract double-counted sets. All sets that include the same 
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minimal set can be covered by mitigating the minimal set [46]. Therefore, those are deemed as one 

accident scenario. Consequently, 489 accident scenarios were identified based on results from 

causal analysis with the MFM model and conversion process. However, these scenarios also 

contained non-sense ones. For example, because both the stuck opened and closed events of the 

same valve cannot occur together, this should be eliminated. We performed post-processing for 

selecting the non-sense scenarios, and 11 cases were eliminated from the previous 489 cases. 

Finally, 478 scenarios that cause decay heat removal failure are identified. Table 2.4 shows the 

final results developed by solving the Boolean equation. Each row in this table represents an 

accident scenario, which is a minimal set of failure events. Based on the results, it is known that 

the accident scenarios require the concurrence of two to four failure events. For example, accident 

scenario 1 in the table is occurred by a combination of events in which reactor coolant gas venting 

valve (RCGVV) is stuck open and safety injection pump (SIP) inlet isolation valve is stuck closed. 

The coolant inside the RPV leaks into containment because of former event, and RPV inventory 

make-up using the SIP fails due to the latter event. Therefore, the core will be damaged when 

scenario 1 occurs. If any of the failure events in a single set do not occur or is mitigated, this set 

does not cause core damage. The complete results of accident scenarios are attached in Appendix 

A. 
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Table 2.4. Accident scenarios developed by causal inference analysis with the MFM 

# Failure event 1 Failure event 2 Failure event 3 Failure event 4 

1 RCGVV is stuck 
open 

SIP inlet isolation 
valve is stuck closed - - 

2 Pressurizer break SIP inlet isolation 
valve is stuck closed - - 

3 Vessel break SIP inlet isolation 
valve is stuck closed - - 

4 U-tube break SIP inlet isolation 
valve is stuck closed - - 

5 POSRV is stuck open SIP inlet isolation 
valve is stuck closed - - 

6 RCGVV is stuck 
open 

SIP inlet isolation 
valve is stuck closed - - 

… … 

475 SIP failure MDP failure TDP failure MFWP failure 

476 SIP failure MDP failure TDP failure Main steam isolation 
valve is stuck closed 

477 SIP failure MDP failure Turbine-driven aux 
feedwater line break MFWP failure 

478 SIP failure MDP failure Turbine-driven aux 
feedwater line break 

Main steam isolation 
valve is stuck closed 

 

There are many accident scenarios that cause core damage, and some accident scenarios 

share the same characteristic of the accident. For example, accident scenarios 1 to 6 in Table 2.4 

share the characteristic, which is a secondary cooling failure due to coolant leakage of RCS and 

safety injection failure. To develop the representative mitigation strategy of the new system that 

can cover all accident scenarios which have same accident characteristic, in this study, scenario 

grouping was conducted first based on failures of the heat removal mechanism.  

In the NPP, five anti-core-melt safety functions exist: 1) reactivity control, 2) RCS 

inventory control, 3) RCS pressure control, 4) core heat removal, and 5) RCS heat removal [49]. 
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Because the heat removal from the core is the primary goal of the MFM, four safety functions 

except the reactivity control were considered. Based on those safety functions, four representative 

hazardous situations in the NPP were defined to clarify the characteristics of the accident scenarios: 

1) loss of coolant from the RCS; 2) failure of coolant injection to the RCS; 3) failure of the 

secondary cooling system, and 4) loss of electricity. The loss of coolant and the coolant injection 

failure relate directly with RCS inventory control, RCS pressure control, and core heat removal. 

The failure of the secondary cooling system corresponds with the RCS heat removal. Because the 

loss of electricity can render all active safety functions unavailable, it is also deemed as an 

important hazardous situation [49]. Based on those situations, accident scenarios are classified as 

four groups, as shown in Figure 2.12. Based on those accident characteristics, the representative 

mitigation procedures with the new system can be developed. 

 
Figure 2.12. Grouping of all accident scenarios 
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2.4 Development of Mitigation Procedures with the New Safety System 

In the previous section, the MFM was used to define all possible sets of failure events that 

cause a decaying heat removal failure, called accident scenario. MFM model can be utilized again 

for generating counter-operation methods when a new mitigation system is added in this section. 

From the results of the previous analysis, it is known that high-pressure injection is a significant 

safety feature to mitigate accidents because it is the cause of most scenarios. Therefore, the passive 

high-pressure injection system that is the HSIT is regarded as a new mitigation system example 

for a case study. 

2.4.1. Hybrid SIT System 

Most of the safety-critical functions in current NPPs are implemented by active systems. 

In order to ultimately meet safety goals, however, relying on active systems alone may not be 

sufficient. As passive systems provide advantages for mitigating station blackout (SBO) accidents 

because they do not require external energy supplies [50], [51]  and also contribute to the diversity 

of mitigation action during accident situations, combining passive and active systems for accident 

mitigation has become more important in the nuclear industry [52], [53]. Following this trend, a 

passive safety system which is the HSIT system is applied as a new mitigation system for a case 

study.  

The HSIT system was invented to passively inject coolant into the RCS under any pressure 

condition without depressurization [54]. The HSIT system can inject water by using the pressure 

from nitrogen gas as a normal SIT in low-pressure accidents such as a large-break LOCA. The 

HSIT system can also inject water by using gravitational force in over-pressure accidents such as 

an SBO. The term “over-pressure” means that the pressure inside a reactor vessel is higher than 

the injection pressure of the safety injection pump (SIP). In over-pressure accident scenarios, the 
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SIP cannot inject water because the SIP shut-off head has a limitation. The HSIT is the only system 

that can inject water without depressurization in over-pressure accidents. Thus, this function of the 

HSIT is critical. To drive the HSIT in an over-pressure scenario, the battery-driven isolation valves 

open, and the pressure of the HSIT is then balanced with the pressure of the RCS through the 

pressure-equalizing pipe. This pipe is situated between the HSIT and the pressurizer (PZR). The 

process for driving the HSIT can be conducted in any pressure range, which includes the over-

pressure situation. Thus, when the pressure is balanced, the emergency core cooling water can be 

injected by using the gravitational force in all scenarios such as the over-pressure scenario.  

Four HSITs are planned to be installed in the target plant, and each has a 6.35 cm (2.5 

inches) diameter equalizing pipe. The diameter and height of the tanks are 2.743 m and 12.84 m, 

respectively, with internal volume and pressure of 68.1 m3 and 40 bar, respectively. Its design 

temperature and pressure are 370 °C and 17.0 MPa. Operation of the equalizing valve in the HSIT 

system is controlled manually. Experimental and theoretical verification of the HSIT system has 

been completed by the Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute (KAERI) [55]. Figure 2.13 

presents an outline of the HSIT system. 
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Figure 2.13. Outline of the HSIT system 

2.4.2. The process to estimate the mitigation feasibility of the HSIT 

In this study, mitigation feasibility is defined as how many accident scenarios can be 

mitigated by applying the HSIT. Consequence analysis using MFM, which examines how 

consequences are propagated when the HSIT is applied, is performed. Additional mitigation 

procedures to remove decaying heat with the HSIT can also be defined using this analysis. To 

estimate the mitigation feasibility, the previous MFM is first modified considering the application 

of the HSIT. Next, accident scenarios obtained from the previous cause analysis are inserted into 

the modified model. Subsequently, alternative mitigation procedures are identified in 

consideration of two approaches: many-to-many mapping and causal inference. A many-to-many 

mapping implies that the same end can be realized by many alternative methods. These alternatives 

are typically reflected in a diverse design. We can also define counter operation methods using the 
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causal inference analysis. An additional method should be used to not only achieve an objective 

directly but also enable other functions to operate, which can affect the objective. Figure 2.14 

shows examples of those approaches. As a final step, the mitigation feasibility is estimated based 

on the number of mitigable scenarios. The detailed procedure is summarized in Figure 2.15. 

 
Figure 2.14. Approaches to identify alternative ways with additional methods 

 

 
Figure 2.15. Process for estimating mitigation feasibility of the HSIT 
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As discussed earlier, the predefined accident scenarios were first reflected in the modified 

MFM. As an example, one accident case that is a reactor coolant gas venting valve (RCGVV) 

stuck opened and SIP inlet isolation valve stuck closed were considered. In this situation, the goal 

of this model is unsatisfactory owing to the propagation of the abnormal state, as described in 

Figure 2.16. Stuck opened RCGVV causes a low coolant level in the vessel, thus causing a low 

mass flow rate through the hot leg. This phenomenon is the primary reason for the low heat transfer 

rate through the hot leg. The SIP inlet isolation valve that is stuck closed causes a low mass flow 

rate through the DVI line. LPSI with SCP or CSP cannot be used owing to the high pressure in the 

RCS. Because HPSI is crucial in preventing core dry-out during depressurization, RCS 

depressurization cannot be performed when SIPs are unavailable. Hence, the primary goal of MFM, 

which is to maintain the decaying heat removal, fails. 

 
Figure 2.16. Consequence analysis without the HSIT system 
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If the HSIT is applied to the NPP, the goal of this model changes to satisfaction because 

it creates an environment in which available active systems such as LPSI pumps can be used to 

mitigate accident, as described in Figure 2.17. The HSIT can inject water into the RCS at high 

pressures; thus, it can be utilized to prevent core dry-out when depressurization through POSRV 

is performed. LPSI pumps such as SCP and CSP can be used accordingly to remove heat from the 

water in the vessel, and decay heat can be transferred successfully even if the RCGVV is stuck 

opened and the SIP inlet isolation valve is stuck closed. This analysis enables us to define the HSIT 

operation with the available active mitigation systems. Based on these results, appropriate accident 

mitigation procedures can be developed. 

 
Figure 2.17. Consequence analysis with the HSIT system 
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Based on the modified MFM, we solved the Boolean equation again to determine the 

mitigated accident scenarios. For this analysis, this model was reinterpreted as the fault tree model. 

Figure 2.18 shows a detailed process to use the Boolean equation to define the mitigated scenarios. 

If alternative means do not exist, the failure of mean 1 or 2 causes an objective failure. If an 

alternative mean (= mean 3) is applied, the objective fails when mean 1 fails or means 2 and 3 fail 

simultaneously. This illustrates that scenario 2 (= failure of mean 2) is a mitigable case by applying 

mean 3. By utilizing the same concept, all scenarios that are mitigated by applying the HSIT can 

be identified. 

This approach using a fault tree based on MFM presents significant advantages compared 

with the conventional fault tree approach [56]: 1) Because the conventional fault tree analysis is a 

top-down approach, this technique is highly reliant on judgments and insights that are based on 

subjective opinion. However, fault tree development based on MFM including the detailed P&ID 

of the NPP guarantees the completeness and objectivity of the fault tree model, 2) MFM is a 

function-based modeling technique and contains information of relationships between functions. 

If the functions of new systems and their relations with other functions are known, MFM can be 

modified easily. We can also easily update the fault tree model without developing it from scratch 

when some processes are being improved or new equipment is added in the NPP.  
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Figure 2.18. Application of Boolean equation to define mitigated scenarios  

 

To evaluate the mitigation feasibility of the HSIT, the number of mitigated scenarios are 

evaluated after solving the Boolean equation developed by the modified MFM. Consequently, 277 

cases can be mitigated safely by utilizing the HSIT among 478 accident scenarios. The results are 

described in Table 2.5. Because the HSIT is a temporary injection system, its use alone can 

alleviate LOCA only for a particular time after an accident. To consider this characteristic in this 

study, the steam generator tube rupture (SGTR) accident is considered separately from the LOCA 

because the coolant loss in the SGTR is limited by the equalizing pressure between the RCS and 

the SG [57]. 
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Table 2.5. Results of mitigation feasibility estimation for the HSIT 

Group Accident scenario 
Number of all 

possible 
scenarios 

Number of 
mitigated 
scenarios 

Group 1 
1-1 High-pressure injection failure + LOCA 39 24 

1-2 High-pressure injection failure + SGTR 5 3 

Group 2 High-pressure injection failure + 
secondary cooling system failure 415 249 

Group 3 
3-1 SBO + LOCA 8 0 

3-2 SBO + SGTR 1 1 

Group 4 SBO + turbine driven secondary cooling 
system failure 10 0 

Total  All accident scenarios 478 277 

 

For accident groups where the number of mitigated scenarios is more than zero, the HSIT 

could be used for the long-term mitigation of accidents. Long-term cooling strategies should be 

developed for those groups. Because a temporary high-pressure injection by the HSIT can 

decelerate the core dry-out even if it does not contribute to the success of long-term cooling, it can 

extend the time until core damage. For accident groups where the number of mitigated scenarios 

is zero, accident mitigation for coping time extension is recommended instead of long-term 

accident mitigation. 

2.4.3. Development of mitigation procedures with the HSIT 

As discussed earlier, suitable mitigation procedures for each group are suggested based on 

the results of the consequence analysis. Those are as follows:  

In the case of LOCA, heat removal efficiency via secondary-side cooling decreases 

significantly because this accident causes a low mass flow rate inside the RCS. HPSI is required 

to remove the decaying heat. If all HPSI systems fail, LPSI systems such as SCP and CSP can be 
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used as an alternative method to inject water. The problem, however, is that their maximum 

injection pressure is too low. The coolant in the RPV is depleted before being depressurized 

sufficiently in the RCS. Hence, the LPSI system cannot be utilized for the mitigation of LOCA if 

all HPSI systems fail. If the HSIT is applied, core dry-out can be prevented during depressurization, 

thus allowing for LPSI systems to be used. Accordingly, we suggest F&B methods with LPSI and 

the HSIT under LOCA for group 1-1. 

The critical difference between LOCA and SGTR is the coolant loss in SGTR is limited. 

As the HSIT can be used for the HPSI, it can fully fill the core inventory in such accidents. Once 

the RCS inventory is recovered, secondary cooling can be secured again without injection by other 

active HPSI systems. We accordingly suggest developing long-term mitigation methods with a 

secondary cooling system and the HSIT under SGTR for group 1-2. Because the turbine is driven, 

a secondary cooling system can be used even in SBO; these methods can also be applied to SGTR 

with SBO, which is group 3-2. 

The F&B operation is a mitigation that cools down the RCS directly using high-pressure 

injection systems such as the SIPs when adequate residual heat removal by the secondary cooling 

system is not available. In the conventional mitigation strategy, F&B operation with low-pressure 

injection system is not allowed because the core will dry out without high-pressure injection during 

bleed operation. If the HSIT is applied, it can be used to prevent core dry-out by injecting a coolant, 

and it allows for the LPSI system to be used for feed operation. We accordingly suggest developing 

a feed-and-bleed operation with the HSIT under the low-pressure situation for group 2. 

Even though the HSIT system can supply injection in high pressure, it is insufficient for 

long-term cooling because of its limited coolant inventory. Because no active mitigation system 

can be utilized in SBO, accident mitigation should focus on coping with time prolongation rather 
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than long-term cooling. If the coping time is extended, human errors by operators decrease and the 

repair probability of failed components such as diesel generators also increase. In this respect, the 

mitigation methods for coping with time extension with the HSIT can also be used to enhance 

plant safety for groups 3-1 and 4. As a summary, Figure 2.19 shows the suitable mitigation 

procedures according to the accident scenario groups. 

 
Figure 2.19. Mitigation procedures according to the characteristics of accident scenarios 

Because MFM is a qualitative modeling methodology, the combined use of TH analysis 

and other quantified methods (e.g., probabilistic risk assessment) is needed to provide more 

detailed information. These quantification methods are required not only to define specific set 

points of process parameters in establishing mitigation strategies but also to evaluate the impacts 

of developed strategies on plant safety. To accommodate this issues for this research, in next 

chapter, plant risk quantification by estimating conditional core damage probability is performed 

based on TH simulation results and conventional reliability data that was utilized for PRA to 

estimate mitigation feasibility of mitigation strategy including new mitigation system on plant risk 

in detail. 
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2.5 Conclusion 

This chapter presented a process to evaluate the feasibility of the new mitigation system on 

the abstract level and suggested suitable mitigation procedures based on causal inference analysis 

with the MFM model. In this process, the MFM model was first developed based on the P&ID 

information of the PWR. Cause analysis using this model identified all possible sets of failure 

events, which were accident scenarios. Because it was difficult to reflect the diverse design 

characteristics and initial conditions of the NPP in the MFM, additional techniques, such as the 

predefined range of possible states, conversion process, and truth tables were applied to this model. 

Subsequently, the scenarios that could be mitigated by the HSIT were identified by consequence 

analysis with revised MFM model that included the HSIT. To define the mitigated scenarios 

systemically, the Boolean equation was solved based on the information from the model structure 

of MFM and truth tables. Finally, the number of mitigated scenarios was estimated to evaluate the 

mitigation feasibility of the HSIT. In the example NPP, 478 accident scenarios caused core damage 

while the addition of the HSIT eliminated 277 among them.  

The number of mitigated scenarios varied according to groups that could be divided based 

on the accident conditions. For the accident group in which the number of mitigable scenarios was 

more than zero, the HSIT could be used for the long-term mitigation of accidents. For accident 

groups in which the number of mitigable scenarios was zero, accident mitigation for coping with 

time extension was recommended instead of long-term accident mitigation. Four accident 

mitigation procedures with the HSIT were finally identified based on the consequence analysis 

results: 1) long-term mitigation combined with LPSI systems under LOCA, 2) long-term 

mitigation combined with the secondary cooling system under SGTR, 3) feed-and-bleed operation 

under condition that secondary cooling fails, and 4) coping time extension. 
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The primary purpose of this study was to develop a framework to determine suitable 

mitigation procedures and to evaluate the mitigation feasibility based on the number of mitigable 

scenarios. We utilized the HSIT system for the case study in this research; however, the 

methodology could be applied for evaluating any systems or process that is newly added or 

improved. Because MFM is a qualitative modeling methodology, the combined use of other 

quantitative analysis, such as TH analysis and probabilistic risk assessment will provide more 

detailed information for estimating quantified feasibility of new mitigation system. 
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3. QUANTIFICATION OF PLANT RISK BY ESTIMATING 

CONDITIONAL CORE DAMAGE PROBABILITY WITH 

TIME-DEPENDENT RECOVERY ACTIONS 

3.1 Introduction 

This chapter proposes the framework for quantification of plant risk by estimating CCDP 

to determine optimal mitigation strategy of the new safety system. Following the previous chapter, 

the HSIT system is utilized as the case study. The HSIT can be used to mitigate various accidents 

such as LOCA, SGTR, SBO. Among those accidents, for this chapter, LOCA has selected as a 

target initiating accident, and the process parameters before the accident are fixed at a steady state 

of normal operation in the NPP. Under these conditions, the component configurations (i.e., the 

status of whether the components are available or not) and recovery status of failed components 

can be used as an indicator to determine whether or not core damage will occur. In the case of the 

LOCA, the HSIT can be used for the F&B operation with LPSI pump, as mentioned in the previous 

chapter. Since there are other conventional mitigation strategies for mitigating the LOCA, the 

optimal strategy for the F&B operation with LPSI and the HSIT should be developed in 

consideration of the combined use with other existing strategies.  

In this chapter, the recovery of failed systems should be incorporated in estimating plant 

risk. Because recovery actions by operators can be performed at any time in the middle of the 

accident, in this chapter, the CCDP is estimated considering time-dependent recovery actions to 

determine the optimal mitigation strategy among all possible options. There are two significant 

challenges for the CCDP estimation: 1) there are thousands of accident scenarios in given 

conditions that will cause core damage, and 2) the time-dependent recovery probability and various 
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available time of component recovery according to plant conditions give complexity on calculating 

CCDP. In order to overcome these challenges, the MFM method and concept of mitigation success 

domain are applied. The MFM method is utilized to systematically identify a reduced number of 

component configurations that cause core damage before and after recovery actions, and mitigation 

success domain is developed to determine an available time range for recovery actions according 

to component configurations. These pre-defined available time ranges are used for time integral to 

estimate the representative value of transition probability of component configurations within a 

time period. 

By doing so, CCDP estimation can practically be performed by simplification of the 

problem, as shown in Figure 3.1. Since we want to quantify the risk implications of mitigation 

actions with component recoveries, transitions from Quadrant III to Quadrant IV is only focused 

for risk estimation. In this study, it is assumed that if the component configuration moves to core 

safe state after recovery actions (= Quadrant I), any further recovery actions are not performed, 

and additional component failures in the middle of the accident are not considered. 

 
Figure 3.1. Estimation of transition probability within a time period by time integration 
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3.2 Notation 

α Type of initiating accidents (e.g., α = SLOCA) 

n Number of recovery actions 

N Maximum number of recovery actions 

iα The group of component configurations with no recovery action that 

causes core damage in given accident α, �iα,1, … , iα,k, … , iα,K�. 

iα.k Component configuration in group iα 

jα The group of component configurations and recovery status in given 

initiating accident α, (jα.1, … , jα.m, … , jα.M) 

jα.mn The component configuration and recovery status after n recovery 

actions 

CCDPα Conditional core damage probability in given initiating accident α 

CCDPiα,k  The conditional core damage probability if component configuration 

before recovery action is iα.k 

CCDPiα,k

(n) The conditional core damaged probability after n recovery actions 

when component configuration before recovery actions is iα,k 

τn The time when nth recovery action is done 

td The time when core damage occurs 

e(iα,k → jα,m1) The event that component configuration changes from iα,k to jα,m1 at 

any time until core damage. 

e(iα,k, [0,0]) The event that that component configuration which is iα,k occurs at 

time zero, 0 ≤ t ≤ 0 
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e(iα,k →

iα,k, (0, τ1)) 

The event that component configuration is maintained as iα,k from 

time zero to time τ1, 0 < t < τ1 

e(iα,k →

jα,m1 , [τ1, τ1]) 

The event that component configuration changes from iα,k to jα,m1 at 

time τ1, τ1 ≤ t ≤ τ1 

e(jα,m1

→ jα,m1 , (τ1, τ2)) 

The event that plant configuration is maintained as jα,m1 from time 

τ1 to time τ2, τ1 < t < τ2 

e�iα,k → jα,m1 → ⋯

→ jα,mn� 

The event that component configuration changes sequentially from 

iα,k to jα,mn at any time until core damage. 

tmax.0 The maximum time when recovery actions can prevent core damage 

when no previous recovery action is performed 

tmax,τ1 The maximum time when recovery actions can prevent core damage 

if first recovery action is done at time τ1 

tmax,τ1…τn−1  The maximum time when nth recovery action can prevent core 

damage when previous recovery actions were performed at τ1, 

τ2, ... τn−1 respectively.  

RPx,τ The recovery probability of component x at time τ. 

t0 The minimum time considered to begin the corresponding recovery 

action 

G(t)  Repair distribution at time t 

g(t)  Repair density of G(t) (= dG(t)
dt

) 

F(t)  Unreliability at time t 
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3.3 Plant Risk Quantification by Estimating CCDP 

In this section, the process to estimate CCDP is mathematically described. Based on this 

research scope, when recovery actions are performed from specific component configurations (= 

iα.k) which are in the Quadrant III of Figure 3.1, CCDPiα,k can be expressed as Equation 3.1 [58]. 

Since component configurations that cause core damage depend on the initiating accidents, the 

group of all component configurations with no recovery action which are in Quadrant III of Figure 

3.1 is defined as a symbol of iα (iα =  iα.1, … , iα.k, … , iα.K). 

CCDPiα,k = CCDPiα,k

(1) +  CCDPiα,k

(2)  +  … +  CCDPiα,k

(n) 

, where n = 1, 2, 3, ... , N 
(3.1) 

Here, CCDPiα,k

(n)  represents the core damage probability after n recovery actions when 

component configuration before recovery actions is iα,k. In this equation, it is assumed that one 

recovery action applied only to one failed component. When specific mitigation strategy is utilized, 

the total number of recovery actions until core damage is affected by the success of each recovery 

action because a failure of preceding recovery action leads to the additional recovery actions. It 

means n can be any number less than N that is the maximum number of recovery actions which is 

specified by component configuration before recovery action, and each CCDPiα,k

(n)  is mutually 

exclusive each other. Therefore, CCDPiα,k is calculated by the summation of all CCDPiα,k

(n). 

After recovery actions, the recovery status of failed components added to the information 

of initial component configuration (= iα,k). If the plant is still in the core damage condition after 

recovery actions, the group of combined information that includes component configuration and 

recovery status in given initiating accident (α) can be defined as jα (jα =  jα.1, … , jα.m, … , jα.M) 

which represents Quadrant IV in Figure 3.1. If component configuration and recovery status is 
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jα.m after n recovery actions, it can be expressed as jα.mn  (mn = 1, … , M). Then, the probability of 

the event that component configuration changes from iα,k to jα,m after a single recovery action can 

be expressed as P (e(iα,k → jα,m1 )). Here, e(iα,k → jα,m1 ) denotes the event that component 

configuration changes from iα,k to jα,m1 at any time until core damage. Based on the definition of 

jα, P(e(iα,k → jα,m1)) can represent the CCDP given initiating accident (α) when a single recovery 

action is performed from iα,k. Because there are many component configurations and recovery 

status in group jα (jα =  jα.1, … , jα.m, … , jα.M), CCDP in given initiating accident (α) when a single 

recovery action is performed from iα,k  is represented by ∑ P(e(iα,k → jα,m1)M
m1=1 . Using this 

definition, Equation 3.1 can be rewritten as follows:  

CCDPiα,k = ∑ P�e(iα,k → jα,m1)�M
m1=1  + ∑ ∑ P�e(iα,k → jα,m1 → jα,m2)�M

m1=1
M
m2=1  

+ … + ∑ …M
mn=1 ∑ ∑ P(e�iα,k → jα,m1 → jα,m2 → ⋯  → jα,mn�)M

m1=1
M
m2=1  

,where n = 1, 2, 3, ... , N, jα,m1 ≠ ⋯ ≠ jα,mn  

(3.2) 

3.3.1. CCDP estimation with a single recovery action 

In order to estimate CCDP for the case that 1) single recovery action is performed at time 

τ1 under initiating accident (α), and 2) component configuration with no recovery action is iα,k, 

probabilities of these four events need to be quantified: 

1) P�e(iα,k, [0,0])� 

2) P(e(iα,k → iα,k, (0, τ1))) 

3) P(e(iα,k → jα,m1 , [τ1, τ1])) 

4) P(e(jα,m1 → jα,m1 , (τ1, td]) 

Event 1 (=e(iα,k, [0,0])) represents the event that component configuration which is iα,k 

occurs at time zero, which is shown in ① of Figure 3.2. Event 2 (= e(iα,k → iα,k, (0, τ1))) 
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represents the event that component configuration is maintained as iα,k from time zero to time τ1, 

which is shown in ② of Figure 3.2. Event 3 (= e(iα,k → jα,m1 , [τ1, τ1])) represents the event that 

component configuration changes from iα,k  to jα,m1  at time τ1 , which is shown in Figure 3.2. 

Event 4 (= e(jα,m → jα,m1 , (τ1, τ2)) ) represents the event that component configuration and 

recovery status is maintained as jα,m1 from time τ1 to time td, which shown in ④ of Figure 3.2. 

 

Figure 3.2. Component configuration and recovery status changes according to time in the case of a 
single recovery action 

If those events occur sequentially, the probability of this event sequence can be estimated 

as follow. P(event sequence) = P(event 1) * P(event 2 | event 1) * P(event 3 | event 1∩event 2) 

* P(event 4 | event 1∩event 2∩event 3). By solving this conditional probability and considering 

all possible times for single recovery action which represents τ1, the probability of the event that 

iα,k → jα,m1  happens at any time from time zero to t𝑑𝑑  which is expressed as e�iα,k →

jα,m1 , [0, t𝑑𝑑]� can be calculated by time integral of the product of the probabilities of four events, 

as shown in Equation 3.3. Note that this equation assumes that events of component configuration 

changes are statistically independent [59]. Here, tmax.0  is the maximum time when the first 

recovery action can prevent core damage when no previous recovery action is performed. 
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P �e�iα,k → jα,m1 , [0, t𝑑𝑑)�� = � P �e�iα,k, [0,0]��
tmax.0

0
∗ P�e(iα,k → iα,k, (0, τ1)� 

∗ P �e�iα,k → jα,m1 , [τ1, τ1]�� ∗ P�e(jα,m1 → jα,m1 , (τ1, t𝑑𝑑]�dτ1 

, where τ1 ≤ tmax.0 

(3.3) 

Base on the definition of jα, to estimate CCDP when we consider all probable single 

configuration changes from iα,k, all component configurations and recovery status should be 

considered, as shown in Equation 3.4. This equation changes the problem of CCDP estimation 

from many-to-many transition to many-to-one transition, as shown in Figure 3.3.  

CCDPiα,k

(1) = P�e(iα,k → jα)� = � P�e(iα,k → jα,m1)�
M

m1=1

 (3.4) 

If all component configurations before recovery action (=iα,k) are considered, CCDP 

given initiating accident (α) (= CCDPα) with a single recovery action can be estimated by Equation 

3.5. This equation changes the problem of CCDP estimation from many-to-one transition to one-

to-one transition, as shown in Figure 3.3. Then, we can get one representative value of CCDP with 

a single recovery action given initiating accident (α). 

CCDPα = P(e(iα → jα)) = � � P�e(iα,k → jα,m1)�
M

m1=1

K

k=1

 (3.5) 
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Figure 3.3. Consideration of all component configuration and recovery status 

Combining Equations. (3.3 - 3.5), CCDP given initiating accident (α) can be estimated 

as follows: 

CCDPα = ��� P �e�iα,k, [0,0]�� ∗ P�e(iα,k → iα,k, (0, τ1)�
tmax.0

0

M

m=1

K

k=1

 

∗ P �e�iα,k → jα,m1 , [τ1, τ1]�� ∗ P�e(jα,m1 → jα,m1 , (τ1, t𝑑𝑑]�dτ1 

, where τ1 ≤ tmax.0 

(3.6) 

tmax = Maximum time when recovery action can prevent core damage 

3.3.2. CCDP estimation with multiple recovery actions 

If multiple recovery actions are performed, CCDPiα,k

(n)  can be estimated considering 

sequential steps from first recovery action to nth recovery action. The estimation of CCDP with 

multiple recovery actions can be done in a similar way of CCDP estimation with single recovery 

action. As a first step, the probability that first recovery action is performed before time τ2 which 
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is the time for second recovery action is estimated. For this purpose, we consider the case that 1) 

first recovery action is performed at time τ1  under initiating accident (α ) and component 

configuration (iα,k), and 2) component configuration and recovery status (jα,m1) is maintained until 

time τ2. To estimate the probability of this case, probabilities of four events need to be quantified: 

1) P�e(iα,k, [0,0])� 

2) P(e(iα,k → iα,k, (0, τ1))) 

3) P(e(iα,k → jα,m1 , [τ1, τ1])) 

4) P(e(jα,m1 → jα,m1 , (τ1, τ2)) 

Event 1 (= e(iα,k, [0,0])) represents the event that component configuration which is iα,k 

occurs at time zero, which is shown in ① of Figure 3.4. Event 2 (= e(iα,k → iα,k, (0, τ1))) 

represents the event that component configuration is maintained as iα,k from time zero to time τ1, 

which is shown in ② of Figure 3.4. Event 3 (= e(iα,k → jα,m1 , [τ1, τ1])) represents the event that 

component configuration changes from iα,k  to jα,m1  at time τ1 , which is shown in Figure 3.4. 

Event 4 (= e(jα,m → jα,m1 , (τ1, τ2)) ) represents the event that component configuration and 

recovery status is maintained as jα,m1 from time τ1 to time τ2, which shown in ④ of Figure 3.4. 

 
Figure 3.4. Component configuration and recovery status changes according to time in the case of 

first recovery action among multiple actions 
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If those events occur sequentially, the probability of the event that iα,k → jα,m1 happens at 

any time from time zero to τ2 which is expressed as e�iα,k → jα,m1 , [0, τ2)� can be calculated by 

time integral of the product of the probabilities of four events as shown in Equation 3.7. This 

equation assumes that events of component configuration changes are statistically independent 

[10], and tmax.0 is the maximum time when the first recovery action can prevent core damage when 

no previous recovery action is performed. 

P �e�iα,k → jα,m1 , [0, τ2)�� = � P �e�iα,k, [0,0]��
tmax.0

0
∗ P�e(iα,k → iα,k, (0, τ1)� 

∗ P �e�iα,k → jα,m1 , [τ1, τ1]�� ∗ P �e(jα,m1 → jα,m1 , (τ1, τ2)�dτ1 

, where τ1 ≤ tmax.0 

(3.7) 

 For the second recovery actions, we have to consider the case that 1) component 

configuration is maintained as jα,m1  which comes from iα,k  until time τ2 , 2) component 

configuration and mitigation status changes from jα,m1  to jα,m2  at time τ2 , and 3) component 

configuration is maintained as jα,m2 until third recovery action is performed at time τ3. Then the 

probability of the event that iα,k → jα,m1 → jα,m2 happens at any time from time zero to τ3 can be 

expressed as Equation 3.8. Here, tmax.τ1 is the maximum time when second recovery action can 

prevent core damage if the first recovery action is done at time τ1. Since, in this study, it does not 

take into account that the repaired components will fail again, and it is impossible that same 

component configuration and recovery status exist after recovery actions (= jα,m1 ≠ jα,m2) 

P �e �iα,k → jα,m1 → jα,m2 , [0, τ3)�� = � P �e �iα,k → jα,m1 , [0, τ2)��
tmax,τ1

τ1
 

∗ P �e�jα,m1 → jα,m2 , [τ2, τ2]�� ∗ P �e(jα,m2 → jα,m2 , (τ2, τ3)�dτ2 

(3.8) 
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, where τ1 ≤ τ2 ≤ tmax.τ1, jα,m1 ≠ jα,m2 

 P �e �iα,k → jα,m1 , [0, τ2)�� in Equation 3.8 is already described in detail in Equation 

3.7; thus, Equation 3.8 can be rewritten as below: 

P �e �iα,k → jα,m1 → jα,m2 , [0, τ3)�� = � � P �e�iα,k, [0,0]��
tmax,τ1

τ1

tmax.0

0
 

∗ P�e(iα,k → iα,k, (0, τ1)� ∗ P �e�iα,k → jα,m1 , [τ1, τ1]�� 

∗ P �e(jα,m1 → jα,m1 , (τ1, τ2)� ∗ P �e�jα,m1 → jα,m2 , [τ2, τ2]�� 

∗ P �e(jα,m2 → jα,m2 , (τ2, τ3)�dτ2dτ1 

, where τ1 ≤ τ2 ≤ tmax.τ1, jα,m1 ≠ jα,m2 

(3.9) 

When n recovery actions performed given initiating accident (α)  and component 

configuration with no recovery action is iα,k, the probability of the event that iα,k → jα,m1 → ⋯ →

jα,m𝑛𝑛 occurs can be estimated by iterating above processes n times. The equation for estimating 

this probability can be shown as below. Here, tmax,τ1…τn−1 is the maximum time when nth recovery 

action can prevent core damage when previous recovery actions were performed at τ1, τ2, ... τn−1 

respectively.  

P �e�iα,k → jα,m1 → ⋯ → jα,mn��  

= � � …� P �e�iα,k, [0,0]��
tmax,τ1…τn−1

τn−1

tmax,τ1

τ1

tmax.0

0
 

∗ P�e(iα,k → iα,k, (0, τ1)� ∗ P �e�iα,k → jα,m1 , [τ1, τ1]�� 

∗ P �e(jα,m1 → jα,m1 , (τ1, τ2)� ∗ P�e(jα,m1 → jα,m2 , [τ2, τ2]� 

(3.10) 
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… 

∗ P �e�jα,mn−1 → jα,mn−1 , (τn−1, τn)�� ∗ P �e�jα,mn−1 → jα,mn , [τn, τn]�� 

∗ pα �e�jα,mn → jα,mn , [τn, td]��dτn … dτ2dτ1 

, where τ1≤… ≤ τn ≤ tmax.n, jα,m1 ≠ ⋯ ≠ jα,m1 

tmax,τ1…τn−1 = Maximum time when nth recovery action can prevent core damage when 

previous recovery actions were performed at τ1, τ2, ... τn−1 respecrively. 

Based on the definition of jα, if we consider all component configuration and recovery 

status changes from group iα.k to group jα, the summation of all probabilities for all changes can 

represent CCDPiα,k

(n). The equation for CCDPiα,k

(n) can be expressed as below. 

CCDPiα,k

(n) = � … � � P �e�iα,k → jα,m1 → ⋯ → jα,mn��
M

mn=1

M

mn−1=1

M

m1=1

 

= � … � � � � …� P �e�iα,k, [0,0]��
tmax,τ1…τn−1

τn−1

tmax,τ1

τ1

tmax.0

0

M

mn=1

M

mn−1=1

M

m1=1

 

∗ P�e(iα,k → iα,k, (0, τ1)� ∗ P �e�iα,k → jα,m1 , [τ1, τ1]�� 

∗ P �e(jα,m1 → jα,m1 , (τ1, τ2)� ∗ P�e(jα,m1 → jα,m2 , [τ2, τ2]� 

… 

∗ P �e�jα,mn−1 → jα,mn−1 , (τn−1, τn)�� ∗ P �e�jα,mn−1 → jα,mn , [τn, τn]�� 

∗ pα �e�jα,mn → jα,mn , [τn, td]��dτn … dτ2dτ1 

, where τ1≤… ≤ τn ≤ tmax.n, jα,m1 ≠ ⋯ ≠ jα,m1 

(3.11) 

In order to estimate CCDP given initiating accident (α ) (= CCDPα ), all component 
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configurations before recovery actions that cause core damage which are in group iα  are 

considered as shown in Equation 3.12. Here, N denotes the maximum number of recovery actions. 

CCDPα =  �� � … � � P �e�iα,k → jα,m1 → ⋯ → jα,mn��
M

mn=1

M

mn−1=1

M

m1=1

N

n=1

K

k=1

 

= �� � … � � � � …� P �e�iα,k, [0,0]��
tmax,τ1…τn−1

τn−1

tmax,τ1

τ1

tmax.0

0

M

mn=1

M

mn−1=1

M

m1=1

K

k=1

N

n=1

 

∗ P�e(iα,k → iα,k, (0, τ1)� ∗ P �e�iα,k → jα,m1 , [τ1, τ1]�� 

… 

∗ P �e�jα,mn−1 → jα,mn−1 , (τn−1, τn)�� ∗ P �e�jα,mn−1 → jα,mn , [τn, τn]�� 

∗ P �e�jα,mn → jα,mn , [τn, td]�� dτn … dτ2dτ1 

, where τ1≤… ≤ τn ≤ tmax.n, jα,m1 ≠ ⋯ ≠ jα,mn 

(3.12) 

3.4 Identification of Component Configurations with the MFM Model 

As mentioned, estimating the CCDP using Equation 3.12 is challenging due to the large 

number of component configurations and the recovery status of the NPP; thus, the functional 

modeling method is applied to define the reduced number of system configurations and recovery 

status that cause core damage by performing a causal analysis systematically [22].  

3.4.1. MFM model development for target plant 

In this chapter, an advanced power reactor plus (APR plus) is used as a reference plant 

model [60] in this study. This plant has a similar design configuration compared with other existing 

PWRs with two reactor coolant loops. Advanced design features and improvements are 

incorporated, including a passive auxiliary feedwater system (PAFS) [61], a four-train SIS that can 

be used in all the pressure ranges, and the HSIT system [54]. MFM modeling is conducted based 
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on the piping and instrumentation diagram of APR plus.  

Because the main objective of accident mitigations is to keep the core stable, the goal 

function of the MFM is defined as the maintenance of decay heat removal from the core. Accident 

mitigation systems are modeled as mass or energy flow structures, and subcomponents in the 

system are modeled as functions. Causal relations between functions are defined based on the 

original plant design. Figure 3.5 shows the MFM model of the APR plus. The functions which are 

named with their number (e.g., tra1, tra2, ...) instead of the name of component represent the 

transfer rate of water or energy between components. Table 3.1 shows the abbreviations used in 

this model. Accident mitigation systems that are modeled as flow structures are listed as follows: 

1. Reactor coolant system (= mfs_rcs) 

2. Safety injection system and low-pressure injection system (= mfs_sis, mfs_lpsis) 

3. Main feedwater system (= mfs_mfws) 

4. Passive auxiliary feedwater system (= mfs_pafs) 

5. Hybrid safety injection system (= mfs_hsit) 

6. Depressurization system (= efs_dpres) 

7. Electricity supply system consisting of an offsite electricity source and diesel generator (= 

efs_oute, efs_edg) 
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Figure 3.5. MFM model of APR plus 

 

Table 3.1. Abbreviations in MFM model of APR plus 

 
 

Abbreviation Full name Abbreviation Full name 

ADV Atmospheric dump valve PCCT Passive condensation 
cooling tank 

CSP Containment spray pump POSRV Pilot operated safety 
relief valve 

DVI Direct vessel injection PZR Pressurizer 

IRWST In-containment refueling 
water storage tank RCGVV Reactor coolant gas 

venting valve 

MFWP Main feedwater pump SCP Shut down cooling 
pump 

MSIV Main steam isolation valve SG Steam generator 

MSSV Main steam safety valve SIP Safety injection pump 
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3.4.2. Development of mitigation option tree with the MFM 

Core damage occurs when all mitigation options are unavailable, so component 

configurations and recovery status that disable all mitigation options can be regarded as the 

configurations that cause core damage. For this reason, available mitigation options according to 

the given component configuration are analyzed first by causal inference analysis using the MFM 

model. The causal analysis starts from satisfaction with the primary goal in the MFM model, which 

is “heat transfer rate from the fuel to the coolant of the reactor pressure vessel is maintained." From 

this point, the available functions that cause goal satisfaction are defined sequentially based on the 

influence propagation rules, which is already defined by MFM syntax. Influence propagation can 

be defined by functions in the same structure through the whole-part relation as well as in different 

structures through the means-end relation [11]. Figure 3.6 shows the causal analysis to define 

possible mitigation option given accident condition. 
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Figure 3.6. Causal analysis to define possible mitigation option using MFM model 

 

Based on the causal inference results of the MFM model, it is known that when the 

secondary cooling system which is PAFS in the APR plus fails because the isolation valve of PAFS 

was stuck in the closed position under SLOCA, decay heat removal through the steam generator 

is unavailable. It, however, is also known that there are other available mitigation options to 

prevent core damage. One of the available options is a feed and bleed (F&B) operation using the 

SIS and depressurization system (DP) [10], as shown in Figure 3.6. In the same way, all the 

possible mitigation options for a given component configuration can be defined by performing a 

causal analysis with the MFM model.  

In this research, an MFM solver is developed using MATLAB to perform causal analysis. 

The MFM solver has the advantage of conducting automated causal reasoning to define possible 
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mitigation options based on the predefined relationship between functions in the MFM model. 

This solver enables to perform causal analysis with high speed and fidelity. Since the MFM model 

needs to be updated when the component configuration changes, the MFM model update is also 

automatically performed using the MFM solver when information on the modified component 

configuration is added as an input. This MFM solver performs the analysis based on a relation 

table that represents the MFM model. Based on the MFM syntax [11], the relation symbols in the 

model have their own relationship meaning. Each meaning is represented by a different number in 

the relation table. Figure 3.7 shows a simple example of how the relation table is developed based 

on the MFM model. The rules for developing the relation table are described in Table 3.2 with the 

simple system shown in Figure 3.7. Based on the relation table, the propagation of causal inference 

from the goal function or any component function in the MFM model can be traced. The source 

code of MFM solver is attached in Appendix B. 

 
Figure 3.7. Development of relation table based on MFM model 
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Table 3.2. The rules to develop the relation table 

Target 
components The causal relation between components MFM 

symbol 

Indication in 
the table 

(Starting point 
of causal 
analysis) 

V3, WT 
Abnormal state of V3 can affect states of WT V3   WT 

 

+1 (V3) 

Abnormal state of WT cannot affect states of V3 -1 (WT) 

WT, V4 
Abnormal state of WT can affect states of V4 WT   V4 

 
2 (WT, V3) 

Abnormal state of V4 can affect states of WT 

V3, V4 No direct relation between V3 and V4 N/A 0 (V3, V4) 

 

In NPP, many safety systems have been designed to be diverse to prevent core damage 

from the failure of one system or one component. In order to handle this diverse design 

characteristic using MFM solver, truth tables containing information to decide how many system 

failures are needed to propagate abnormal state to other adjacent functions are applied in the MFM 

solver [41]. These tables are developed based on the success criteria of each system and the TH 

analysis results. These truth tables are utilized in every function that contains more than two 

relation symbols. 

Using MFM solver, mitigation option tree is developed to systematically show all possible 

mitigation options according to system configuration changes. This mitigation option tree is 

developed based on causal analysis results with the MFM model. The detailed process to develop 

mitigation option tree is shown in Figure 3.8. 
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Figure 3.8. The process to develop the mitigation option tree 

In this process, as a first step, all available mitigation options are determined using MFM 

solver when initiating accident occurs. Because SIP, which can cover all pressure range, is installed 

in APR plus, mitigation schemes for medium LOCA and Large LOCA are almost similar. For this 

reason, in this study, LOCA is classified into two detailed accidents based on its accident 

mitigation scheme, which are 1) small break LOCA, and 2) large break LOCA.  

In the case of SLOCA, based on causal analysis results, there are four possible mitigation 

options to prevent core damage: 1) Decay heat removal using PAFS and SIS, 2) Decay heat 

removal with shutdown cooling pump which can be used as low-pressure safety injection (LPSI) 

after aggressive secondary cooldown (ASC) [45], 3) F&B operation using SIS, and 4) F&B 

operation using the LPSI system after high-pressure injection by the HSIT system [39]. These 

options are incorporated into the mitigation option tree. As a next step, based on possible 
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mitigation options, system failures that cause each mitigation option to be unable are determined 

(e.g., failure of the PAFS, failure of the HSIT). As a third step, the MFM model is updated 

considering pre-defined system failures to consider various component configurations in NPP. As 

a fourth step, causal analysis is performed again with the updated MFM model to define all 

possible mitigation options under the specific component configuration of NPP. If possible 

mitigation options still exist, those options are included in the mitigation option tree and conduct 

the same process again. If there is no possible mitigation option, mitigation option searching 

process is terminated, and component configuration at this time is regarded as the configuration 

that causes core damage.  

Figure 3.9, 3.10, 3.11, and 3.12 shows the mitigation option tree when SLOCA occurs. 

Figure 3.9 is the option tree under the condition that PAFS and SIS is performed first to mitigate 

the accident. Figure 3.10 is the option tree under the condition that ASC and LPSI is performed 

first to mitigate the accident. Figure 3.11 is the option tree under the condition that F&B with SIS 

is performed first to mitigate the accident. Figure 3.12 is the option tree under the condition that 

F&B with LPSI and the HSIT is performed first to mitigate the accident. Since the use of the HSIT 

system can extend the time until core damage [38], which affects available recovery time, 

availability of the HSIT system is considered even if the component configuration represents core 

damage condition when mitigation option tree is developed. 
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Figure 3.9. The mitigation option tree when PAFS and SIS is performed first in SLOCA 

 

 
Figure 3.10. The mitigation option tree when ASC and LPSI is performed first in SLOCA 
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Figure 3.11. The mitigation option tree when F&B with SIS is performed first in SLOCA 

 

 
Figure 3.12. The mitigation option tree when F&B with LPSI and the HSIT is performed first in 

SLOCA 
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In the case of the LLOCA, mitigation options are simpler than SLOCA because the 

secondary cooling system cannot be used to cool down core. Because a large amount of water 

leaks through break part, hot-leg, and u-tubes in SG are fully filled with a void [62] as shown in 

Figure 3.13. In this case, based on causal analysis results, there are two possible mitigation options 

to prevent core damage: 1) decay heat removal with SIS, 2) decay heat removal with LPSI after 

safety injection using safety injection tank (SIT). Based on these results, the mitigation option tree 

for LLOCA is developed by the same process as performed for SLOCA case. Figure 3.14 shows 

the mitigation option tree for LLOCA. Since the pressure during LLOCA is low enough for using 

SIT, utilization of the HSIT system is not considered in mitigation option tree for LLOCA.  

 
Figure 3.13. Hydraulic phenomena in RCS under LLOCA situation, reused with permission from 

[62] 
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Figure 3.14. The mitigation option tree for LLOCA 

 

3.5 Determination of the Mitigation Sequence that Minimizes Plant Risk 

under LOCA   

As discussed earlier, another difficulty of CCDP estimation is that operators can recover 

failed component at any time until core damage and available time ranges of recovery actions vary 

with component configurations in NPP. In order to handle these challenges, mitigation success 

domain is developed based on TH simulation results according to each component configuration. 

RELAP5 is used as a tool for TH simulation. Each point in mitigation success domain has the 

information of recovery times of all failed systems; thus, this domain has the same number of 

dimension as the number of failed systems. The development of success domain needs uncertain 

timing sampling, and other values between sampled data can be estimated by polynomial 

regression method to well approximate nonlinear relationship between recovery times of all failed 

component [63]. As an example, Figure 3.15 shows the process to develop the mitigation success 
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domain of case 7 in Figure 3.9. In this process, the maximum time for recovery of SIP or PAFS to 

prevent core damage is sampled using TH simulation according to different recovery times of the 

HSIT. In order to reduce the computational cost, other values between sampled data are 

approximate using polynomial regression. 

 

 
Figure 3.15. The process to develop mitigation success domain 

CCDP estimation using damage domain for component configurations determined from 

mitigation option tree is done as follow. As an example, the component configuration before 

recovery actions of Case #1 in the mitigation option tree shown in Figure 3.9 is selected. That is 
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{PAFS fails, SIS ok, DP fails, HSIT ok} which is iα,k in Equation 3.11. Under this condition, the 

possible mitigation options after recovery actions by operators can be known as follow: 1) the use 

of PAFS and SIS after PAFS recovery, and 2) F&B operation with SIS after depressurization 

system recovery. Based on this information, possible component configurations and recovery 

status that cause core damage can be analyzed as Table 3.3. 

Table 3.3. Component configurations and recovery status that cause core damage for Case 1 

Notation 

Component Configuration 
(= Availabilities of safety systems) Recovery Status 

PAFS SIS DP HSIT PAFS 
recovery 

DP 
recovery 

iα,k iα,1 F S F S N N 

jα,m 

jα,1 F S F S N F 

jα,2 F S F S F N 

jα,3 F S F S F F 

* S/F = Success/Failure of safety system initiation or recovery action 

N = Recovery action is not performed yet 

Based on the above table, there are two series of recovery status changes that cause core 

damage: 

 1) Failure of depressurization system recovery → Recovery failure of depressurization 

system and PAFS (= iα,1 → jα,1 → jα,3) 

 2) Failure of PAFS recovery → Recovery failure of depressurization system and PAFS 

(= iα,1 → jα,2 → jα,3).  

Under this information and Equation 3.11, CCDP given component configuration (= iα,1) 
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can be expressed as below. In this case, the number of recovery action is two only, so CCDPiα,k is 

the same with CCDPiα,k

(2). 

CCDPiα,k = � � � � P �e�iα,1, [0,0]��
tmax,τ1

τ1

tmax.0

0

3

m2=1

3

m1=1

 

∗ P �e �iα,1 → iα,1, (0, τ1)�� ∗ P �e�iα,1 → jα,m1 , [τ1, τ1]�� 

∗ P �e�jα,m1 → jα,m1 , (τ1, τ2)�� ∗ P �e�jα,m1 → jα,m2 , [τ2, τ2]�� 

∗ P �e�jα,m2 → jα,m2 , [τ2, td]�� dτ2dτ1 

, where τ1 ≤ τ2 ≤ tmax,τ1 , jα,m1 ≠ jα,m2 

(3.13) 

By solving the sigma and considering the probability that component configuration and 

recovery status is maintained without intervention from operators is almost 1 [64], Equation 3.13 

can be rewritten as Equation 3.14. 

CCDPiα,k = pα �e�iα,1, [0,0]�� ∗ (� � pα �e�iα,1 → jα,1, [τ1, τ1]��
tmax,τ1

τ1

tmax.0

0
 

∗ p�e(jα,1 → jα,3, [τ2, τ2])�dτ2dτ1 + � � pα �e�iα,1 → jα,2, [τ1, τ1]��
tmax,τ1

τ1

tmax.0

0
 

∗ p�e(jα,2 → jα,3, [τ2, τ2])�dτ2dτ1, where τ1 ≤ τ2 ≤ tmax,τ1 

(3.14) 

In order to consider all possible recovery times of failed components, mitigation success 

domain is developed as shown in Figure 3.16. As a first step, tmax,0  is estimated using TH 

simulation under the specific component configuration, which is iα,1. Then, tmax,τ1 is estimated 

according to time when first recovery action is performed (= τ1) as shown in solid black line 

between mitigation success area colored in blue and mitigation failure area colored in red in Figure 

3.16. For this analysis, break size is assumed as 4.13 cm (= 1.625 inches), which is the maximum 
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break size of SLOCA. Base on the TH analysis results of case 1, if F&B operation is performed 

before 7980s after recovery of the depressurization system, the core will be safe regardless of 

PAFS recovery. It means the available time for PAFS recovery is infinite. For the same reason, if 

PAFS is recovered before 8220s, available time for recovery of the depressurization system is also 

infinite. Based on those results, recovery mitigation success domain is developed, as shown in 

Figure 3.16. Since an integral part in Equation 3.14 represents the sum of all probabilities that 

cause mitigation failure due to recovery failure, it can be rewritten as follows. 1 - [sum of all 

probabilities that cause core safe due to system recovery]. Then, it can be rewritten as Equation 

3.15. Here, RPx,τ is the recovery probability of component x at time τ. 

CCDPiα,1 = P �e�iα,1, [0,0]�� ∗ (1 - (∫ ∫ RPDP,τ1 ∗ RPPAFS,τ2dτ2dτ1
tmax,τ1
τ1

tmax.0
0 +

∫ ∫ RPPAFS,τ1 ∗ RPDP,τ2dτ2dτ1
tmax,τ1
τ1

tmax.0
0 )), where τ1 ≤ τ2 ≤ tmax,τ1 

(3.15) 

In order to practically calculate CCDP using mitigation success domain, Equation 3.15 is 

translated to Equation 3.16 by applying mesh method [34]. 

CCDPiα,1 = P �e�iα,1, [0,0]�� ∗ (1 - (∑ ∑ RPDP,τ1 ∗ RPPAFS,τ2∆τ2∆τ1
tmax,τ1
τ2=τ1

tmax.0
τ1=0 +

∑ ∑ RPPAFS,τ1 ∗ RPDP,τ2∆τ2∆τ1
tmax,τ1
τ2=τ1

tmax.0
τ1=0 )) , where τ1 ≤ τ2 ≤ tmax,τ1 

(3.16) 

Based on mitigation success domain, as shown in Figure 3.16, the available time range for 

recovery actions can be defined. Then, the mitigation success probability due to component 

recovery can be estimated. In Figure 3.16, ①  represents the case that recovery of the 

depressurization system is made before recovery of PAFS system, and ② represents the case that 

recovery of PAFS system is made before recovery of the depressurization system. 
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Figure 3.16. Estimation of CCDP based on mitigation success domain 

Each point in Figure 3.16 represents a combination of recovery timings of PAFS and 

depressurization system. This timing information is applied to Equation 3.16 to quantify 

probability value of each point. To obtain the value of recovery probability at a specific time point, 

it is assumed that the success probability of recovery actions (= RPx,τ) by operator follows log-

normal distribution [31], which is shown in Equation 3.17. The value of mu and sigma in Equation 

3.17 depends on the type of component (= x). Here, t0 is minimum time considered to begin the 

corresponding recovery action. 

RPx,τ =   1
σ(τ−t0)√2π

exp{[ln(τ−t0)−µ]2

2σ2
}, where τ > t0 (3.17) 

In consideration of all time ranges which are defined by mitigation success domain, CCDP 

under SLOCA (= α) with the component configuration at time zero that is iα,1 ={PAFS fails, SIS 

ok, DP fails, HSIT ok} can be estimated. The values of parameters that are used to estimate 
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recovery probability of target systems are summarized in Table 3.4. Failure of mitigation systems 

results from a combination of valve and pump failures such as minimal cut set [46], and mean 

recovery time of each cut set can be calculated when we handle each cut set as a parallel system. 

For this calculation, two empirical data sources for the recovery time of the valve and pumps in 

NPP are referred [65], [66]. Mean time to repair (MTTR) can be calculated as below [67]. Using 

Equation 3.18, the unreliability of each component can be calculated based MTTR data which are 

provided in references. Here, G(t) is the repair distribution at time t, g(t) is the repair density of 

G(t) (= 
dG(t)
dt

), and F(t)  is the unreliability at time t. 

 MTTR =  ∫ tg(t)dt∞
0 = ∫ [1 − G(t)]dt = ∫ F(t)dt∞

0
∞
0  (3.18) 

For example, if four components constitute one system, the unreliability of this system 

can be estimated as shown in Equation 3.19 because unavailability of a parallel system can be 

calculated by productions of all components in the system [68]. In this study, it is assumed that the 

success probability of repair action by operator follows a log-normal distribution, then ∫ F(t)dt∞
0  

of each component can be rewritten as 1
2

erfc lnx−µ
σ∗√2

 [69]. If unreliability for each cutset is calculated, 

then we can calculate the MTTR of each cutset using Equation 3.19. 

F(t)t =  F(t)A ∗  F(t)B ∗  F(t)C ∗  F(t)D 

= 1
2

erfc lnx−µA
σA∗√2

 ∗ 1
2

erfc lnx−µB
σB∗√2

 ∗ 1
2

erfc lnx−µC
σC∗√2

 ∗ 1
2

erfc lnx−µD
σD∗√2

 
(3.19) 

Then, all mean recovery times and standard deviations of all cut sets are composite 

together to get a representative value of parameters of each system [70]. Minimum time considered 

to begin the corresponding recovery action (= t0) for all failed systems is assumed as zero in this 

study. Figure 3.17 shows the parameter estimation process for PAFS based on empirical data of 
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repair time for valves and pumps.  

 
Figure 3.17. Parameter estimation for PAFS based on repair time of valves and pumps 

 

Table 3.4. Parameters of log-normal distribution of repair time 

Mitigation system 
Parameters of the log-normal distribution  

Mean (µ) Standard deviation (σ) 

The passive auxiliary feedwater system 8688.77 sec 3212.64 sec 

Depressurization system 10790.76 sec 4717.38 sec 

Safety injection system 10407.55 sec 4225.15 sec 

Low-pressure injection system 10407.55 sec 4225.15 sec 

Hybrid safety injection tank system 9601.56 sec 3766.68 sec 

 

CCDP for case 1 in mitigation option tree is estimated by multiplication of two 

probabilities: 1) the probability of mechanical failures which is that PAFS fails, DP fails, SIS is 

available and the HSIT is available (= iα,1), and 2) The probability that recovery attempt does not 
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prevent core damage. The former probability is estimated using a fault tree method [46] based on 

general reliability data that are used for probabilistic risk assessment of APR plus [64] as shown 

in Figure 3.18. The fault trees for other cases are not attached in this thesis because the fault tree 

method is well-known technique to estimate failure probability, and conventional reliability data 

of components constituting the NPP is used for developing the fault tree model. Latter probability 

can be calculated considering mitigation success domain, as shown in Figure 3.16. As results, the 

probability of a combination of mechanical failures is 1.03e-7, and the probability that the recovery 

attempt does not prevent core damage is 0.2822. By multiplication of those two probabilities, 

CCDP for case 1 is estimated as 2.904e-8. In the same way, CCDPs for all cases in the mitigation 

option tree in Figure 3.9, 3.10, 3.11, and 3.12 are estimated, as shown in Table 3.5, 3.6, 3.7, and 

3.8. 

 
Figure 3.18. Fault tree model for Case 1 in mitigation option tree 
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Table 3.5. CCDP for all cases in mitigation option tree under the situation that PAFS and SIS is 
performed first in SLOCA 

CASE 
The probability of 

mechanical 
failures, (A) 

The probability 
that recovery 

attempt does not 
prevent 

core damage, (B) 

Conditional core 
damage 

probability, (A x B) 

CASE1 1.029E-07 0.282 2.904E-08 

CASE2 1.909E-12 0.673 1.285E-12 

CASE3 1.909E-12 0.967 1.845E-12 

CASE4 3.962E-16 0.673 2.667E-16 

CASE5 2.075E-11 0.673 1.397E-11 

CASE6 1.029E-07 0.282 2.904E-08 

CASE7 5.655E-11 0.282 1.596E-11 

CASE8 1.874E-14 0.981 1.839E-14 

CASE9 8.529E-09 0.988 8.426E-09 

CASE33 3.504E-12 0.996 3.489E-12 

CASE11 6.354E-12 0.922 5.855E-12 

CASE12 1.924E-08 0.971 1.868E-08 

CASE13 4.186E-11 0.937 3.924E-11 

CASE14 6.750E-05 0.025 1.688E-06 

CASE15 2.931E-05 0.015 4.397E-07 

CASE16 2.931E-05 0.019 5.569E-07 

CASE17 1.265E-08 0.019 2.404E-10 

CASE18 2.458E-08 0.027 6.637E-10 

CASE19 6.750E-05 0.449 3.032E-05 
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Table 3.6. CCDP for all cases in mitigation option tree under the situation that ASC and LPSI is 
performed first in SLOCA 

CASE 
The probability of 

mechanical 
failures, (A) 

The probability 
that recovery 

attempt does not 
prevent 

core damage, (B) 

Conditional core 
damage 

probability, (A x B) 

CASE1 1.029.E-07 0.282 2.904.E-08 

CASE2 1.909.E-12 0.673 1.285.E-12 

CASE3 4.648.E-11 0.993 4.615.E-11 

CASE4 4.186.E-11 0.937 3.924.E-11 

CASE5 1.874.E-14 0.981 1.839.E-14 

CASE6 4.648.E-11 0.993 4.615.E-11 

CASE7 1.909.E-12 0.673 1.285.E-12 

CASE8 1.874.E-14 0.981 1.839.E-14 

CASE9 1.029.E-07 0.282 2.904.E-08 

CASE33 4.186.E-11 0.937 3.924.E-11 

CASE11 2.075.E-11 0.282 5.856.E-12 

CASE12 3.962.E-16 0.673 2.667.E-16 

CASE13 1.924.E-08 0.997 1.918.E-08 

CASE14 8.492.E-09 0.994 8.441.E-09 

CASE15 6.354.E-12 0.922 5.855.E-12 

CASE16 3.504.E-12 0.996 3.489.E-12 

CASE17 6.750.E-05 0.027 1.823.E-06 

CASE18 2.931.E-05 0.019 5.569.E-07 

CASE19 6.750.E-05 0.449 3.032.E-05 

CASE20 2.931.E-05 0.912 2.673.E-05 

CASE21 2.453.E-08 0.027 6.623.E-10 

CASE22 1.265.E-08 0.009 1.139.E-10 
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Table 3.7. CCDP for all cases in mitigation option tree under the situation that F&B with SIS is 
performed first in SLOCA 

CASE 
The probability of 

mechanical 
failures, (A) 

The probability 
that recovery 

attempt does not 
prevent 

core damage, (B) 

Conditional core 
damage 

probability, (A x B) 

CASE1 1.029.E-07 0.282 2.904.E-08 

CASE2 1.909.E-12 0.673 1.285.E-12 

CASE3 1.029.E-07 0.282 2.904.E-08 

CASE4 1.909.E-12 0.673 1.285.E-12 

CASE5 2.075.E-11 0.282 5.856.E-12 

CASE6 3.962.E-16 0.673 2.667.E-16 

CASE7 4.186.E-11 0.937 3.924.E-11 

CASE8 1.874.E-14 0.981 1.839.E-14 

CASE9 2.705.E-11 0.922 2.493.E-11 

CASE33 3.504.E-12 0.996 3.489.E-12 

CASE11 2.453.E-08 0.027 6.623.E-10 

CASE12 1.265.E-08 0.009 1.139.E-10 

CASE13 1.995.E-07 0.826 1.647.E-07 

CASE14 4.648.E-11 0.993 4.615.E-11 

CASE15 2.931.E-05 0.912 2.673.E-05 

CASE16 8.492.E-09 0.994 8.441.E-09 

CASE17 6.750.E-05 0.449 3.032.E-05 

CASE18 1.924.E-08 0.997 1.918.E-08 
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Table 3.8. CCDP for all cases in mitigation option tree under the situation that F&B with LPSI and 
the HSIT is performed first in SLOCA 

CASE 
The probability of 

mechanical 
failures, (A) 

The probability 
that recovery 

attempt does not 
prevent 

core damage, (B) 

Conditional core 
damage 

probability, (A x B) 

CASE1 5.655E-11 0.967 5.466.E-11 

CASE2 5.655E-11 0.993 5.615.E-11 

CASE3 1.995E-07 0.826 1.647.E-07 

CASE4 4.648.E-11 0.993 4.615.E-11 

CASE5 1.909.E-12 0.673 1.285.E-12 

CASE6 1.874.E-14 0.282 5.288.E-15 

CASE7 1.909.E-12 0.673 1.285.E-12 

CASE8 1.874.E-14 0.282 5.288.E-15 

CASE9 2.931.E-05 0.019 5.569.E-07 

CASE33 8.529.E-09 0.988 8.426.E-09 

CASE11 2.931.E-05 0.912 2.673.E-05 

CASE12 8.492.E-09 0.994 8.441.E-09 

CASE13 3.962.E-16 0.673 2.667.E-16 

CASE14 3.504.E-12 0.996 3.489.E-12 

CASE15 1.265.E-08 0.009 1.139.E-10 

CASE16 2.075.E-11 0.282 5.856.E-12 

CASE17 6.354.E-12 0.922 5.855.E-12 

CASE18 2.453.E-08 0.027 6.623.E-10 

CASE19 6.750.E-05 0.449 3.032.E-05 

CASE20 1.924.E-08 0.997 1.918.E-08 

CASE21 1.029.E-07 0.282 2.904.E-08 

CASE22 4.186.E-11 0.937 3.924.E-11 

CASE23 1.029.E-07 0.282 2.904.E-08 

CASE24 4.186.E-11 0.967 3.924.E-11 
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Based on these results, the optimal mitigation strategy to minimize plant risk can be defined. 

In the case of the mitigation option tree in Figure 3.9, when SLOCA occurs and PAFS with SIS is 

not available due to PAFS failure, two additional mitigation options are available: 1) F&B 

operation with SIS, and 2) F&B operation with LPSI and the HSIT. If operators perform F&B 

operation with SIS, expected CCDP is 2.904E-08, which is calculated by adding the CCDPs in 

Case 1 and 2. This value is smaller than CCDP when operators perform F&B operation with LPSI 

and the HSIT, which is 2.954E-08. Therefore, we can decide that F&B operation with SIS is better 

mitigation option to minimize plant risk. When SIS fails and PAFS is available, two mitigation 

options are feasible: 1) LPSI after ASC using PAFS, and 2) F&B operation with LPSI and the 

HSIT. Former mitigation option results in 2.1272e-06 of CCDP, latter mitigation option results in 

3.0879E-05 of CCDP. Based on this risk information, we can decide that LPSI after ASC with 

PAFS is the better option to minimize plant risk. If PAFS and SIS both fail, there is only one 

mitigation option that is F&B operation using LPSI and the HSIT. If the mitigation options that 

minimize plant risk are selected, total risk when PAFS with SIS is performed first after SLOCA 

occurs is 2.183E-06. 

In the case of the mitigation option tree in Figure 3.10, when SLOCA occurs and ASC and 

LPSI is not available due to PAFS failure, two additional mitigation options are available: 1) F&B 

operation with SIS, and 2) F&B operation with LPSI and the HSIT. If operators perform F&B 

operation with SIS, expected CCDP is 2.805E-08, which is calculated by adding the CCDPs in 

Case 1 to 5. This value is smaller than CCDP when operators perform F&B operation with LPSI 

and the HSIT, which is 2.913E-08. This value is estimated by summation of Case 6 to 10. 

Therefore, we can decide that F&B operation with SIS is better mitigation option to minimize plant 

risk. When LPSI fails and PAFS is available, two mitigation options are feasible: 1) Decay heat 
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removal using PAFS with safety injection using SIS, and 2) F&B operation with SIS. Former 

mitigation option results in 2.379e-06 of CCDP, latter mitigation option results in 5.705E-05 of 

CCDP. Based on this risk information, we can decide that decay heat removal using PAFS with 

safety injection using SIS is the better option to minimize plant risk. If PAFS and LPSI both fail, 

there is only one mitigation option that is F&B operation using SIS. If the mitigation options that 

minimize plant risk are selected, total risk when PAFS with SIS is performed first after SLOCA 

occurs is 2.436E-06. 

In the case of the mitigation option tree in Figure 3.11, when SLOCA occurs and F&B with 

SIS is not available due to DP failure, two additional mitigation options are available: 1) Decay 

heat removal using PAFS with safety injection using SIS, and 2) LPSI after ASC using PAFS. If 

operators perform Decay heat removal using PAFS with safety injection, expected CCDP is 

2.904E-08, which is calculated by adding the CCDPs in Case 1 and 2. This value is smaller than 

CCDP when operators perform LPSI after ASC using PAFS, which is 2.905E-08. This value is 

estimated by summation of Case 3 to 6. Therefore, we can decide that decay heat removal using 

PAFS with safety injection using SIS is better mitigation option to minimize plant risk. When SIS 

fails and DP is available, only one mitigation option is available, that is F&B operation with LPSI 

and the HSIT. If SIS and DP both fail, there is only one mitigation option that is LPSI after ASC 

using PAFS. If the mitigation options that minimize plant risk are selected, total risk when PAFS 

with SIS is performed first after SLOCA occurs is 5.727E-05. 

In the case of the mitigation option tree in Figure 3.12, when SLOCA occurs and F&B with 

LPSI and the HSIT is not available due to HSIT failure, three additional mitigation options are 

available: 1) Decay heat removal using PAFS with safety injection using SIS, 2) LPSI after ASC 

using PAFS, and 3) F&B operation with SIS. If operators use PAFS with safety injection using 
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SIS, expected CCDP is 5.466E-011, which is Case 1 in mitigation option tree. This value is smaller 

than CCDP when operators perform LPSI after ASC using PAFS, which is 2.913E-08, and F&B 

operation with SIS which is 1.648E-07. Therefore, we can decide that PAFS with SIS is better 

mitigation option to minimize plant risk. When HSIT and DP both fail, the mitigation option of 

PAFS and SIS and ASC and LPSI have same CCDP as 1.290E-12, that means operators can choose 

any option to mitigate SLOCA. If the HSIT fails, DP is available, and LPSI fails, PAFS and SIS 

is the best option that operators can choose. The expected CCDP is 5.653E-07. If HSIT is available, 

DP fails, and LPSI is available, PAFS and SIS and ASC and LPSI have the same CCDP as 2.908E-

08. Other there conditions which are 1) the HSIT fails, DP fails, and LPSI fails, 2) HSIT is 

available, DP fails, and LPSI fails, and 3) the HSIT is available, DP is available, and LPSI fails, 

there is only one mitigation option that operator can choose. If the mitigation options that minimize 

plant risk are selected, total risk when PAFS with SIS is performed first after SLOCA occurs is 

3.904E-05. 

Based on the risk quantification results of all cases in the mitigation option tree for SLOCA, 

the optimal mitigation strategy that minimizes plant risk can be determined. Based on the CCDP 

results, it is recommended that PAFS and SIS is used first to minimize plant risk when SLOCA 

occurs. Then, 

1) If PAFS and SIS is not available due to PAFS failure, F&B with SIS is recommended to 

mitigate the accident. 

2) If PAFS and SIS is not available due to SIS failure, LPSI after ASC is recommended for 

accident mitigation. 

3) If PAFS and SIS is not available due to the failure of both systems, F&B with LPSI and 

HSIT is recommended to mitigate the accident. 
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In the case of the LLOCA, CCDPs for all cases in the mitigation option tree in Figure 3.14 

are summarized in Table 3.9. For TH analysis, size of LLOCA is assumed as 25.4 cm (= 10 inches), 

which is a minimum break size of LLOCA [71]. Based on the mitigation option tree in Figure 3.14, 

when LLOCA occurs, core make up using SIS is recommended to minimize plant risk. When 

safety injection with SIP is performed first, expected CCDP is 1.695.E-04 Which is estimated by 

summation of CCDPs in Case 1 to 3. This value is lower than the expected CCDP when operator 

choose LPSI after coolant injection with SIT as the first mitigation option ( = 1.696.E-04). By 

comparison of CCDP results, the optimal mitigation strategy for LLOCA can be defined.  

Table 3.9. CCDP for all cases in the mitigation option tree of LLOCA 

CASE 
The probability of 

mechanical 
failures, (A) 

The probability 
that recovery 

attempt does not 
prevent 

core damage, (B) 

Conditional core 
damage probability, 

(A x B) 

CASE1 7.432E-05 0.9955 7.399E-05 

CASE2 6.553E-05 0.9688 6.349E-05 

CASE3 3.216E-05 0.9958 3.202E-05 

CASE4 7.432E-05 0.9956 7.401E-05 

CASE5 6.553E-05 0.9691 6.351E-05 

CASE6 3.216E-05 0.9956 3.204E-05 
 

In this chapter, the best mitigation sequence that minimizes plant risk when utilizing 

existing mitigation systems and the HSIT system together is determined by the comparison of 

CCDP results. Even though LOCA is only considered as the initiating accident for this study, this 

risk quantification framework expands to other initiating accidents such as SGTR, SBO. By doing 

so, the optimal mitigation strategy that covers all accidents that may happen in the NPP can be 

determined. 
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3.6 Conclusion 

In this section, the optimal mitigation strategy of the HSIT for LOCA is determined based 

on plant risk that is quantified by estimating CCDP in consideration of time-dependent recovery 

actions. All conventional mitigation strategies that utilize existing mitigation systems are 

considered for this strategy development process. Since CCDP estimation has challenges due to a 

large number of component configurations in NPP and time-dependent recovery actions, 

functional modeling technique which is the MFM method and concept of mitigation success 

domain are proposed in this study. MFM model is utilized to systematically reduce the number of 

component configurations that cause core damage in NPP. Mitigation success domain is applied 

to define the available time range for all recovery actions. To define all component configurations 

for SLOCA, mitigation option tree is also developed.  

Based on risk quantification result for SLOCA, the optimal mitigation strategy to minimize 

plant risk can be defined. When SLOCA occurs, it is recommended that PAFS and SIS is used first 

to minimize plant risk. PAFS and SIS is not available due to some component failure, the optimal 

mitigation strategy to be performed next to minimize plant risk as follow: 1) PAFS with SIS is not 

available due to PAFS fails, F&B operation with SIS is the best mitigation option to minimize 

plant risk, 2) PAFS with SIS is not available due to SIS fails, LPSI after ASC with PAFS is the 

best option, and 3) If both systems fail, F&B operation using LPSI and HSIT is the only way to 

prevent core damage. When LLOCA occurs, safety injection with SIP is the best option to be 

performed first for mitigating the accident. If safety injection with SIP is unavailable due to SIP 

failure, the operator can conduct LPSI after safety injection with SIT for accident mitigation. If we 

expand this framework to other initiating events and conditions, the optimal mitigation strategy 

which can cover all accident cases in NPP can be defined. The risk quantification framework that 
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is proposed in this study can also be applied for the development or validation of the emergency 

operating procedure (EOP) [72]. If the mitigation sequences in the procedure do not reflect the 

mitigation strategy that minimizes plant risk, the procedure should be revised. The modified EOP 

can improve mitigation capability of the NPP. 
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4. DETERMINATION OF OPTIMAL OPERATING 

PARAMETERS FOR HYBRID SIT SYSTEM2 

4.1 Introduction 

In this study, the HSIT system is selected as a new mitigation system for a case study. The 

results in previous chapters inform that the HSIT system can be effectively used for mitigation of 

LOCA performing F&B operation with LPSI, and it also can be used to extend the available time 

for component recovery. Since the mitigation feasibility of the HSIT system can change depending 

on how it is utilized, the determination of optimal operating parameter values such as operation 

timing, operation order is critical to maximizing the feasibility of the HSIT system.  

In this section, we focus on finding global optimum values of operating parameters for the 

HSIT system [73], [74], [75], [76]. The characteristics of the HSIT are analyzed in detail, and 

operating parameters that have a significant effect on the mitigation feasibility of the HSIT are 

determined. An analytical study is performed to get the basis of the global optimum points among 

all possibilities. Based on these optimum points, a sensitivity study using computer code is 

performed to get more accurate values and to verify the results of the analytical study.  

Specific accident conditions are selected for case studies in this section. Following the 

previous chapter, LOCA is selected as target accident for the F&B operation with HSIT and LPSI. 

The coolant in the RCS is directly leaked through break part during LOCA; thus, core make up 

                                                           
Portions of this chapter previously appeared as:  

1. I. S. Jeon, S. Heo and H. G. Kang, "Optimal operation of hybrid-sits under a sbo accident,
" Nucl. Eng. Des., vol. 297, pp. 136-147, Feb. 2016, doi: 10.1016/j.nucengdes.2015.11.03
8.  

2. I. S. Jeon, S. H. Han, S. H. Kang and H. G. Kang, "Development of a feed-and-bleed oper
ation strategy with hybrid-sit under low-pressure condition of pwr," Nucl. Eng. Des., vol. 
314, pp. 150-164, Apr. 2017, doi: 10.1016/j.nucengdes.2017.02.003.  
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with F&B operation is significant for accident mitigation. In addition, SBO is also considered for 

the case that the HSIT is used for the time extension until core damage. Because all active systems 

in the NPP cannot be used during SBO accident [77], time extension for the restoration of 

electricity is critical to increasing plant safety. For all those analyses, APR plus is selected as a 

target NPP. 

4.2 Notation 

d(t) Amount of decay heat generation in unit time 

ht(t) Amount of heat removal in the core in unit time 

mi(t)  Mass of injected water of the HSIT in unit time 

me(t) Mass of evaporated water of the HSIT in unit time 

Cp Specific heat of water 

Tv Evaporating temperature 

Tsit(t) Temperature of coolant which is injected from the HSIT in unit time 

µfg Vaporization energy 

Ht Total cooling capacity of the core 

t0 Time when the HSIT starts to operate 

t1 Time when the HSIT is dried out 

t2 Time when core exit temperature exceeds SAMG entry condition 

H1 Total cooling capacity of the HSIT 

H2  Total cooling capacity of existing coolant in the core 

Hsit  Total maximum cooling capacity of the HSIT 

ΔTsit  Rate of temperature increase of the HSIT coolant 
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mpzr  Injection flow rate of hot steam from the pressurizer 

hpzr  Enthalpy of hot steam from the pressurizer 

m0  Initial mass of the HSIT 

mi0   Injection mass flow rate of one HSIT 

m𝛼𝛼   Averaged mass flow rate from the HSIT 

g  Water mass of one HSIT 

tin  Total Injection time until the HSIT is dried out. 

k  Overlap percentage of the HSIT 

4.3 Optimal Operation of the HSIT for F&B Strategy under LOCA 

Long-term cooling of the core is the ultimate goal of all accident mitigation actions for 

nuclear safety. In the conventional EOP of PWR, there are various long-term cooling strategies. 

These strategies require the operation of long-term cooling components, such as HPSI pumps, 

reactor heat removal pumps, and the auxiliary feedwater system [78], [79]. The soundness of these 

components and systems is critical as long-term mitigation strategies cannot succeed if they are 

not fully functional during an accident. In case of the HSIT system, even though it can be used as 

a high-pressure injection pump in an accident, under its original design it cannot be used for long-

term cooling on account of limited coolant inventory. 

Despite this, the HSIT system can be a good supplemental or “assistant” component as its 

passive injection can be used under any pressure condition. Even though some long-term cooling 

components may be functionally available in certain accident cases, they cannot be used if their 

operating conditions are unsatisfied. Temporary injection by the HSITs can serve in these 

situations until the entry condition of other long-term cooling components is met. Thus, if the HSIT 

system is operated in conjunction with other long-term cooling components, the conditions 
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previously regarded as core failure can be changed to core safety with long-term cooling.  

Based on the results in previous chapters, it is known that F&B operation with LPSI is one 

of the essential strategies that can be used for long-term cooling of the reactor core with the HSIT 

system under LOCA. This study focuses accordingly on the development of the F&B mitigation 

strategy utilizing HSITs to achieve long-term cooling in order to secure more extensive variety of 

safety actions and enhance plant safety. TH simulation code which is MARS [80] is massively 

used for sensitivity study to define the optimal value of the operating parameters. 

4.3.1. F&B operation strategy using LPSI system and the HSIT 

In conventional APR plus F&B strategy, the operator can decrease RCS pressure by 

opening the POSRVs or the reactor coolant gas venting system (RCGVS) as a bleed operation, 

with the POSRVs generally taking precedence over the RCGVS [81]. A critical concern with the 

use of the POSRVs for the bleed operation is that even if the equalizing valves of the HSIT system 

are opened, the HSITs cannot inject coolant into the RCS.  

As seen in Figure 2.13, structurally, the HSIT equalizing pipes are closely connected with 

the POSRVs, and each POSRV is relatively larger than each equalizing pipe. As a result, when a 

large amount of steam is released through the POSRVs during the bleed, a large inertia force occurs 

throughout the POSRV line resulting in little mass flow inside the equalizing pipes. This impedes 

the equalization of pressure between the pressurizer and the HSIT. As seen in Figure. 4.1(a), the 

mass flow rate in the equalizing pipe when the POSRVs open is lower than the averaged flow rate 

of the equalizing pipes without POSRV opening. At first, high flow rate in the equalizing pipes is 

secured due to the significant pressure difference between the pressurizer and HSITs, which is the 

driving force of steam in the equalizing pipes. However, as the pressure becomes equalized, the 

driving force decreases and cannot overcome the inertial force from the large flow through the 
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POSRVs. As seen in Figure 4.1(b), the level of the HSITs does not decrease below 8.44 m, 

preventing POSRV depressurization from being used for F&B operation with LPSI. Therefore, 

other depressurization systems have to be found in order to employ the HSITs during F&B 

operation. 

 
Figure 4.1. Mass flow rate in equalizing pipe and (b) level of HSIT when POSRVs only are used for 

the bleed operation 

Based on the thermal-hydraulic analysis results, when the bleed is alternatively performed 

using the RCGVS, pressure equalizing between the HSITs and pressurizer is not affected by the 

inertial force of the large flow through the reactor coolant gas venting valves (RCGVVs). Thus, 

the HSITs can inject sufficient water and the core is refilled with coolant. However, this strategy 

also has a critical problem in that it takes too long to depressurize the RCS enough for low-pressure 

injection by the RCGVS only, due to the RCGVVs being relatively smaller than the POSRVs, 

which are usually used for rapid depressurization. The diameters of each RCGVV and POSRV of 

APR plus are 5.08 cm (2 in) and 10.0 cm (3.94 in), respectively. These design specifications are 

reflected in the thermal-hydraulic analysis of the current model. In Figure 4.2(a), RCS pressure is 

below 20 bar at 7000 s after accident occurrence; thus, in the case of pressure, it is sufficient to 
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inject water using LPSI pumps. With only the use of the HSITs though, 7000 s is too long to make 

up the core, leading to core dry-out. For this reason, CET will exceed the severe accident entry 

condition (923.15 K), so this strategy also cannot be used for F&B operation with LPSI. 

 
Figure 4.2. Behavior of (a) RCS pressure, (b) core level, and (c) CET when RCGVVs only are used 

for the bleed operation 

As mentioned above, the POSRVs cannot be used solely for the bleed operation due to the 

resulting failure of pressure equalization between the HSITs and pressurizer. In other words, if 

HSIT operation is not considered, the POSRVs can be used for depressurization. Based on the 

thermal-hydraulic analysis, all HSITs dry out around 3000 s after accident occurrence. After the 

HSIT dry-out, the POSRVs can be used in combination with the RCGVVs as an additional bleed 

measure. When the POSRVs initiate, RCS pressure decreases drastically; thus, the SCPs start to 
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inject water around 3300 s. Figure 4.3 shows the RCS pressure according to this F&B sequence. 

 
Figure 4.3. Change in RCS pressure according to a sequence in F&B strategy with the HSIT 

As demonstrated in Figure 4.4, when the operator executes this final F&B operation 

strategy, the core level is maintained around 100% and CET is stable during operation. In this 

situation, the HSIT flow rate is around 30 kg/s per one HSIT on average. Thus it can be a excellent 

alternative to SIP. Table 4.1 shows the design specification of the SIP. Subsequently, the accident 

is successfully mitigated through F&B using LPSI with HSIT; the combination of POSRVs and 

RCGVVs is therefore considered as the final F&B operation strategy with HSITs in this study. 
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Figure 4.4. (a) Core level and (b) CET when F&B operation with HSIT is successfully applied 

 
 

Table 4.1. Design specifications of the safety injection pump 

Specifications of the safety injection pump 

Design pressure (MPa) 14.1 

Design temperature (℃) 176.7 

Design flow rate (L/min) 3,085 

Design pump head (m) 868.7 
 

4.3.2. Evaluation of the optimal value of parameters to maximize feasibility of the 

HSIT system for F&B operation 

In order to calculate plant risk based on pre-defined best mitigation sequence with other 

existing strategies that analyzed in the previous chapter, the optimal values of operating parameters 

such as operation number of HSITs or LPSI pump has to be defined. For this purpose, the minimum 

component operation number, called success criteria in this study, has to be identified. There are 

four HSITs in APR plus. If the minimum number of HSITs is used for accident mitigation, other 

HSITs can be kept for other urgent situation that may occur later. Since the HSIT can be used for 

many accident situations, this can enhance plant safety significantly. In this study, a thermal-
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hydraulic code is used to determine the success criteria for the mitigation strategy with the HSIT. 

There are four critical parameters that need to determine the success criteria: numbers of 

RCGVVs and POSRVs for the bleed operation, and numbers of HSITs and SCPs for the feed 

operation. These variables are the primary influence on the success of accident mitigation. As F&B 

operation can be effectively used for LOCA due to its coolant injection capability, the success 

criteria of all variables are verified in LOCA. As F&B operation strategy is not used in medium or 

large LOCA cases because bleed operation is not needed due to their large break flow, only small 

LOCA is considered for sensitivity study across the range of small LOCA break sizes: 1.27 cm 

(0.5 inch) to 4.13 cm (1.625 inch), based on NUREG 1829 [71]. 

4.3.2.1. Number of required RCGVVs and POSRVs 

The RCGVVs and POSRVs are used for depressurization. Even though a LOCA itself has 

the function of depressurization, the cases with small break size need additional means of 

depressurization for F&B operation. Thus, in order to define the minimum number of 

depressurization valves for success, depressurization in the harshest condition is considered first; 

Figure 4.5 shows the RCS pressure and CET in a 1.27 cm (0.5 inch) break size LOCA. The success 

of F&B operation with LPSI can be judged from RCS pressure and CET considering that the 

critical points of this strategy are the pressure at which coolant can be injected using LPSI, and 

stable CET for long-term cooling. In this analysis, four HSITs are assumed to be used for high-

pressure injection. 
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Figure 4.5. Change in (a) RCS pressure and (b) CET according to number of POSRVs and 

RCGVSs in a 1.27 cm LOCA 

With a break size of 1.27 cm (0.5 inches), if two RCGVVs and two POSRVs are used, 

CET starts to increase around 9000 s at which time the core is dried out. As the SCPs start to inject 

cold water into the RCS, CET decreases again before it reaches the severe accident entry condition. 

If two RCGVVs and three POSRVs are used for depressurization, RCS pressure decreases below 

maximum SCP injection pressure before the core is dried out. Thus, CET does not increase during 

depressurization. Therefore, over two RCGVVs and two POSRVs can be defined as the success 

criteria for successful depressurization. Whereas, if the success criteria are not satisfied, RCS 

pressure does not decrease below maximum SCP injection pressure; thus, CET increases 

dramatically after core dry out, with the use of more POSRVs better to slow down CET increase 

than the use of more RCGVSs. 

 At a break diameter of 2.54 cm (1 inch), over two RCGVVs and two POSRVs are needed 

to depressurize the RCS below maximum SCP injection pressure. Moreover, differing from the 

1.27 cm (0.5 inches) case, CET does not increase when two RCGVVs and two POSRVs are used, 

as bigger LOCA areas further depressurize the RCS. Figure 4.6 shows the RCS pressure and CET 

when the break size of LOCA is 2.54 cm (1 inch). 
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Figure 4.6. Change in (a) RCS pressure and (b) CET according to number of POSRVs and 

RCGVSs in a 4.13 cm LOCA 

4.3.2.2. Number of required HSITs 

In the previous section, when four HSITs are used, the RCS can be depressurized with two 

RCGVVs and two POSRVs. If three HSITs are used with that number of RCGVVs and POSRVs, 

CET exceeds the severe accident entry condition as three HSITs are insufficient to make up the 

core until RCS pressure decreases below maximum LPSI injection pressure. With two RCGVVs 

and two POSRVs employed, coolant will leak through the depressurization valves during the long 

time it takes to decrease RCS pressure. Figure 4.7 shows RCS pressure and CET when three HSITs 

are used for high-pressure injection. However, the use of four HSITs at the same time is 

inappropriate from a safety standpoint. In this case, if even one HSIT fails, F&B operation would 

fail, thereby lowering its success probability. In order to decrease the success criteria for the 

number of HSITs, even though two RCGVVs and two POSRVs can successfully depressurize the 

RCS, additional depressurization valves are needed.   
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Figure 4.7. Change in (a) RCS pressure and (b) CET with two POSRVs, two RCGVVs, and three 

HSITs in a 1.27 cm LOCA 

 When two RCGVVs and three POSRVs are used for depressurization, only one HSIT is 

sufficient to make up core inventory when a LOCA occurs. Figure 4.8 demonstrates RCS pressure 

and CET in this case with a break area of 1.27 cm (0.5 inches). 

 
Figure 4.8. Change in (a) RCS pressure and (b) CET according to number of HSITs with two 

RCGVSs and two POSRVs in a 1.27 cm LOCA 

 According to these results, pressure drops at a faster rate with fewer HSITs as when the 

core is uncovered; less steam is generated which leads to a superheated core and a slow RCS 

pressure increase. For this reason, the SCPs inject coolant earlier with fewer HSITs in operation, 

culminating in one HSIT showing the best results. In view of CET, even though it increases if one 

HSIT is used, it does not exceed the severe accident entry condition. Therefore, one HSIT is 
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suitable for the success criteria when two RCGVVs and three POSRVs are used for 

depressurization. These conditions are demonstrated for other LOCA size in Figure. 4.9, where it 

can also be seen that one HSIT is sufficient for the success criteria. Ultimately, with two RCGVVs 

and three POSRVs, one HSIT is chosen as the success criteria in this analysis, as it is safer than 

four HSITs with two RCGVVs and two POSRVs 

 
Figure 4.9. Change in (a) RCS pressure and (b) CET according to different accident cases with two 

RCGVSs, three POSRVs, and one HSIT 

4.3.2.3. Number of required SCPs 

In the APR plus, there are two shutdown cooling pumps and two containment spray pumps 

which can be used as LPSI pumps, with all four pumps having almost the same specifications. 

They inject coolant during the feed operation in order to safely remove residual heat; thus, low-

pressure injection is critical for long-term cooling in this strategy. Therefore, the minimum number 

of LPSI pumps necessary to supplement core inventory has to be determined. The main purpose 

of the LPSI pumps in this strategy is to maintain core inventory at 100% during F&B operation as 

CET is kept stable at 100% inventory. Therefore, in order to set the LPSI success criteria, core 

level and CET are checked using a thermal-hydraulic analysis with the accident condition assumed 

as a LOCA with a 4.13 cm (1.625 inch) diameter break, as the largest LOCA area causes the most 
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significant amount of coolant loss. In addition, SCPs are used in the feed operation system. Table 

4.2 shows the specification of the SCPs. 

Table 4.2. Design specifications of the shutdown cooling pumps 

Specifications of shutdown cooling pump 

Design pressure (MPa) 6.2 

Design temperature (℃) 204.4 

Design flow rate (L/min) 20,536 

Design pump head (m) 140.3 

 

 According to the code results, even when only one SCP is used for the feed operation, the 

core level is maintained at 100% with a stable CET during F&B operation. Thus, one LPSI is 

satisfactory for the success criteria and is therefore defined as such in the current strategy. Figure 

4.10 shows the core level and CET when one or two SCPs are used for long-term injection. 

 
Figure 4.10. Change in (a) core level and (b) CET according to number of LPSI pumps 
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4.3.3. Fault tree model development 

In this section, a fault tree model is developed based on the success criteria of the above 

variables considered for the F&B operation strategy using LPSI with HSIT. For this analysis, the 

failure probabilities of the equalizing valves are assumed to be the same as the failure probabilities 

of the RCGVVs, as detailed HSIT system design specifications have not been determined yet. 

Regarding the human error probabilities, the HEPs of the additional human actions in the new 

F&B operation strategy, such as opening the equalizing valves and RCGVVs, are assumed to be 

the same as the HEP of valve open failure in normal F&B operation. 

Four failure modes are considered in total to model the fault tree of the proposed F&B 

strategy: failure of bleed operation using RCGVVs, failure of bleed operation using POSRVs, 

failure of injection using HSITs, and failure of injection using SCPs. While a reference failure 

model for SCP injection failure can be employed as this fault tree model is the same as the 

reference model, failure of the HSIT system including the equalizing valves as well as the bleed 

operation failures are newly modeled in this analysis. 

Fault trees for the bleed operation are modeled in Figure 4.11 based on the success criteria 

of the number of RCGVVs and POSRVs. In this fault tree, two criteria are reflected: 1) two 

RCGVVs are needed for initial depressurization, 2) three POSRVs are necessary to safely use the 

SCPs for low-pressure injection following after the HSIT is dry out. Common cause failure rate is 

applied to the calculation failure rate of those valves [82]. 
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Figure 4.11. Fault tree model for bleed operation using (a) RCGVVs and (b) POSRVs 
 

As discussed in chapter 4.3.2, only one HSIT is sufficient to make up the core when two 

RCGVVs and three POSRVs are used for the bleed operation. In the fault tree model in Figure 

4.12, injection failure is regarded as a combination of HSIT tank failure and equalizing valve 

failure. If one of these two fails, the HSIT cannot inject coolant into the RCS; thus, those basic 

events are gathered using the OR gate. 
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Figure 4.12. Fault tree model for HSIT injection 

4.3.4. Result of PRA analysis in consideration of F&B operation with the HSIT 

Based on Fault tree models that were developed in chapter 4.3.3, plant risk is estimated. 

The optimal mitigation sequence that was defined in chapter 3 also be utilized. Figure 4.13 shows 

the event tree that is developed based on the best mitigation sequence including F&B operation 

with LPSI and HSIT. The fault tree model is utilized to estimate the branch probability of the event 

tree model.  

F&B operation with the HSIT can be used at three points in SLOCA, as shown in Figure 

4.13. First, if conventional F&B strategy fails like in sequence 1, it can be attempted using LPSI. 

In this case, safety depressurization using POSRVs has already been attempted; thus, the operator 

does not need to check POSRV opening again. In this case, after the HSIT dries out, additional 

depressurization is initiated using the POSRVs. If all these processes succeed, finally the operator 

injects coolant into the RCS using the SCPs. Second, if the SIPs and PAFS fail like as in sequences 

2 and 3, the operator attempts safety depressurization using the RCGVSs and injects coolant by 
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the HSIT in order to prevent core dry out. The other processes are the same as the first case. In 

both cases, the core can be cooled continuously if the containment spray system sufficiently 

recirculates the coolant. 

 
Figure 4.13. Event tree model of a small LOCA considering F&B operation with the HSIT 

 Based on the event tree and fault tree model, CDF can be estimated. AIMS program is used 

for risk estimation [47]. When SLOCA occurs in APR plus plant, which does not have the HSIT 

system, the CDF under SLOCA is 2.540E-07 as shown in Figure 4.14. If the new F&B strategy 

with the HSIT is applied, the CDF falls to 2.457E-07, as shown in Figure 4.15, about a 3.2 percent 

decline from the reference model.  
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Figure 4.14. PRA results when F&B operation with the HSIT is not applied 

 

 
Figure 4.15. PRA results when F&B operation with the HSIT is applied 

 

4.4 Optimal Operation of the HSIT to Extend Time until Core Damage 

4.4.1. Operating parameters that are needed to develop optimum operation strategy 

An SBO accident is initiated by a total loss of both offsite and onsite AC power. Following 

this accident, the reactor trips, main feedwater system terminates, and the charging pump stops. 

When the water level of the SG is lower than the post-trip SG level, PAFS starts to work. PAFS 

has enough capacity to cool the reactor core by itself in an accident situation, thus if PAFS works 

well, HSIT operation is not needed. The use of the HSIT is needed when PAFSs or the refill of the 
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passive condensation cooling tank (PCCT) for long-term cooling fails. The PAFS system has many 

valves. If those valves fail to make a proper water path when accident occurs, PAFS will not be 

available immediately. Despite all valves in PAFS work well, PAFS operates only for 8 hours 

when operators fail to refill the PCCT. This situation is considered as PAFS refill failure in our 

analysis. 

Originally, the HSIT was constructed to prevent the progression of an accident into a severe 

accident which results in core uncover. Thus, the purpose of the HSIT is to protect against the 

uncovering of the core in order to ensure core safety. In this study, seal LOCA is no longer 

considered as a phenomenon in SBO because, in APR plus, the standstill seal is applied to prevent 

seal LOCA [83]. To develop the operation strategy, in this section, the operating parameters are 

identified based on the HSIT heat removal equation. As the main function of the HSIT is to remove 

heat from the reactor core, the operation strategy has to be focused on effective heat removal. 

Hence, we have to express the heat removal process systematically by developing the HSIT heat 

removal equation. The equation is expressed based on the following critical principles. First, to 

maintain core safety, the amount of heat removal from the core has to be larger than the amount of 

decay heat generation, as shown in Equation. 4.1. 

� d(t)dt  ≤ �ht(t)dt (4.1) 

The change of decay heat generation can be easily calculated with time information only 

[84]. The amount of heat removal from the core also continuously changes over time; however, 

the change in this amount is also related to many other variables. Thus Equation. 4.2 is derived to 

express the heat removal phenomena clearly. Based on this equation, we know that three critical 

time variables exist to calculate the heat removal amount from the core. These are the coolant 

injection mass rate from the HSIT, the temperature of the HSIT, and evaporation mass rate in the 
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core. In this equation, the thermal capacity of the reactor component structures is not considered 

because the temperature of all component structures inside the reactor will have already reached 

the almost saturated water temperature when the HSIT operation is needed. Thus the potential 

impact of the thermal capacity of the reactor component structures is relatively smaller than other 

variables. 

ht(t) = mi(t)×Cp×(Tv-Tsit(t))+me(t)×µfg (4.2) 

Based on Equations 4.1 and 4.2, four critical variables to develop the operation strategy 

are identified: the amount of decay heat, the temperature of the HSIT, injection mass rate from the 

HSIT, and evaporation mass of the coolant. As these heat removal equations are functions of time, 

the relation of the HSIT cooling capacity to initiation timing becomes clear. 

   The amount of decay heat generation is closely related to the condition of the PAFSs. If 

both PAFSs fail from the beginning, the HSIT must be initiated in an early stage for decay heat 

removal. Thus the decay heat generation rate when the HSIT starts to operate is high. Whereas, if 

PAFSs fail due to PCCT refill failure, the HSIT initiation time is moved back because one or two 

PAFSs can cool down the core for a period of time. In that sense, the number of PAFSs operating 

before the PCCT refill failure is an essential factor to develop the operation strategy. Generally, it 

is assumed that PAFS operate for only 8 hours without PCCT refill [85].  

The temperature of HSIT coolant is also one of the critical variables; in Equation. 4.2, if 

Tsit increases, Tv-Tsit decreases; thus, mi(t) has to increase in order to satisfy Equation. 4.1. Tsit 

is related to the amount of hot water flow from the pressurizer and the amount of HSIT inventory. 

Hot water flow from the pressurizer is considered as a constant and the inventory of the HSIT can 

be calculated based on the injection flow rate. Therefore, in order to set the optimal HSIT injection 

rate, HSIT temperature should be considered.  
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The injection mass flow rate of each HSIT cannot be controlled as they are operated by 

gravitational force, and it is almost constant because of the fluidic device in the HSIT [86]. Hence 

the flow rate can be controlled by changing the number of HSITs in operation or making an overlap 

between operations. The operation order can also affect the injection mass flow rate as each HSIT 

is in a different location and therefore has a different length of equalizing pipe. These differences 

in length affect the pressure balance between the RCS and HSITs because when the pressure is 

equalized through the equalizing pipe, the pressure can drop due to friction. For a long equalizing 

pipe, a significant pressure drop occurs leading to a decrease in HSIT injection performance. This 

performance is closely related to the injection flow rate. 

Evaporation mass is a decay heat-related variable and is also related to the injection mass 

flow rate. If the injection mass rate increases, evaporation mass rate decreases because of the 

specific heat of cold water from the HSIT. Concerning core safety, if the evaporation mass is higher 

than the injection mass, the existing coolant of the core has to be used, eventually leading to core 

uncover. Therefore, the relationship between the injection mass rate and the evaporation rate 

should be considered carefully and systemically.  

As a result, based on these critical variables, the five operating parameters necessary to 

develop the operation strategy are defined. These are, namely, the number of PAFSs used 

simultaneously for 8 hours, the number of HSITs operating simultaneously, the overlap percentage 

between operations, the initiation timing, and the operation order. 

4.4.2. Estimation of optimal value for operating parameters 

In the previous section, five operating parameters were identified. The optimum value of 

all parameters should be theoretically or analytically estimated to develop the operation strategy. 

Generally, optimal values can be estimated more accurately by thermal-hydraulic code, as the 
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computer code continually calculates the value of the variables every second, including subtle 

changes. A theoretical approach, however, has the advantage to show a more logical tendency 

according to the amount of variable change, not focused on one specific value. Therefore, the 

theoretical approach is preferentially performed in this section to get the basis of the global 

optimum points among all possible situations. 

Generally, initiation timing and operation order are independent factors of the number of 

PAFSs in simultaneous operation, so their optimal values can be estimated without any 

consideration of initial condition changes. These factors always have the same optimal value, so 

they are easily estimated. The optimal value of the injection mass rate can change according to the 

decay heat generation rate, so the optimal value of the number of HSITs operating simultaneously 

and the overlap percentage between operations of each HSIT can vary according to a change in 

the number of PAFS in operation. These factors are also correlated to each other and so are 

considered together to develop the operation strategy. Therefore, we need a specific estimation 

methodology to find the optimal value for these factors. 

4.4.2.1. HSIT initiation timing 

Initiation timing is related to the effective use of core coolant. When PCCT refill fails, RCS 

pressure and temperature increase because of the secondary heat sink loss, so the POSRV should 

be opened to decrease RCS temperature and pressure. In this process, saturated steam is ejected 

through the POSRV. This is the ideal situation for decay heat removal. When, however, the POSRV 

opens, the pressure of the RCS dramatically decreases, leading to core and pressurizer level 

increase, until finally, the pressurizer becomes full and ejects hot water directly rather than 

saturated steam. This decreases the efficiency of the HSITs as this hot water cannot be further used 

to remove decay heat by evaporation. 
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In this situation, if the HSITs initiate before the pressurizer reaches a full level, the 

inventory of the core increases when the pressurizer becomes full. That means the pressurizer will 

be at the full level for a relatively long time, so more high-temperature water will be ejected 

through the POSRV. This is the important reason why HSIT coolant cannot be used effectively 

when they initiate early. Therefore, initiation timing should be delayed as long as possible. Figure 

4.16 presents the liquid fraction of the steam ejected through the POSRV according to HSIT 

initiation timing, calculated using MARS code [80]. In this graph, SG WR 25% means that the 

operator initiates the HSIT when SG wide range level is 25%. If the liquid fraction is 100%, only 

hot water is released through the POSRV. 

 
Figure 4.16. Liquid fraction of ejection steam through the POSRV according to HSIT initiation 

timing 
 

In this study, the latest timing for operation of the HSIT is considered as the time when the 

upper plenum level is 0%, as this means the core level is above the fuel. If the fuel is uncovered, 

the temperature of the core increases extremely fast and can exceed the severe accident 

management guideline (SAMG) entry condition [87] without any mitigation action by the operator, 
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meaning the accident situation progresses into a severe accident. Thus core uncover is not 

considered in this study. As mentioned in the introduction, the HSIT is initiated automatically thus 

any human error or risk caused by the late operation of the HSIT (= small amount of available time 

for HSIT operation) is not needed to consider. Therefore, theoretically, a 0% upper plenum level 

is the best point for HSIT initiation timing. 

4.4.2.2. Operation order 

Differences in HSIT efficiency according to operation order come from the differing 

lengths of the equalizing pipes. As previously mentioned, if the equalizing pipe is long, a 

significant pressure drop occurs which decreases HSIT injection performance. Generally, different 

amount of pressure drop according to different pipe length is caused by the friction with the 

additional pipe length. Moreover, if equalizing pipe is long, there are many bending points on the 

pipe because equalizing pipe of HSIT cannot be designed as a straight due to circle shape of 

containment and arrangement with other components. For those reasons, operation order affects to 

injection performance of the HSIT. To do this analysis, the HSITs are distinguished according to 

the length of their equalizing pipes. If HSIT(1) has the longest equalizing pipe and HSIT(4) has 

the shortest, their highest-to-lowest performance should be HSIT(4) - HSIT(3) - HSIT(2) - 

HSIT(1).  

When an accident occurs, the reactor trips and decay heat starts to decrease. Considering 

the decrease of the decay heat generation rate, the HSIT with the best performance should be used 

first. Then HSIT(4) - HSIT(3) - HSIT(2) - HSIT(1) is the best order for effective use. If the HSITs 

are used in reverse order, the injection rate should be increased in order to make up for the low 

cooling capacity of HSIT(1). 
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4.4.2.3. Other parameters 

The parameters which are the number of PAFSs used simultaneously for 8 hours, the 

number of HSITs operating simultaneously, the overlap percentage between operations are 

correlated each other, those parameters are considered together in this section. The number of 

HSITs operating simultaneously and the overlap percentage between operations are the most 

challenging and complex variables to determine optimal values for on account of their 

dependencies and correlation. In order to understand the dependency of the injection flow rate 

(operation number and overlap percentage) on the decay heat generation rate, first we have to 

clarify the HSIT heat removal phenomena as the injection mass rate is directly related to the 

amount of heat removal. The amount of heat removal by the HSITs can be called HSIT cooling 

capacity for convenience. The cooling capacity is calculated by using an integral calculus in 

Equation 4.2, as shown in Equation. 4.3 below. 

Ht  = � mi(t) × Cp × (Tv-Tsit(t)) + me(t) × µfgdt
t2

t0
 (4.3) 

Although Equation 4.3 appears simple, calculating the cooling capacity is not easy because 

temperature (Tsit(t)) and evaporation mass (me(t)) can change continuously and also, in an actual 

accident situation, the coolant injected by the HSITs and the originally existing coolant in the core 

are used to cool down the core in no particular order. To solve these difficulties, we make some 

reasonable assumptions. In this study, HSIT coolant is assumed to be used preferentially to make 

the calculation easier, so the purpose of HSIT operation is to cool down the core without 

consumption of existing core coolant. Existing coolant is used after the four HSITs are dried out. 

Thus Equation. 4.3 can be rewritten as Equations. 4.4, 4.5, and 4.6 because if time exceeds t1, 

mi(t)  should be zero. Based on this assumption, the total amount of core inventory does not 
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decrease until t1 . Equation. 4.6 is not considered in this study as it does not relate to HSIT 

operation. 

Ht = H1+ H2 (4.4) 

H1  = � mi(t)
t1

t0
× Cp× (Tv-Tsit(t)) + me(t) × µfgdt (4.5) 

H2  = � me(t)
t2

t1
× µfgdt (4.6) 

Because this study focuses on the HSIT operation with maximum performance, the 

maximum cooling capacity of the HSIT, which is expressed as Equation. 4.7, is used. For this 

equation, another assumption, that is the HSIT injection mass evaporates perfectly, is used. Based 

on the results of HSIT initiating timing, this assumption is not correct, but if we consider that the 

HSITs operate when the upper plenum level is 0%, the amount of released coolant through the 

POSRV without evaporation is negligible. Therefore, term of evaporation is changed to term of 

injection rate from the HSIT. 

Hsit = � mi(t) 
t1

t0
× Cp × (Tv-Tsit(t)) + mi(t) × µfgdt (4.7) 

Rate of temperature increase of coolant in the HSIT can be calculated by considering the 

injection flow rate and hot steam flow from the pressurizer and this study calculates the rate of 

temperature increase using the point model analysis even though there would be temperature 

stratification in the HSIT tank. Because consideration of temperature stratification is not needed 

for our analytical study, as our calculations are focused on the total heat removal amount, not the 

heat removal rate per second. If the temperature stratification model is used to calculate the cooling 

capacity, at the beginning, a large amount of coolant is injected with initial temperature (= low 

temperature) which removes relatively more decay heat compared to the last moment, when HSIT 
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coolant removes relatively less heat removal on account of heat concentration at the top of the 

coolant due to temperature stratification. In point of total heat removal amount, however, these 

two phenomena cancel out; thus, this will have zero net effect when compared with the point model. 

Therefore, the point model is used for this calculation. Rate of temperature increase of HSIT 

coolant is expressed as Equation 4.8. In this study, it is assumed that RCS pressure is 160 bar 

because the POSRV operates at and maintains RCS pressure at this value. Of course, RCS pressure 

has small fluctuations around 160 bar because of different set points of POSRV opening and 

closing, but the enthalpy of the saturated steam at these different set points is not significantly 

different. 

ΔT𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 = 
m𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝×h𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝

C𝑝𝑝× (m0−mi0) 
 (4.8) 

After arbitrarily setting the injection flow rate of one HSIT and pressurizer injection flow 

rate, the change in temperature is calculated and presented in Figure 4.17. 

 
Figure 4.17. HSIT coolant temperature according to HSIT level 
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Using Equations. 4.7 and 4.8, the maximum cooling capacity can be calculated. This 

cooling capacity is shown as a curve in Figure 4.18. Based on the equations, if the HSIT injection 

flow rate increases, the capacity curve will move up, and if the flow rate decreases, the capacity 

curve will move down. 

 
Figure 4.18. Amount of maximum cooling capacity of one HSIT according to HSIT level 

If the mass flow is high enough, decay heat can be removed using only one HSIT because 

the total max cooling capacity of one HSIT during operation is higher than the total decay heat 

generation. Figure 4.19 shows the max cooling capacity under high injection mass flow. 0s is the 

initiation time of HSIT operation and the black line at 2800s represents the time when the HSIT is 

dried out. For analysis, the decay heat generation rate is calculated by using MARS code in the 

condition with one PAFS operating for 8 hours. If Area A ≥ Area B is satisfied, the core can be 

cooled down by using one HSIT.  

If the injection flow rate is insufficient, the decay heat generation rate is larger than the 

max cooling capacity; thus, we have to increase the number of HSITs used or overlap their 

operation. Figure 4.20 shows the max cooling capacity under low mass flow. In this figure, (decay 
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heat generation rate) – (HSIT maximum cooling capacity) is always negative. That means the 

existing coolant of the core should be used, resulting in core uncover. 

 
Figure 4.19. Maximum cooling capacity of one HSIT with high injection flow 

 

 
Figure 4.20. Maximum cooling capacity of one HSIT with low injection flow 

Considering the results of the analytical study, when one PAFS is used for 8 hours and only 

one HSIT is in operation, we have to increase injection flow by more than 19 kg/s. Figure 4.21 

shows the total amount of remaining cooling capacity according to injection mass flow. If two 
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PAFSs are used for 8 hours, injection mass flow over 18.4 kg/s is sufficient for accident mitigation. 

Figure 4.22 shows the amount of total remaining cooling capacity according to mass flow when 

two PAFSs are used for 8 hours. Based on these results, even if two PAFSs are used before HSIT 

initiation, the injection mass flows sufficient for cooling from HSIT in both cases is not much 

different as the decay heat generation rate in both cases is not much different. 

 
Figure 4.21. Total amount of remaining HSIT cooling capacity according to injection mass flow 

when one PAFS is used for 8 hours 
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Figure 4.22. Total amount of remaining HSIT cooling capacity according to injection mass flow 

when two PAFSs are used for 8 hours 

  If the remaining capacity (total max HSIT capacity – total decay heat generation) is at or 

above zero, the core is safe in both cases because the injection mass is sufficient to remove decay 

heat. However, in view of efficiency, any remaining capacity larger than zero is not ideal, as this 

implies that HSIT coolant is excessively injected in comparison with the minimum necessary 

amount to cool down the core. If excessive coolant is injected (mi-me is very high), hot water may 

be ejected in a liquid state rather than hot steam when the POSRV opens. Further, the coolant can 

get stuck in other places such as a hot leg due to water slug formation [88]. Accordingly, the ideal 

flow rate will result in zero remaining cooling capacity. 

If the remaining capacity is negative, the injection mass is insufficient to remove the decay 

heat and must be increased. As explained previously, there are two ways to increase injection mass: 

increase the number of HSITs operating from the beginning, or overlap HSIT operation. If the 

injection flow rate must be significantly increased, it is preferable to increase the number of HSITs 

in operation. If only a slight increase is necessary, overlapping the HSITs in operation is sufficient. 

When HSIT start times are staggered, the overlap between two HSITs results in similar cooling 
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capacity as when they initiate simultaneously. As shown in Figure 4.23, two HSITs overlap during 

A1, A2, and A3. In these areas, there is positive remaining capacity, whereas there is a negative 

remaining capacity in B1, B2, B3, and B4. Thus, if the sum of A1, A2, A3 ≥ the sum of B1, B2, 

B3, B4, the core is safe until the HSITs are dried out. Considering the maximum efficiency 

discussed previously, the sum of A1, A2, A3 = the sum of B1, B2, B3, B4 is used to calculate the 

optimal overlap percentage. 

 
Figure 4.23. Cooling capacity of all HSITs under specific mass flow 

To identify the optimal overlap percentage for a real accident situation, the injection flow 

rate of each HSIT and the injection flow from the pressurizer are preferentially calculated using 

MARS code. Based on the results, the injection flow rate of each HSIT is 14 kg/s and pressurizer 

flow is 1.5 kg/s. Based on those data, it is known that if the overlap percentage reaches 66%, the 

injection flow rate is similar to when two HSITs operate from the beginning without overlap. Thus 

if an overlap percentage of greater than 66% is required, increasing the number of HSITs is 

recommended. This case can be called a dual overlap, with two HSITs initiating simultaneously 

and overlapping with the remaining two HSITs. 66% is obtained through the average flow rate 
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calculation. If the injection flow rate of one HSIT is mα, then the rate of two HSITs is 2mα. Figure 

4.24 demonstrates these injection flow rates with an operation overlap of 50%. 

 
Figure 4.24. Average mass injection rate of HSITs according to time 

In Figure 4.24, the average mass flow rate is 1.6 mα, from dividing total injection mass by 

total injection time. Based on Equation 4.11, if the average injection flow rate is over 2 mα, the 

overlap percent k has to be larger than 66%. Equation  4.11 is derived as below. 

mi = g
t
 (4.9) 

Averaged mass flow rate = Total water mass of four H−SITs
Total injection time of four H−SITs

 (4.10) 

Averaged mass flow rate = 4g

4t − 3k100t
 = ( 4

4−0.03𝑘𝑘
) × 𝑚𝑚𝑠𝑠  (4.11) 

In this study, each HSIT injection flow rate is assumed to be equivalent because of their 

same design characteristics. Based on Figures 4.21 and 4.22, the HSITs should be overlapped even 

when the PAFSs have operated for 8 hours. To calculate the optimal overlap percentage, an 

analytical study is carried out with a novel methodology shown in Figure 4.23 using the MATLAB 
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program. Figure 4.25 and 4.26 shows the total amount of remaining cooling capacity of the HSITs 

according to the overlap percentage. 

 
Figure 4.25. Total amount of remaining HSIT cooling capacity according to overlap percentage 

when one PAFS is available for 8 hours 
 

 
Figure 4.26. Total amount of remaining HSIT cooling capacity according to overlap percentage 

when two PAFSs are available for 8 hours 
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Based on the results of the analytical study, at least a 34% overlap percentage is needed to 

prevent core uncover when one PAFS is used for 8 hours. Thus, the HSITs should be used by 

overlapping two by at least 34%. If both PAFSs are used for 8 hours, the minimum overlap 

percentage is 31%. This is similar to the case with one PAFS in operation, as the decay heat 

generation rate of these two cases is not much different. When both PAFSs fail, if one HSIT is 

used from the beginning, the HSITs should be overlapped by more than 74%; thus we have to 

consider two HSITs used from the beginning. In this case, the HSITs should overlap by 4.6% to 

maintain core safety. Figures 4.27 and 4.28 show the total amount of remaining cooling capacity 

of the HSITs when both PAFSs fail. 

 
Figure 4.27. The total amount of remaining HSIT cooling capacity according to overlap percentage 

when both PAFSs fail to initiate and one HSIT is used from the beginning 
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Figure 4.28. The total amount of remaining HSIT cooling capacity according to overlap percentage 

when both PAFSs fail and two HSITs are used from the beginning 

4.4.3. Optimal value verification using TH simulation code 

In this section, an analysis by thermal-hydraulic code is performed to get more accurate 

and realistic optimum values of the main factors and to verify the results estimated by the analytical 

study. The available time for the restoration of the components without entry into a severe accident 

condition is also estimated by MARS code simulation. This study assumes that the PAFSs have 

been operating for 8 hours and the code calculation stops when the core exit temperature (CET) 

exceeds the SAMG entry condition at 650°C [87], as the purpose of HSIT operation is to prevent 

the progression of an accident into a severe accident. The analysis to determine the optimal overlap 

percentage is performed under three conditions depending on the number of PAFS in operation, 

as the optimal overlap percentage can change according to the amount of decay heat generation. 
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4.4.3.1. Identification of initiation timing 

First, an analysis by code is performed to find the optimal initiation timing of the HSITs. 

Based on various initiation timings, the analysis determines the time when the CET exceeds the 

SAMG entry condition (the limitation for the analysis) or in other words, the available time for the 

restoration of the long-term cooling components. Then optimal initiation timing is selected by 

comparing the amounts of time. For this analysis, operation order is assumed to be 4-3-2-1, the 

overlap percentage is 0%, and core uncover is not considered. Results are presented in Table 4.3.  

Table 4.3. Time when CET exceeds SAMG entry condition according to HSIT initiation timings 

Initiation timing 
Time when CET exceeds 
SAMG entry condition 

(Available time for restoration) 

When PAFS stop 41212s 

When SG level is WR25% 41016s 

When POSRV open 52251s 

Upper plenum level is 50% 52540 

Upper plenum level is 0% 52895s 
 

Based on the results of the analysis, initiation timing at 0% upper plenum level provides 

the longest available restoration time. This initiation timing is the same as the result of the 

theoretical study for defining the initiation timing of the HSIT. One critical problem is found when 

the initial HSIT operates before the POSRV opens, related to Tsit. As previously discussed, when 

the pressurizer is at the full level for a relatively long time, a large amount of hot water from the 

pressurizer transports to the HSIT. This maintains or increases the HSIT water level, even as the 

HSIT continues to inject water into the RCS. This phenomenon is shown in Figure 4.29. 
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Figure 4.29. Change of HSIT level when HSIT is operated before POSRV opens 

As a result, the core temperature increases even though water is continuously injected by 

the HSIT, as the cooling capacity dramatically decreases due to the hot water injection from the 

pressurizer. Figure 4.30 shows the core temperature when the HSIT operates before POSRV 

opening. All things considered, it should operate when the upper plenum level of the core is 0%. 

 
Figure 4.30. Change of core exit temperature when HSIT is operated before POSRV opens 
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4.4.3.2. Identification of operation order 

Second, an analysis is performed using code to find the optimal HSIT operation order. This 

analysis shows CET stability according to various operation orders, presented in Figure 4.31 in 

four cases. As in section 4.4.2.2, the HSITs are numbered according to the length of the equalizing 

pipes, with HSIT(1) having the longest pipe. 

 
Figure 4.31. Change of core exit temperature according to different operation orders 
Based on Figure 4.31, if the HSITs operate with a 4-3-2-1 order, the CET is the most stable 

when compared to all other cases. These results match the theoretical analysis in section 4.4.2.2, 

where it was explained that the most effective use of HSIT coolant comes from the HSIT with the 

highest cooling capacity initiating first, which is HSIT(4). Therefore, the 4-3-2-1 operation order 

should be used in the HSIT operation strategy. 
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4.4.3.3. Identification of overlap percentage 

MARS code is used in this section to determine more exact optimal overlap percentages 

and also to verify the results of the previous analytical study. In this code calculation, optimal 

overlap percentages gathered from the analytical study are used, and the operation order is set to 

be 4-3-2-1 with the initiation timing of 0%. Figure 4.32a and 4.32b show the CET with specific 

overlap percentages. 

 
Figure 4.32. CET with HSIT overlap and one PAFS operating for 8 hours 

When one PAFS is available for 8 hours before HSIT operation, 34% overlap leads to 

unstable CET. In this case, the injection flow rate is not sufficient, as core uncover is not allowed 

during HSIT operation to prevent the progression of an accident into a severe accident. Thus the 

overlap percentage should be increased. At 40% overlap, the CET is very stable, with the longest 

restoration time of 49470s before the CET exceeds the SAMG entry condition. 

When two PAFSs operate for 8 hours before the HSIT initiates, overlap percentages of 31% 

and 35% result in CET instability, so should be increased to 40% to prevent core uncover. This 

result is quite different from the result of the analytical study because, in this case, coolant loss 

through the POSRV is relatively larger than the other cases. In the analytical study, coolant loss is 

assumed to be zero to make the calculations possible. Hence, 40% is again the optimum overlap 

percentage. If this optimum strategy is applied, the time when the CET exceeds the SAMG entry 
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condition is 52980s. Figure 4.33a, 4.33b, and 4.33c show the CET with specific overlap 

percentages when two PAFSs operate for 8 hours before the HSIT initiates. 

 
Figure 4.33. CET with HSIT overlap and two PAFSs operating for 8 hours 

When both PAFSs fail before HSIT initiation, if the HSITs are used with 0% overlap, the 

CET is very unstable and exceeds the SAMG entry condition. If overlap percent is set to 4.6%, the 

CET is very stable, with a restoration time of 11220s before SAMG entry condition. Figure 4.34a 

and 4.34b show the CET when two HSITs overlap with the remaining HSITs by specific 

percentages. 

  
Figure 4.34. CET with dual HSIT overlap and failure of both PAFSs 

 

 

 

 

0% 4.6% 
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4.4.4. The optimum operation strategy of HSIT in SBO 

In SBO, HSIT initiating conditions can be divided into three cases according to the number 

of PAFS in operation before the HSITs initiate, as the number of PAFS is the only way to change 

the HSIT initiating conditions. The number of PAFS in operation affects HSIT initiation time as it 

is closely related to the decay heat generation rate. As follows, in this study, an operation strategy 

is developed for these three cases. In each case, there are five main factors with infinite possible 

values; thus, the optimal value should be estimated among all possibilities. An operation strategy 

integrating all main factors and their optimal values is called the optimum operation strategy for 

each case. Finally, the strategies of all three cases are merged into one optimum operation strategy 

for the HSIT in SBO, presented in Figure 4.35. 

 
Figure 4.35. Diagram for the process of operation strategy development for the HSIT in SBO 

Based on the results of the analysis, the optimum operation strategy of the HSIT is 

developed as follows. In SBO, it should initiate at an upper plenum level of 0% and operate in a 
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4-3-2-1 order in all three cases. An optimum overlap percentage of 40% was found in both cases 

with one or both PAFSs in operation prior to HSIT initiation. With failures of both PAFSs, dual 

HSIT overlap is necessary with a 4.6% overlap percentage to cool down the core properly. With 

this optimum operation strategy, if both PAFSs are available for 8 hours, up to 52980s of available 

time for safety component restoration without entry into the severe accident condition can be 

secured. If one PAFS is available, up to 49470s can be secured, and 11220s with no PAFS available. 

4.5 Conclusion 

An optimum operation strategy for the HSIT system was developed in this chapter. The 

HSIT is used for F&B operation with LPSI in LOCA and is used for time extension until core 

damage in SBO. 

In order to develop F&B strategy with LPSI and HSIT in LOCA, the RCGVVs and 

POSRVs were determined for the bleed operation in the new operation strategy. It was illustrated 

that if the POSRVs and HSITs are used at the same time in F&B operation, the HSITs cannot inject 

coolant. As an alternative, the RCGVVs are used for depressurization at the initial moment of the 

bleed operation, with the POSRVs used upon HSIT dry-out in order to depressurize the RCS 

rapidly. In the case of the feed operation, the SCPs or CSPs can be used for low-pressure injection 

because the SIPs have already failed as a basic condition in this study. With the successful 

operation of all components in the new F&B strategy, the core can be maintained safely even in 

conditions regarded as core failure in the conventional strategy. 

 A risk analysis was also performed to estimate the efficiency of the F&B strategy. A 

reference PRA model of the APR plus was developed, with plant specifications, plant-specific 

accident scenarios and reliability data gathered from references. Based on the best mitigation 

sequence that is developed in chapter 3, the new event tree model is developed. Fault tree models 
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were also developed to calculate the failure probability of each heading. In order to achieve a 

realistic fault model, success criteria of each component were set after thermal-hydraulic code 

analysis: two RCGVVs and three POSRVs were found to be the minimum number for safe 

depressurization, with one HSIT and one SCP the minimum number for safe injection. Thermal-

hydraulic analyses for all accident conditions were performed in order to demonstrate the criteria’s 

applicability. A revised PRA model of the APR+ was then developed with CDF analyzed using 

the AIMS program. Compared to the reference PRA model, the revised PRA model exhibited a 

CDF decline of 3.2 percent from 2.540E-07 down to 2.457E-7. 

In order to develop mitigation strategy with HSIT for extending time until core damage, 

five main factors were identified: the number of PAFSs in simultaneous operation before PCCT 

refill failure, the number of HSITs in simultaneous operation, and the overlap percentage, initiation 

timing, and operation order of the HSITs. Based on these main factors, optimum values were 

identified by analytical and theoretical studies. Results demonstrated that the HSITs should initiate 

when the upper plenum level is 0% and should operate in 4-3-2-1 order. In case of the overlap 

percentage, it varies according to the number of PAFSs in operation for 8 hours. With both PAFSs 

in operation before HSIT initiation, the optimum overlap percent was found to be 31%, with a 

value of 34% for one PAFS in operation before HSIT initiation. The results of these two cases are 

not much different as the decay heat generation rate in both cases is similar. When both PAFSs fail 

to operate, the result of the analytical study demonstrated the HSITs should overlap by 74%, as the 

decay heat generation rate during HSIT operation was very high compared to the other cases. In 

this case, with dual overlap of the HSITs in simultaneous operation, a 4.6% overlap is sufficient to 

mitigate the accident.  
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5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

This thesis aims at resolving the technical challenges in developing optimal mitigation 

strategy on the basis of plant risk with the novel method. The impact of the new mitigation system 

on plant risk is estimated in an approximate manner from a reduced number of accident scenarios. 

The functional modeling method and mitigation success domain have a critical role in the proposed 

method. The functional model is utilized to identify the reduced number of accident scenarios that 

cause core damage systematically and to develop all possible mitigation procedures of the new 

safety system. The mitigation success domain is applied to determine an available time range for 

the recovery actions with the given accident conditions. Time-dependent recovery probability can 

also be handled using this domain. 

In chapter 2, we suggest possible mitigation procedures based on causal inference analysis 

with the MFM model. In this process, the MFM model was first developed based on the P&ID 

information of the PWR. Cause analysis using this model is utilized to identify all possible sets of 

failure events, which were regarded as accident scenarios. Because it was difficult to reflect the 

diverse design characteristics and initial conditions of the NPP in the MFM model, additional 

techniques, such as the predefined range of possible states, conversion process, and truth tables 

were applied to develop improved reasoning method in this study. Subsequently, the scenarios that 

could be mitigated by the new safety system were identified by consequence analysis with the 

MFM model that is modified to reflect the application of the new system. To define the mitigated 

scenarios systemically, the Boolean equation was solved based on the information from the model 

structure of the MFM and truth tables. The feasibility of the new system is also estimated on an 

abstract level based on the number of accident scenarios that are mitigated by its application. The 
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mitigation procedures of the new system are also developed by the consequence analysis with the 

MFM model. 

The proposed method is applied to the HSIT system for a case study. As a result, 478 

accident scenarios caused core damage while the addition of the HSIT eliminated 277 among them. 

The mitigated scenarios are grouped based on accident characteristics. For the accident group in 

which the number of mitigable scenarios was more than zero, the HSIT could be used for the long-

term mitigation of accidents. For accident groups in which the number of mitigable scenarios was 

zero, accident mitigation for coping with time extension was recommended instead of long-term 

accident mitigation. Four representative accident mitigation procedures with the HSIT system 

were finally identified based on the consequence analysis results: 1) F&B mitigation with LPSI 

system under LOCA, 2) long-term mitigation combined with the secondary cooling system under 

SGTR, 3) F&B mitigation with LPSI system under condition that secondary cooling fails, and 4) 

coping time extension. 

 In chapter 3, the optimal mitigation sequence for LOCA is determined based on the plant 

risk that is quantified by estimating the CCDP when considering the time-dependent recovery 

actions. Since the CCDP estimation involves challenges due to a large number of component 

configurations in the NPP and the time-dependent recovery actions, the MFM method is also 

utilized in this chapter, and the concept of mitigation success domain is proposed to handle time-

dependent recovery probability. The MFM model is utilized to systematically reduce the number 

of component configurations that cause core damage in the NPP. The success domain is applied 

to define the available time range for all the recovery actions. To define all the component 

configurations that cause core damage in the case of the LOCA, the mitigation option tree is 

developed.  
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 Based on the risk quantification results for LOCA, the optimal mitigation sequence 

including the operation of the HSIT is defined to minimize the plant risk. When SLOCA occurs, 

PAFS with SIS has the first priority to be performed for mitigating accident. If this is unavailable, 

the strategies to be performed next as follows: 1) when the PAFS with SIS is not available due to 

PAFS failure, the F&B operation with SIS is the best option to minimize plant risk, 2) when the 

PAFS with SIS is not available due to SIS failure, the LPSI after ASC with PAFS is the best option, 

and 3) if both systems fail, the F&B operation using LPSI and HSIT is the only way to prevent 

core damage. When LLOCA occurs, safety injection with SIP is the best option to be performed 

first for mitigating accident. If safety injection with SIP is unavailable due to its failure, the 

operator can conduct LPSI after safety injection with the SIT for accident mitigation. If we expand 

this framework to other initiating events and conditions, the optimal mitigation strategy that can 

cover all accident cases in an NPP can be defined. 

In chapter 4, because the HSIT system is selected as a new mitigation system for a case 

study, the optimal operating parameter values such as operation timing, operation order are 

determined. In order to develop F&B strategy with LPSI and HSIT in LOCA, two RCGVVs and 

three POSRVs were found to be the minimum number for safe depressurization, with one HSIT 

and one SCP the minimum number for safe injection. By constructing the risk assessment model 

based on these optimal parameters, we know that CDF decline of 3.2 percent from 2.540E-07 

down to 2.457E-7. If the HSIT is utilized to extend time until core damage, analysis results 

demonstrate that the HSITs should initiate when the upper plenum level is 0% and should operate 

in 4-3-2-1 order. In case of the overlap percentage, it varies according to the number of PAFSs in 

operation: 1) both PAFSs in operation before HSIT initiation, the optimum overlap percent was 

found to be 31%, 2) one PAFS in operation before HSIT initiation, the optimum overlap percent 
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was found to be 31%, and 3) both PAFSs fail to operate, the result of the analytical study 

demonstrated the HSITs should overlap by 74%. By combining all the information mentioned 

above, we were able to develop an optimal mitigation strategy for the HSIT system. 

In summary, the novel academic works in this thesis are as follows: 

1. Adaption of the functional modeling method to reduce its computational cost. The 

causal inference analysis with this functional model allows developing the mitigation 

procedures of the new safety system systematically. For this analysis, improved 

reasoning method is also proposed. 

2. Plant risk is quantified by estimating conditional core damage probability with time-

dependent recovery actions. The adaption of functional modeling method and 

mitigation success domain allows to overcome the challenges in estimating plant risk 

which are: 1) there are thousands of accident scenarios in given conditions that will 

cause core damage, and 2) the time-dependent recovery probability and various 

available time of component recovery according to plant conditions give complexity 

on calculating CCDP. 

3. Optimal operating parameters of the HSIT system is determined by analytical study 

and sensitivity study with TH system code for specific accident situations. These 

parameters maximize mitigation feasibility of the HSIT system. 

4. The optimal mitigation strategy with the HSIT system is developed based on risk 

quantification results to enhance safety response of existing PWR. 
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Appendix A. Accident scenarios obtained by causal analysis using 
MFM model 
 

# Number 
Group 1 (High-pressure injection system failure + Loss of coolant 

accident) 

1 Cold-leg break DVI vale stuck close 

2 Hot-leg break SI isolation valve stuck close 

3 Let down valve stuck open SI isolation valve stuck close 

4 Cold-leg break SI isolation valve stuck close 

5 DVI valve stuck open SI isolation valve stuck close 

6 POSRV stuck open SI isolation valve stuck close 

7 Pressurizer break SI isolation valve stuck close 

8 RCGVV stuck open SI isolation valve stuck close 

9 Cold-leg break DVI line break 

10 Hot-leg break SIP injection line break 

11 Let down valve stuck open SIP injection line break 

12 Cold-leg break SIP injection line break 

13 DVI valve stuck open SIP injection line break 

14 POSRV stuck open SIP injection line break 

15 Pressurizer break SIP injection line break 

16 RCGVV stuck open SIP injection line break 

17 Pressurizer break SIP failure 

18 POSRV stuck open SIP failure 

19 RCGVV stuck open SIP failure 

20 Let down valve stuck open SIP failure 

21 Cold-leg break SIP failure 

22 DVI valve stuck open SIP failure 

23 Hot-leg break SIP failure 

24 RCGVV stuck open DVI vale stuck close 

25 Pressurizer break DVI vale stuck close 

26 Vessel break DVI vale stuck close 

27 U-tube break DVI vale stuck close 

28 POSRV stuck open DVI vale stuck close 
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29 Let down valve stuck open DVI vale stuck close 

30 Hot-leg break DVI vale stuck close 

31 U-tube break SI isolation valve stuck close 

32 Vessel break SI isolation valve stuck close 

33 RCGVV stuck open DVI line break 

34 Pressurizer break DVI line break 

35 Vessel break DVI line break 

36 U-tube break DVI line break 

37 POSRV stuck open DVI line break 

38 DVI valve stuck open DVI line break 

39 Let down valve stuck open DVI line break 

40 Hot-leg break DVI line break 

41 U-tube break SIP injection line break 

42 Vessel break SIP injection line break 

43 Vessel break SIP failure 

44 U-tube break SIP failure 

 
 

# 
Group 2 (High-pressure injection system failure + Secondary cooling system 

failure) 

1 ADV stuck open Motor driven aux feed 
pump failure SIP injection line break  

2 ADV stuck open Motor driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close SIP injection line break  

3 ADV stuck open Motor driven aux feed 
line break SIP injection line break  

4 ADV stuck open DVI vale stuck close Motor driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close 

 

5 ADV stuck open DVI vale stuck close Motor driven aux feed 
pump failure 

 

6 ADV stuck open DVI vale stuck close Motor driven aux feed 
line break 

 

7 Motor driven aux feed 
pump failure Main steam line break SIP injection line break  

8 Motor driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close Main steam line break SIP injection line break  

9 Motor driven aux feed 
line break MSSV stuck open SIP injection line break  

10 Motor driven aux feed 
line break Main steam line break SIP injection line break  
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11 Motor driven aux feed 
line break 

Main steam isolation 
valve stuck close SIP injection line break  

12 Motor driven aux feed 
pump failure 

Main steam isolation 
valve stuck close SIP injection line break  

13 Motor driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close 

Main steam isolation 
valve stuck close SIP injection line break  

14 Motor driven aux feed 
pump failure SG break SIP failure  

15 Motor driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close SG break SIP failure  

16 Motor driven aux feed 
pump failure MSSV stuck open SIP injection line break  

17 ADV stuck open DVI line break Motor driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close 

 

18 ADV stuck open DVI line break Motor driven aux feed 
pump failure 

 

19 ADV stuck open DVI line break Motor driven aux feed 
line break 

 

20 Motor driven aux feed 
line break SG break SIP injection line break  

21 Motor driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close MSSV stuck open SIP injection line break  

22 Motor driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close SG break SIP injection line break  

23 Motor driven aux feed 
pump failure SG break SIP injection line break  

24 Motor driven aux feed 
line break SG break SIP failure  

25 Motor driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close MSSV stuck open SI isolation valve stuck 

close 
 

26 Motor driven aux feed 
line break SG break SI isolation valve stuck 

close 
 

27 Motor driven aux feed 
line break MSSV stuck open SI isolation valve stuck 

close 
 

28 Motor driven aux feed 
pump failure MSSV stuck open SI isolation valve stuck 

close 
 

29 Motor driven aux feed 
pump failure SG break SI isolation valve stuck 

close 
 

30 Motor driven aux feed 
line break MSSV stuck open SIP failure  

31 Motor driven aux feed 
pump failure MSSV stuck open SIP failure  

32 Motor driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close SG break SI isolation valve stuck 

close 
 

33 Motor driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close Main steam line break SIP failure  

34 ADV stuck open Motor driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close 

SI isolation valve stuck 
close 

 

35 Motor driven aux feed 
line break 

Main steam isolation 
valve stuck close 

SI isolation valve stuck 
close 

 

36 ADV stuck open Motor driven aux feed 
line break 

SI isolation valve stuck 
close 

 

37 ADV stuck open Motor driven aux feed 
pump failure 

SI isolation valve stuck 
close 
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38 Motor driven aux feed 
pump failure 

Main steam isolation 
valve stuck close 

SI isolation valve stuck 
close 

 

39 Motor driven aux feed 
pump failure Main steam line break SI isolation valve stuck 

close 
 

40 Motor driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close Main steam line break SI isolation valve stuck 

close 
 

41 Motor driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close 

Main steam isolation 
valve stuck close 

SI isolation valve stuck 
close 

 

42 Motor driven aux feed 
line break Main steam line break SI isolation valve stuck 

close 
 

43 ADV stuck open Motor driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close SIP failure  

44 Motor driven aux feed 
line break 

Main steam isolation 
valve stuck close SIP failure  

45 ADV stuck open Motor driven aux feed 
line break SIP failure  

46 ADV stuck open Motor driven aux feed 
pump failure SIP failure  

47 Motor driven aux feed 
pump failure 

Main steam isolation 
valve stuck close SIP failure  

48 Motor driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close MSSV stuck open SIP failure  

49 Motor driven aux feed 
pump failure Main steam line break SIP failure  

50 Motor driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close 

Main steam isolation 
valve stuck close SIP failure  

51 Motor driven aux feed 
line break Main steam line break SIP failure  

52 DVI vale stuck close Motor driven aux feed 
line break 

Main steam isolation 
valve stuck close 

 

53 DVI vale stuck close Motor driven aux feed 
pump failure SG break  

54 DVI vale stuck close Motor driven aux feed 
line break SG break  

55 DVI vale stuck close Motor driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close MSSV stuck open  

56 DVI vale stuck close Motor driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close SG break  

57 DVI vale stuck close Motor driven aux feed 
line break Main steam line break  

58 DVI vale stuck close Motor driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close 

Main steam isolation 
valve stuck close 

 

59 DVI vale stuck close Motor driven aux feed 
pump failure 

Main steam isolation 
valve stuck close 

 

60 DVI vale stuck close Motor driven aux feed 
pump failure Main steam line break  

61 DVI vale stuck close Motor driven aux feed 
pump failure MSSV stuck open  

62 DVI vale stuck close Motor driven aux feed 
line break MSSV stuck open  

63 DVI vale stuck close Motor driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close Main steam line break  

64 DVI line break Motor driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close MSSV stuck open  
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65 DVI line break Motor driven aux feed 
line break SG break  

66 DVI line break Motor driven aux feed 
line break MSSV stuck open  

67 DVI line break Motor driven aux feed 
pump failure MSSV stuck open  

68 DVI line break Motor driven aux feed 
pump failure SG break  

69 DVI line break Motor driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close SG break  

70 DVI line break Motor driven aux feed 
line break 

Main steam isolation 
valve stuck close 

 

71 DVI line break Motor driven aux feed 
line break Main steam line break  

72 DVI line break Motor driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close 

Main steam isolation 
valve stuck close 

 

73 DVI line break Motor driven aux feed 
pump failure 

Main steam isolation 
valve stuck close 

 

74 DVI line break Motor driven aux feed 
pump failure Main steam line break  

75 DVI line break Motor driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close Main steam line break  

76 Circulation pump failure DVI vale stuck close Motor driven aux feed 
pump failure 

Turbine driven aux feed 
line break 

77 Circulation system heat 
exchanger break 

Motor driven aux feed 
line break SIP failure Turbine driven aux feed 

isolation valve stuck close 

78 Circulation system heat 
exchanger break 

Motor driven aux feed 
pump failure SIP failure Turbine driven aux feed 

isolation valve stuck close 

79 Circulation water 
isolation valve stuck close DVI vale stuck close Motor driven aux feed 

pump failure 
Turbine driven aux feed 
line break 

80 Circulation pump failure DVI vale stuck close Motor driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close 

Turbine driven aux feed 
line break 

81 Circulation water 
isolation valve stuck close DVI vale stuck close Motor driven aux feed 

line break 
Turbine driven aux feed 
line break 

82 Circulation system heat 
exchanger break DVI vale stuck close Motor driven aux feed 

isolation valve stuck close 
Turbine driven aux feed 
line break 

83 Circulation pump failure DVI vale stuck close Motor driven aux feed 
line break 

Turbine driven aux feed 
line break 

84 Circulation system heat 
exchanger break DVI vale stuck close Motor driven aux feed 

line break 
Turbine driven aux feed 
line break 

85 Circulation system heat 
exchanger break DVI vale stuck close Motor driven aux feed 

pump failure 
Turbine driven aux feed 
line break 

86 Circulation system heat 
exchanger break DVI vale stuck close Motor driven aux feed 

line break 
Turbine driven aux feed 
pump failure 

87 Circulation pump failure DVI vale stuck close Motor driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close 

Turbine driven aux feed 
pump failure 

88 Circulation pump failure DVI vale stuck close Motor driven aux feed 
line break 

Turbine driven aux feed 
pump failure 

89 Circulation pump failure DVI vale stuck close Motor driven aux feed 
pump failure 

Turbine driven aux feed 
pump failure 

90 Circulation system heat 
exchanger break DVI vale stuck close Motor driven aux feed 

pump failure 
Turbine driven aux feed 
pump failure 

91 Circulation system heat 
exchanger break DVI vale stuck close Motor driven aux feed 

isolation valve stuck close 
Turbine driven aux feed 
pump failure 
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92 Circulation water 
isolation valve stuck close DVI vale stuck close Motor driven aux feed 

isolation valve stuck close 
Turbine driven aux feed 
pump failure 

93 Circulation water 
isolation valve stuck close DVI vale stuck close Motor driven aux feed 

isolation valve stuck close 
Turbine driven aux feed 
line break 

94 Circulation water 
isolation valve stuck close DVI vale stuck close Motor driven aux feed 

line break 
Turbine driven aux feed 
pump failure 

95 Circulation water 
isolation valve stuck close DVI vale stuck close Motor driven aux feed 

pump failure 
Turbine driven aux feed 
pump failure 

96 Motor driven aux feed 
pump failure 

Main feedwater pump 
failure SIP failure Turbine driven aux feed 

isolation valve stuck close 

97 ADV stuck close DVI line break MSSV stuck close SG break 

98 Motor driven aux feed 
line break 

Main feedwater pump 
failure SIP failure Turbine driven aux feed 

isolation valve stuck close 

99 Circulation pump failure Motor driven aux feed 
line break SIP failure Turbine driven aux feed 

isolation valve stuck close 

100 Circulation system heat 
exchanger break 

Motor driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close SIP failure Turbine driven aux feed 

isolation valve stuck close 

101 Motor driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close 

Main feedwater pump 
failure SIP failure Turbine driven aux feed 

isolation valve stuck close 

102 Circulation water 
isolation valve stuck close 

Motor driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close SIP failure Turbine driven aux feed 

isolation valve stuck close 

103 Circulation water 
isolation valve stuck close 

Motor driven aux feed 
pump failure SIP failure Turbine driven aux feed 

isolation valve stuck close 

104 Motor driven aux feed 
pump failure 

Main feedwater isolation 
valve stuck close SIP failure Turbine driven aux feed 

isolation valve stuck close 

105 Motor driven aux feed 
line break 

Main feedwater isolation 
valve stuck close SIP failure Turbine driven aux feed 

isolation valve stuck close 

106 Circulation pump failure Motor driven aux feed 
pump failure SIP failure Turbine driven aux feed 

isolation valve stuck close 

107 Motor driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close 

Main feedwater isolation 
valve stuck close SIP failure Turbine driven aux feed 

isolation valve stuck close 

108 Circulation water 
isolation valve stuck close 

Motor driven aux feed 
line break SIP failure Turbine driven aux feed 

isolation valve stuck close 

109 Circulation pump failure Motor driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close SIP failure Turbine driven aux feed 

isolation valve stuck close 

110 ADV stuck close Circulation system heat 
exchanger break DVI vale stuck close MSSV stuck close 

111 Circulation pump failure DVI vale stuck close Generator failure for 
turbine driven pump 

Motor driven aux feed 
pump failure 

112 Circulation pump failure DVI vale stuck close Generator failure for 
turbine driven pump 

Motor driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close 

113 Circulation system heat 
exchanger break DVI vale stuck close Generator failure for 

turbine driven pump 
Motor driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close 

114 Circulation pump failure DVI vale stuck close Generator failure for 
turbine driven pump 

Motor driven aux feed 
line break 

115 Circulation water 
isolation valve stuck close DVI vale stuck close Generator failure for 

turbine driven pump 
Motor driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close 

116 Circulation water 
isolation valve stuck close DVI vale stuck close Generator failure for 

turbine driven pump 
Motor driven aux feed 
line break 

117 Circulation water 
isolation valve stuck close DVI vale stuck close Generator failure for 

turbine driven pump 
Motor driven aux feed 
pump failure 

118 ADV stuck close Circulation water 
isolation valve stuck close DVI vale stuck close MSSV stuck close 
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119 ADV stuck close DVI vale stuck close Main feedwater isolation 
valve stuck close MSSV stuck close 

120 ADV stuck close Circulation pump failure DVI vale stuck close MSSV stuck close 

121 ADV stuck close Main steam isolation 
valve stuck close MSSV stuck close SIP failure 

122 Circulation system heat 
exchanger break DVI vale stuck close Generator failure for 

turbine driven pump 
Motor driven aux feed 
line break 

123 Circulation system heat 
exchanger break DVI vale stuck close Generator failure for 

turbine driven pump 
Motor driven aux feed 
pump failure 

124 ADV stuck close DVI vale stuck close Main feedwater pump 
failure MSSV stuck close 

125 ADV stuck close Main steam line break MSSV stuck close SIP failure 

126 Circulation pump failure Motor driven aux feed 
line break SIP failure Turbine driven aux feed 

line break 

127 ADV stuck close DVI vale stuck close MSSV stuck close SG break 

128 Circulation pump failure Motor driven aux feed 
pump failure SIP failure Turbine driven aux feed 

line break 

129 ADV stuck close Circulation system heat 
exchanger break MSSV stuck close SIP failure 

130 ADV stuck close Main feedwater isolation 
valve stuck close MSSV stuck close SIP failure 

131 ADV stuck close Main feedwater pump 
failure MSSV stuck close SIP failure 

132 ADV stuck close Circulation pump failure MSSV stuck close SIP failure 

133 ADV stuck close Circulation water 
isolation valve stuck close MSSV stuck close SIP failure 

134 Circulation water 
isolation valve stuck close 

Motor driven aux feed 
pump failure SIP failure Turbine driven aux feed 

line break 

135 ADV stuck close DVI vale stuck close Main steam isolation 
valve stuck close MSSV stuck close 

136 Circulation pump failure Motor driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close SIP failure Turbine driven aux feed 

line break 

137 Circulation water 
isolation valve stuck close 

Motor driven aux feed 
line break SIP failure Turbine driven aux feed 

line break 

138 ADV stuck close DVI vale stuck close Main steam line break MSSV stuck close 

139 Circulation system heat 
exchanger break 

Generator failure for 
turbine driven pump 

Motor driven aux feed 
line break SIP failure 

140 Generator failure for 
turbine driven pump 

Motor driven aux feed 
line break 

Main feedwater pump 
failure SIP failure 

141 Generator failure for 
turbine driven pump 

Motor driven aux feed 
pump failure 

Main feedwater pump 
failure SIP failure 

142 Generator failure for 
turbine driven pump 

Motor driven aux feed 
pump failure 

Main feedwater isolation 
valve stuck close SIP failure 

143 Generator failure for 
turbine driven pump 

Motor driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close 

Main feedwater isolation 
valve stuck close SIP failure 

144 Generator failure for 
turbine driven pump 

Motor driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close 

Main feedwater pump 
failure SIP failure 

145 Circulation system heat 
exchanger break 

Motor driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close SIP failure Turbine driven aux feed 

line break 
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146 ADV stuck close MSSV stuck close SG break SIP failure 

147 Circulation system heat 
exchanger break 

Motor driven aux feed 
line break SIP failure Turbine driven aux feed 

line break 

148 Circulation system heat 
exchanger break 

Motor driven aux feed 
pump failure SIP failure Turbine driven aux feed 

line break 

149 Circulation pump failure Generator failure for 
turbine driven pump 

Motor driven aux feed 
line break SIP failure 

150 Circulation pump failure Generator failure for 
turbine driven pump 

Motor driven aux feed 
pump failure SIP failure 

151 Circulation system heat 
exchanger break 

Generator failure for 
turbine driven pump 

Motor driven aux feed 
pump failure SIP failure 

152 Circulation system heat 
exchanger break 

Generator failure for 
turbine driven pump 

Motor driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close SIP failure 

153 Circulation pump failure Generator failure for 
turbine driven pump 

Motor driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close SIP failure 

154 Circulation water 
isolation valve stuck close 

Generator failure for 
turbine driven pump 

Motor driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close SIP failure 

155 Generator failure for 
turbine driven pump 

Motor driven aux feed 
line break 

Main feedwater isolation 
valve stuck close SIP failure 

156 Circulation water 
isolation valve stuck close 

Generator failure for 
turbine driven pump 

Motor driven aux feed 
line break SIP failure 

157 Circulation water 
isolation valve stuck close 

Generator failure for 
turbine driven pump 

Motor driven aux feed 
pump failure SIP failure 

158 Circulation pump failure Motor driven aux feed 
pump failure SIP failure Turbine driven aux feed 

pump failure 

159 Circulation pump failure Motor driven aux feed 
line break SIP failure Turbine driven aux feed 

pump failure 

160 Circulation pump failure Motor driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close SIP failure Turbine driven aux feed 

pump failure 

161 Circulation system heat 
exchanger break 

Motor driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close SIP failure Turbine driven aux feed 

pump failure 

162 Circulation system heat 
exchanger break 

Motor driven aux feed 
line break SIP failure Turbine driven aux feed 

pump failure 

163 Motor driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close 

Main feedwater pump 
failure SIP failure Turbine driven aux feed 

line break 

164 Circulation system heat 
exchanger break 

Motor driven aux feed 
pump failure SIP failure Turbine driven aux feed 

pump failure 

165 Motor driven aux feed 
line break 

Main feedwater pump 
failure SIP failure Turbine driven aux feed 

pump failure 

166 Motor driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close 

Main feedwater isolation 
valve stuck close SIP failure Turbine driven aux feed 

pump failure 

167 Motor driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close 

Main feedwater pump 
failure SIP failure Turbine driven aux feed 

pump failure 

168 Motor driven aux feed 
pump failure 

Main feedwater pump 
failure SIP failure Turbine driven aux feed 

pump failure 

169 Motor driven aux feed 
pump failure 

Main feedwater isolation 
valve stuck close SIP failure Turbine driven aux feed 

pump failure 

170 Circulation water 
isolation valve stuck close 

Motor driven aux feed 
pump failure SIP failure Turbine driven aux feed 

pump failure 

171 Circulation water 
isolation valve stuck close 

Motor driven aux feed 
line break SIP failure Turbine driven aux feed 

pump failure 

172 Motor driven aux feed 
line break 

Main feedwater isolation 
valve stuck close SIP failure Turbine driven aux feed 

pump failure 
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173 Circulation water 
isolation valve stuck close 

Motor driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close SIP failure Turbine driven aux feed 

pump failure 

174 Circulation pump failure DVI vale stuck close Motor driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close 

Turbine driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close 

175 Circulation water 
isolation valve stuck close DVI vale stuck close Motor driven aux feed 

line break 
Turbine driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close 

176 Circulation pump failure DVI vale stuck close Motor driven aux feed 
line break 

Turbine driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close 

177 Circulation pump failure DVI vale stuck close Motor driven aux feed 
pump failure 

Turbine driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close 

178 Circulation water 
isolation valve stuck close DVI vale stuck close Motor driven aux feed 

pump failure 
Turbine driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close 

179 Circulation water 
isolation valve stuck close DVI vale stuck close Motor driven aux feed 

isolation valve stuck close 
Turbine driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close 

180 Motor driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close 

Main feedwater isolation 
valve stuck close SIP failure Turbine driven aux feed 

line break 

181 Circulation system heat 
exchanger break DVI vale stuck close Motor driven aux feed 

line break 
Turbine driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close 

182 Motor driven aux feed 
pump failure 

Main feedwater pump 
failure SIP failure Turbine driven aux feed 

line break 

183 Motor driven aux feed 
line break 

Main feedwater pump 
failure SIP failure Turbine driven aux feed 

line break 

184 Motor driven aux feed 
pump failure 

Main feedwater isolation 
valve stuck close SIP failure Turbine driven aux feed 

line break 

185 Circulation system heat 
exchanger break DVI vale stuck close Motor driven aux feed 

pump failure 
Turbine driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close 

186 Circulation system heat 
exchanger break DVI vale stuck close Motor driven aux feed 

isolation valve stuck close 
Turbine driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close 

187 Motor driven aux feed 
line break 

Main feedwater isolation 
valve stuck close SIP failure Turbine driven aux feed 

line break 

188 Circulation water 
isolation valve stuck close 

Motor driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close SIP failure Turbine driven aux feed 

line break 

189 ADV stuck close DVI line break Main steam line break MSSV stuck close 

190 ADV stuck close Main steam line break MSSV stuck close SI isolation valve stuck 
close 

191 ADV stuck close MSSV stuck close SG break SI isolation valve stuck 
close 

192 Motor driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close 

Main feedwater pump 
failure 

SI isolation valve stuck 
close 

Turbine driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close 

193 ADV stuck close Main steam isolation 
valve stuck close MSSV stuck close SI isolation valve stuck 

close 

194 ADV stuck close Circulation system heat 
exchanger break MSSV stuck close SIP injection line break 

195 ADV stuck close Main feedwater pump 
failure MSSV stuck close SIP injection line break 

196 Circulation system heat 
exchanger break 

Generator failure for 
turbine driven pump 

Motor driven aux feed 
line break SIP injection line break 

197 Circulation system heat 
exchanger break 

Generator failure for 
turbine driven pump 

Motor driven aux feed 
pump failure SIP injection line break 

198 ADV stuck close Circulation pump failure MSSV stuck close SIP injection line break 

199 ADV stuck close Circulation water 
isolation valve stuck close MSSV stuck close SIP injection line break 
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200 ADV stuck close Main feedwater isolation 
valve stuck close MSSV stuck close SIP injection line break 

201 Circulation pump failure Motor driven aux feed 
pump failure 

SI isolation valve stuck 
close 

Turbine driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close 

202 Circulation pump failure Motor driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close 

SI isolation valve stuck 
close 

Turbine driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close 

203 Circulation water 
isolation valve stuck close 

Motor driven aux feed 
line break 

SI isolation valve stuck 
close 

Turbine driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close 

204 Circulation system heat 
exchanger break 

Motor driven aux feed 
pump failure 

SI isolation valve stuck 
close 

Turbine driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close 

205 Circulation system heat 
exchanger break 

Motor driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close 

SI isolation valve stuck 
close 

Turbine driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close 

206 Circulation pump failure Motor driven aux feed 
line break 

SI isolation valve stuck 
close 

Turbine driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close 

207 Circulation water 
isolation valve stuck close 

Motor driven aux feed 
pump failure 

SI isolation valve stuck 
close 

Turbine driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close 

208 Motor driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close 

Main feedwater isolation 
valve stuck close 

SI isolation valve stuck 
close 

Turbine driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close 

209 Motor driven aux feed 
line break 

Main feedwater pump 
failure 

SI isolation valve stuck 
close 

Turbine driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close 

210 Motor driven aux feed 
pump failure 

Main feedwater pump 
failure 

SI isolation valve stuck 
close 

Turbine driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close 

211 Circulation water 
isolation valve stuck close 

Motor driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close 

SI isolation valve stuck 
close 

Turbine driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close 

212 Motor driven aux feed 
line break 

Main feedwater isolation 
valve stuck close 

SI isolation valve stuck 
close 

Turbine driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close 

213 Motor driven aux feed 
pump failure 

Main feedwater isolation 
valve stuck close 

SI isolation valve stuck 
close 

Turbine driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close 

214 Circulation pump failure Motor driven aux feed 
line break SIP injection line break Turbine driven aux feed 

line break 

215 Circulation pump failure Motor driven aux feed 
pump failure SIP injection line break Turbine driven aux feed 

line break 

216 Circulation pump failure Motor driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close SIP injection line break Turbine driven aux feed 

line break 

217 Circulation system heat 
exchanger break 

Motor driven aux feed 
line break SIP injection line break Turbine driven aux feed 

line break 

218 Circulation system heat 
exchanger break 

Motor driven aux feed 
pump failure SIP injection line break Turbine driven aux feed 

line break 

219 Circulation system heat 
exchanger break 

Motor driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close SIP injection line break Turbine driven aux feed 

line break 

220 Circulation water 
isolation valve stuck close 

Motor driven aux feed 
line break SIP injection line break Turbine driven aux feed 

line break 

221 Motor driven aux feed 
pump failure 

Main feedwater isolation 
valve stuck close SIP injection line break Turbine driven aux feed 

line break 

222 Motor driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close 

Main feedwater isolation 
valve stuck close SIP injection line break Turbine driven aux feed 

line break 

223 Motor driven aux feed 
line break 

Main feedwater pump 
failure SIP injection line break Turbine driven aux feed 

line break 

224 Circulation water 
isolation valve stuck close 

Motor driven aux feed 
pump failure SIP injection line break Turbine driven aux feed 

line break 

225 Circulation water 
isolation valve stuck close 

Motor driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close SIP injection line break Turbine driven aux feed 

line break 

226 Motor driven aux feed 
line break 

Main feedwater isolation 
valve stuck close SIP injection line break Turbine driven aux feed 

line break 
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227 Circulation pump failure Generator failure for 
turbine driven pump 

Motor driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close SIP injection line break 

228 Circulation water 
isolation valve stuck close 

Generator failure for 
turbine driven pump 

Motor driven aux feed 
line break SIP injection line break 

229 Circulation water 
isolation valve stuck close 

Generator failure for 
turbine driven pump 

Motor driven aux feed 
pump failure SIP injection line break 

230 Circulation system heat 
exchanger break 

Generator failure for 
turbine driven pump 

Motor driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close SIP injection line break 

231 Circulation pump failure Generator failure for 
turbine driven pump 

Motor driven aux feed 
line break SIP injection line break 

232 Circulation pump failure Generator failure for 
turbine driven pump 

Motor driven aux feed 
pump failure SIP injection line break 

233 Circulation water 
isolation valve stuck close 

Generator failure for 
turbine driven pump 

Motor driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close SIP injection line break 

234 Generator failure for 
turbine driven pump 

Motor driven aux feed 
line break 

Main feedwater pump 
failure SIP injection line break 

235 Generator failure for 
turbine driven pump 

Motor driven aux feed 
pump failure 

Main feedwater pump 
failure SIP injection line break 

236 Generator failure for 
turbine driven pump 

Motor driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close 

Main feedwater pump 
failure SIP injection line break 

237 Generator failure for 
turbine driven pump 

Motor driven aux feed 
line break 

Main feedwater isolation 
valve stuck close SIP injection line break 

238 Generator failure for 
turbine driven pump 

Motor driven aux feed 
pump failure 

Main feedwater isolation 
valve stuck close SIP injection line break 

239 Generator failure for 
turbine driven pump 

Motor driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close 

Main feedwater isolation 
valve stuck close SIP injection line break 

240 Generator failure for 
turbine driven pump 

Motor driven aux feed 
pump failure 

Main feedwater isolation 
valve stuck close 

SI isolation valve stuck 
close 

241 Generator failure for 
turbine driven pump 

Motor driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close 

Main feedwater isolation 
valve stuck close 

SI isolation valve stuck 
close 

242 Generator failure for 
turbine driven pump 

Motor driven aux feed 
line break 

Main feedwater pump 
failure 

SI isolation valve stuck 
close 

243 Circulation water 
isolation valve stuck close 

Generator failure for 
turbine driven pump 

Motor driven aux feed 
pump failure 

SI isolation valve stuck 
close 

244 Circulation water 
isolation valve stuck close 

Generator failure for 
turbine driven pump 

Motor driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close 

SI isolation valve stuck 
close 

245 Generator failure for 
turbine driven pump 

Motor driven aux feed 
line break 

Main feedwater isolation 
valve stuck close 

SI isolation valve stuck 
close 

246 Generator failure for 
turbine driven pump 

Motor driven aux feed 
pump failure 

Main feedwater pump 
failure 

SI isolation valve stuck 
close 

247 Circulation system heat 
exchanger break 

Motor driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close 

SI isolation valve stuck 
close 

Turbine driven aux feed 
line break 

248 Circulation pump failure Motor driven aux feed 
line break 

SI isolation valve stuck 
close 

Turbine driven aux feed 
line break 

249 Circulation pump failure Motor driven aux feed 
pump failure 

SI isolation valve stuck 
close 

Turbine driven aux feed 
line break 

250 Generator failure for 
turbine driven pump 

Motor driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close 

Main feedwater pump 
failure 

SI isolation valve stuck 
close 

251 Circulation system heat 
exchanger break 

Motor driven aux feed 
line break 

SI isolation valve stuck 
close 

Turbine driven aux feed 
line break 

252 Circulation system heat 
exchanger break 

Motor driven aux feed 
pump failure 

SI isolation valve stuck 
close 

Turbine driven aux feed 
line break 

253 ADV stuck close Circulation water 
isolation valve stuck close MSSV stuck close SI isolation valve stuck 

close 
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254 ADV stuck close Main feedwater isolation 
valve stuck close MSSV stuck close SI isolation valve stuck 

close 

255 ADV stuck close Main feedwater pump 
failure MSSV stuck close SI isolation valve stuck 

close 

256 ADV stuck close Circulation system heat 
exchanger break MSSV stuck close SI isolation valve stuck 

close 

257 ADV stuck close Circulation pump failure MSSV stuck close SI isolation valve stuck 
close 

258 Circulation system heat 
exchanger break 

Generator failure for 
turbine driven pump 

Motor driven aux feed 
line break 

SI isolation valve stuck 
close 

259 Circulation pump failure Generator failure for 
turbine driven pump 

Motor driven aux feed 
pump failure 

SI isolation valve stuck 
close 

260 Circulation pump failure Generator failure for 
turbine driven pump 

Motor driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close 

SI isolation valve stuck 
close 

261 Circulation water 
isolation valve stuck close 

Generator failure for 
turbine driven pump 

Motor driven aux feed 
line break 

SI isolation valve stuck 
close 

262 Circulation system heat 
exchanger break 

Generator failure for 
turbine driven pump 

Motor driven aux feed 
pump failure 

SI isolation valve stuck 
close 

263 Circulation system heat 
exchanger break 

Generator failure for 
turbine driven pump 

Motor driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close 

SI isolation valve stuck 
close 

264 Circulation pump failure Generator failure for 
turbine driven pump 

Motor driven aux feed 
line break 

SI isolation valve stuck 
close 

265 Circulation water 
isolation valve stuck close 

Motor driven aux feed 
line break 

SI isolation valve stuck 
close 

Turbine driven aux feed 
pump failure 

266 Circulation water 
isolation valve stuck close 

Motor driven aux feed 
pump failure 

SI isolation valve stuck 
close 

Turbine driven aux feed 
pump failure 

267 Circulation water 
isolation valve stuck close 

Motor driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close 

SI isolation valve stuck 
close 

Turbine driven aux feed 
pump failure 

268 Circulation pump failure Motor driven aux feed 
line break 

SI isolation valve stuck 
close 

Turbine driven aux feed 
pump failure 

269 Circulation pump failure Motor driven aux feed 
pump failure 

SI isolation valve stuck 
close 

Turbine driven aux feed 
pump failure 

270 Circulation pump failure Motor driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close 

SI isolation valve stuck 
close 

Turbine driven aux feed 
pump failure 

271 Motor driven aux feed 
line break 

Main feedwater isolation 
valve stuck close 

SI isolation valve stuck 
close 

Turbine driven aux feed 
pump failure 

272 Motor driven aux feed 
pump failure 

Main feedwater pump 
failure 

SI isolation valve stuck 
close 

Turbine driven aux feed 
pump failure 

273 Motor driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close 

Main feedwater pump 
failure 

SI isolation valve stuck 
close 

Turbine driven aux feed 
pump failure 

274 Circulation system heat 
exchanger break 

Motor driven aux feed 
line break 

SI isolation valve stuck 
close 

Turbine driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close 

275 Motor driven aux feed 
pump failure 

Main feedwater isolation 
valve stuck close 

SI isolation valve stuck 
close 

Turbine driven aux feed 
pump failure 

276 Motor driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close 

Main feedwater isolation 
valve stuck close 

SI isolation valve stuck 
close 

Turbine driven aux feed 
pump failure 

277 Motor driven aux feed 
line break 

Main feedwater pump 
failure 

SI isolation valve stuck 
close 

Turbine driven aux feed 
pump failure 

278 Circulation water 
isolation valve stuck close 

Motor driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close 

SI isolation valve stuck 
close 

Turbine driven aux feed 
line break 

279 Motor driven aux feed 
line break 

Main feedwater isolation 
valve stuck close 

SI isolation valve stuck 
close 

Turbine driven aux feed 
line break 

280 Motor driven aux feed 
pump failure 

Main feedwater isolation 
valve stuck close 

SI isolation valve stuck 
close 

Turbine driven aux feed 
line break 
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281 Circulation pump failure Motor driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close 

SI isolation valve stuck 
close 

Turbine driven aux feed 
line break 

282 Circulation water 
isolation valve stuck close 

Motor driven aux feed 
line break 

SI isolation valve stuck 
close 

Turbine driven aux feed 
line break 

283 Circulation water 
isolation valve stuck close 

Motor driven aux feed 
pump failure 

SI isolation valve stuck 
close 

Turbine driven aux feed 
line break 

284 Motor driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close 

Main feedwater isolation 
valve stuck close 

SI isolation valve stuck 
close 

Turbine driven aux feed 
line break 

285 Circulation system heat 
exchanger break 

Motor driven aux feed 
line break 

SI isolation valve stuck 
close 

Turbine driven aux feed 
pump failure 

286 Circulation system heat 
exchanger break 

Motor driven aux feed 
pump failure 

SI isolation valve stuck 
close 

Turbine driven aux feed 
pump failure 

287 Circulation system heat 
exchanger break 

Motor driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close 

SI isolation valve stuck 
close 

Turbine driven aux feed 
pump failure 

288 Motor driven aux feed 
line break 

Main feedwater pump 
failure 

SI isolation valve stuck 
close 

Turbine driven aux feed 
line break 

289 Motor driven aux feed 
pump failure 

Main feedwater pump 
failure 

SI isolation valve stuck 
close 

Turbine driven aux feed 
line break 

290 Motor driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close 

Main feedwater pump 
failure 

SI isolation valve stuck 
close 

Turbine driven aux feed 
line break 

291 Circulation water 
isolation valve stuck close DVI line break Motor driven aux feed 

isolation valve stuck close 
Turbine driven aux feed 
line break 

292 Circulation pump failure DVI line break Motor driven aux feed 
line break 

Turbine driven aux feed 
pump failure 

293 Circulation pump failure DVI line break Motor driven aux feed 
pump failure 

Turbine driven aux feed 
pump failure 

294 Circulation pump failure DVI line break Motor driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close 

Turbine driven aux feed 
pump failure 

295 Circulation system heat 
exchanger break DVI line break Motor driven aux feed 

line break 
Turbine driven aux feed 
pump failure 

296 Circulation system heat 
exchanger break DVI line break Motor driven aux feed 

pump failure 
Turbine driven aux feed 
pump failure 

297 Circulation system heat 
exchanger break DVI line break Motor driven aux feed 

isolation valve stuck close 
Turbine driven aux feed 
pump failure 

298 Circulation system heat 
exchanger break DVI line break Motor driven aux feed 

line break 
Turbine driven aux feed 
line break 

299 Circulation system heat 
exchanger break DVI line break Motor driven aux feed 

pump failure 
Turbine driven aux feed 
line break 

300 Circulation pump failure DVI line break Motor driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close 

Turbine driven aux feed 
line break 

301 Circulation water 
isolation valve stuck close DVI line break Motor driven aux feed 

line break 
Turbine driven aux feed 
line break 

302 Circulation water 
isolation valve stuck close DVI line break Motor driven aux feed 

pump failure 
Turbine driven aux feed 
line break 

303 Circulation system heat 
exchanger break DVI line break Motor driven aux feed 

isolation valve stuck close 
Turbine driven aux feed 
line break 

304 Circulation pump failure DVI line break Motor driven aux feed 
line break 

Turbine driven aux feed 
line break 

305 Circulation pump failure DVI line break Motor driven aux feed 
pump failure 

Turbine driven aux feed 
line break 

306 Circulation water 
isolation valve stuck close DVI line break Motor driven aux feed 

pump failure 
Turbine driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close 

307 Circulation water 
isolation valve stuck close DVI line break Motor driven aux feed 

isolation valve stuck close 
Turbine driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close 
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308 Circulation pump failure DVI line break Motor driven aux feed 
pump failure 

Turbine driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close 

309 Circulation pump failure DVI line break Motor driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close 

Turbine driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close 

310 Circulation water 
isolation valve stuck close DVI line break Motor driven aux feed 

line break 
Turbine driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close 

311 ADV stuck close DVI line break Main steam isolation 
valve stuck close MSSV stuck close 

312 Circulation water 
isolation valve stuck close DVI line break Motor driven aux feed 

line break 
Turbine driven aux feed 
pump failure 

313 Circulation water 
isolation valve stuck close DVI line break Motor driven aux feed 

pump failure 
Turbine driven aux feed 
pump failure 

314 Circulation water 
isolation valve stuck close DVI line break Motor driven aux feed 

isolation valve stuck close 
Turbine driven aux feed 
pump failure 

315 Circulation system heat 
exchanger break DVI line break Motor driven aux feed 

pump failure 
Turbine driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close 

316 Circulation system heat 
exchanger break DVI line break Motor driven aux feed 

isolation valve stuck close 
Turbine driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close 

317 Circulation pump failure DVI line break Motor driven aux feed 
line break 

Turbine driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close 

318 Circulation system heat 
exchanger break DVI line break Motor driven aux feed 

line break 
Turbine driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close 

319 Motor driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close 

Main feedwater pump 
failure SIP injection line break Turbine driven aux feed 

pump failure 

320 Circulation system heat 
exchanger break 

Motor driven aux feed 
line break SIP injection line break Turbine driven aux feed 

isolation valve stuck close 

321 Circulation system heat 
exchanger break 

Motor driven aux feed 
pump failure SIP injection line break Turbine driven aux feed 

isolation valve stuck close 

322 Motor driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close 

Main feedwater isolation 
valve stuck close SIP injection line break Turbine driven aux feed 

pump failure 

323 Motor driven aux feed 
line break 

Main feedwater pump 
failure SIP injection line break Turbine driven aux feed 

pump failure 

324 Motor driven aux feed 
pump failure 

Main feedwater pump 
failure SIP injection line break Turbine driven aux feed 

pump failure 

325 Circulation system heat 
exchanger break 

Motor driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close SIP injection line break Turbine driven aux feed 

isolation valve stuck close 

326 Circulation water 
isolation valve stuck close 

Motor driven aux feed 
line break SIP injection line break Turbine driven aux feed 

isolation valve stuck close 

327 Circulation water 
isolation valve stuck close 

Motor driven aux feed 
pump failure SIP injection line break Turbine driven aux feed 

isolation valve stuck close 

328 Circulation water 
isolation valve stuck close 

Motor driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close SIP injection line break Turbine driven aux feed 

isolation valve stuck close 

329 Circulation pump failure Motor driven aux feed 
line break SIP injection line break Turbine driven aux feed 

isolation valve stuck close 

330 Circulation pump failure Motor driven aux feed 
pump failure SIP injection line break Turbine driven aux feed 

isolation valve stuck close 

331 Circulation pump failure Motor driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close SIP injection line break Turbine driven aux feed 

isolation valve stuck close 

332 Circulation system heat 
exchanger break 

Motor driven aux feed 
pump failure SIP injection line break Turbine driven aux feed 

pump failure 

333 Circulation system heat 
exchanger break 

Motor driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close SIP injection line break Turbine driven aux feed 

pump failure 

334 Circulation pump failure Motor driven aux feed 
line break SIP injection line break Turbine driven aux feed 

pump failure 
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335 Motor driven aux feed 
pump failure 

Main feedwater pump 
failure SIP injection line break Turbine driven aux feed 

line break 

336 Motor driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close 

Main feedwater pump 
failure SIP injection line break Turbine driven aux feed 

line break 

337 Circulation system heat 
exchanger break 

Motor driven aux feed 
line break SIP injection line break Turbine driven aux feed 

pump failure 

338 Circulation pump failure Motor driven aux feed 
pump failure SIP injection line break Turbine driven aux feed 

pump failure 

339 Circulation water 
isolation valve stuck close 

Motor driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close SIP injection line break Turbine driven aux feed 

pump failure 

340 Motor driven aux feed 
line break 

Main feedwater isolation 
valve stuck close SIP injection line break Turbine driven aux feed 

pump failure 

341 Motor driven aux feed 
pump failure 

Main feedwater isolation 
valve stuck close SIP injection line break Turbine driven aux feed 

pump failure 

342 Circulation pump failure Motor driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close SIP injection line break Turbine driven aux feed 

pump failure 

343 Circulation water 
isolation valve stuck close 

Motor driven aux feed 
line break SIP injection line break Turbine driven aux feed 

pump failure 

344 Circulation water 
isolation valve stuck close 

Motor driven aux feed 
pump failure SIP injection line break Turbine driven aux feed 

pump failure 

345 Circulation system heat 
exchanger break DVI line break Generator failure for 

turbine driven pump 
Motor driven aux feed 
line break 

346 Circulation system heat 
exchanger break DVI line break Generator failure for 

turbine driven pump 
Motor driven aux feed 
pump failure 

347 Circulation system heat 
exchanger break DVI line break Generator failure for 

turbine driven pump 
Motor driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close 

348 ADV stuck close Circulation water 
isolation valve stuck close DVI line break MSSV stuck close 

349 ADV stuck close DVI line break Main feedwater isolation 
valve stuck close MSSV stuck close 

350 ADV stuck close DVI line break Main feedwater pump 
failure MSSV stuck close 

351 Circulation pump failure DVI line break Generator failure for 
turbine driven pump 

Motor driven aux feed 
line break 

352 Circulation water 
isolation valve stuck close DVI line break Generator failure for 

turbine driven pump 
Motor driven aux feed 
pump failure 

353 Circulation water 
isolation valve stuck close DVI line break Generator failure for 

turbine driven pump 
Motor driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close 

354 Circulation pump failure DVI line break Generator failure for 
turbine driven pump 

Motor driven aux feed 
pump failure 

355 Circulation pump failure DVI line break Generator failure for 
turbine driven pump 

Motor driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close 

356 Circulation water 
isolation valve stuck close DVI line break Generator failure for 

turbine driven pump 
Motor driven aux feed 
line break 

357 Motor driven aux feed 
line break 

Main feedwater pump 
failure SIP injection line break Turbine driven aux feed 

isolation valve stuck close 

358 Motor driven aux feed 
pump failure 

Main feedwater pump 
failure SIP injection line break Turbine driven aux feed 

isolation valve stuck close 

359 Motor driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close 

Main feedwater pump 
failure SIP injection line break Turbine driven aux feed 

isolation valve stuck close 

360 Motor driven aux feed 
line break 

Main feedwater isolation 
valve stuck close SIP injection line break Turbine driven aux feed 

isolation valve stuck close 

361 Motor driven aux feed 
pump failure 

Main feedwater isolation 
valve stuck close SIP injection line break Turbine driven aux feed 

isolation valve stuck close 
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362 Motor driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close 

Main feedwater isolation 
valve stuck close SIP injection line break Turbine driven aux feed 

isolation valve stuck close 

363 ADV stuck close MSSV stuck close SG break SIP injection line break 

364 ADV stuck close Circulation system heat 
exchanger break DVI line break MSSV stuck close 

365 ADV stuck close Circulation pump failure DVI line break MSSV stuck close 

366 ADV stuck close Main steam isolation 
valve stuck close MSSV stuck close SIP injection line break 

367 ADV stuck close Main steam line break MSSV stuck close SIP injection line break 

368 DVI vale stuck close Motor driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close 

Main feedwater isolation 
valve stuck close 

Turbine driven aux feed 
pump failure 

369 DVI vale stuck close Motor driven aux feed 
pump failure 

Main feedwater isolation 
valve stuck close 

Turbine driven aux feed 
pump failure 

370 DVI vale stuck close Generator failure for 
turbine driven pump 

Motor driven aux feed 
pump failure 

Main feedwater pump 
failure 

371 DVI vale stuck close Generator failure for 
turbine driven pump 

Motor driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close 

Main feedwater pump 
failure 

372 DVI vale stuck close Generator failure for 
turbine driven pump 

Motor driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close 

Main feedwater isolation 
valve stuck close 

373 DVI vale stuck close Generator failure for 
turbine driven pump 

Motor driven aux feed 
line break 

Main feedwater pump 
failure 

374 DVI vale stuck close Motor driven aux feed 
line break 

Main feedwater isolation 
valve stuck close 

Turbine driven aux feed 
pump failure 

375 DVI vale stuck close Motor driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close 

Main feedwater pump 
failure 

Turbine driven aux feed 
line break 

376 DVI vale stuck close Motor driven aux feed 
pump failure 

Main feedwater pump 
failure 

Turbine driven aux feed 
line break 

377 DVI vale stuck close Motor driven aux feed 
pump failure 

Main feedwater isolation 
valve stuck close 

Turbine driven aux feed 
line break 

378 DVI vale stuck close Motor driven aux feed 
line break 

Main feedwater isolation 
valve stuck close 

Turbine driven aux feed 
line break 

379 DVI vale stuck close Motor driven aux feed 
line break 

Main feedwater pump 
failure 

Turbine driven aux feed 
line break 

380 DVI vale stuck close Motor driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close 

Main feedwater isolation 
valve stuck close 

Turbine driven aux feed 
line break 

381 DVI vale stuck close Generator failure for 
turbine driven pump 

Motor driven aux feed 
pump failure 

Main feedwater isolation 
valve stuck close 

382 DVI vale stuck close Generator failure for 
turbine driven pump 

Motor driven aux feed 
line break 

Main feedwater isolation 
valve stuck close 

383 DVI vale stuck close Motor driven aux feed 
pump failure 

Main feedwater pump 
failure 

Turbine driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close 

384 DVI vale stuck close Motor driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close 

Main feedwater pump 
failure 

Turbine driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close 

385 DVI vale stuck close Motor driven aux feed 
line break 

Main feedwater pump 
failure 

Turbine driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close 

386 DVI vale stuck close Motor driven aux feed 
line break 

Main feedwater pump 
failure 

Turbine driven aux feed 
pump failure 

387 DVI vale stuck close Motor driven aux feed 
pump failure 

Main feedwater pump 
failure 

Turbine driven aux feed 
pump failure 

388 DVI vale stuck close Motor driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close 

Main feedwater pump 
failure 

Turbine driven aux feed 
pump failure 
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389 DVI vale stuck close Motor driven aux feed 
pump failure 

Main feedwater isolation 
valve stuck close 

Turbine driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close 

390 DVI vale stuck close Motor driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close 

Main feedwater isolation 
valve stuck close 

Turbine driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close 

391 DVI vale stuck close Motor driven aux feed 
line break 

Main feedwater isolation 
valve stuck close 

Turbine driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close 

392 DVI line break Motor driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close 

Main feedwater isolation 
valve stuck close 

Turbine driven aux feed 
line break 

393 DVI line break Motor driven aux feed 
line break 

Main feedwater pump 
failure 

Turbine driven aux feed 
line break 

394 DVI line break Motor driven aux feed 
pump failure 

Main feedwater pump 
failure 

Turbine driven aux feed 
line break 

395 DVI line break Motor driven aux feed 
line break 

Main feedwater isolation 
valve stuck close 

Turbine driven aux feed 
line break 

396 DVI line break Motor driven aux feed 
pump failure 

Main feedwater isolation 
valve stuck close 

Turbine driven aux feed 
line break 

397 DVI line break Motor driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close 

Main feedwater pump 
failure 

Turbine driven aux feed 
line break 

398 DVI line break Generator failure for 
turbine driven pump 

Motor driven aux feed 
pump failure 

Main feedwater pump 
failure 

399 DVI line break Generator failure for 
turbine driven pump 

Motor driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close 

Main feedwater pump 
failure 

400 DVI line break Generator failure for 
turbine driven pump 

Motor driven aux feed 
pump failure 

Main feedwater isolation 
valve stuck close 

401 DVI line break Generator failure for 
turbine driven pump 

Motor driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close 

Main feedwater isolation 
valve stuck close 

402 DVI line break Generator failure for 
turbine driven pump 

Motor driven aux feed 
line break 

Main feedwater pump 
failure 

403 DVI line break Motor driven aux feed 
line break 

Main feedwater isolation 
valve stuck close 

Turbine driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close 

404 DVI line break Motor driven aux feed 
pump failure 

Main feedwater isolation 
valve stuck close 

Turbine driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close 

405 DVI line break Motor driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close 

Main feedwater pump 
failure 

Turbine driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close 

406 DVI line break Motor driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close 

Main feedwater isolation 
valve stuck close 

Turbine driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close 

407 DVI line break Motor driven aux feed 
line break 

Main feedwater pump 
failure 

Turbine driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close 

408 DVI line break Motor driven aux feed 
pump failure 

Main feedwater pump 
failure 

Turbine driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close 

409 DVI line break Motor driven aux feed 
line break 

Main feedwater isolation 
valve stuck close 

Turbine driven aux feed 
pump failure 

410 DVI line break Motor driven aux feed 
pump failure 

Main feedwater isolation 
valve stuck close 

Turbine driven aux feed 
pump failure 

411 DVI line break Motor driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close 

Main feedwater isolation 
valve stuck close 

Turbine driven aux feed 
pump failure 

412 DVI line break Motor driven aux feed 
line break 

Main feedwater pump 
failure 

Turbine driven aux feed 
pump failure 

413 DVI line break Motor driven aux feed 
pump failure 

Main feedwater pump 
failure 

Turbine driven aux feed 
pump failure 

414 DVI line break Motor driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close 

Main feedwater pump 
failure 

Turbine driven aux feed 
pump failure 

415 DVI line break Generator failure for 
turbine driven pump 

Motor driven aux feed 
line break 

Main feedwater isolation 
valve stuck close 
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# 
Number Group 3 (Station blackout + Loss of coolant accident) 

1 EDG failure Loss of offsite power Vessel break 

2 EDG failure Loss of offsite power Pressurizer break 

3 EDG failure Loss of offsite power RCGVV stuck open 

4 EDG failure Let down valve stuck open Loss of offsite power 

5 EDG failure Loss of offsite power POSRV stuck open 

6 EDG failure Loss of offsite power U-tube break 

7 EDG failure Hot-leg break Loss of offsite power 

8 DVI valve stuck open EDG failure Loss of offsite power 

9 Cold-leg break EDG failure Loss of offsite power 
 
 

# 
Number 

Group 4 (Station blackout + Turbine driven secondary cooling system 
failure) 

1 EDG failure Loss of offsite power Turbine driven aux feed line 
break 

2 EDG failure Loss of offsite power Turbine driven aux feed pump 
failure 

3 EDG failure Generator failure for turbine 
driven pump Loss of offsite power 

4 EDG failure Loss of offsite power Main steam isolation valve 
stuck close 

5 EDG failure Loss of offsite power Main steam line break 

6 EDG failure Loss of offsite power Turbine driven aux feed 
isolation valve stuck close 

7 EDG failure Loss of offsite power MSSV stuck open 

8 EDG failure Loss of offsite power SG break 

9 ADV stuck open EDG failure Loss of offsite power 

10 ADV stuck close EDG failure Loss of offsite power 
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Appendix B. The source code of MFM solver (written by MATLAB) 
 
fclose('all') 
clear all 
clc 
  
Part 1) Delete existing file 
f = dir('*.txt'); 
for k=1:numel(f); 
      delete(f(k).name) 
end 
 
 
Part 2) Input 
% 0: no connection or self 
% 1: diverging 
% -1: converging 
[be_id, var_name] = xlsread('input.xlsx'); 
% be_id = storage function = 1, transport function = 0 
% var_name = name of symbol in MFM model 
relation = xlsread('matrix.xlsx'); % relation table 
mat = relation; 
  
 
Part 3) Create output file 
ofile_name = 'output.txt'; 
output_ID = fopen(ofile_name, 'a'); 
  
 
Part 4) Failure input 
[step_na, step_str] = xlsread('eog_step.xlsx'); % component status information (= availability of 
components) 
step_str(:,2)= num2cell(step_na);  
% step_na = name of components whose state changed, step_str = changed status of component  
% 1 normal 
% 2 failure  
% 3 recovery 
  
[andno, andgate] = xlsread('eogand.xlsx'); % and gate info in MFM model 
var_num = size(var_name, 2); 
eog_num = size(step_na, 1); 
fail_st = {''};    
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Part 5) Algorithm for updating relation table based on component configuration changes 
for qq=1:eog_num % failure or recovery info¨ 
  
part 5-1) Consideration of component failure 
    var_num = size(mat,1); 
    var_target = 26; % number of component which is starting point 
    var_target_name = 'goal'; 
    f_rst = ''; 
    fprintf(output_ID, 'target variable: %s', char(var_name(var_target))); 
    fprintf(output_ID, '\n'); 
    step_rst = zeros(100, var_num); 
    array_rst = {''};  
    array_list = {''}; 
    array_list (1,1) = cellstr(var_target_name); 
    delimiter = {'+' '*' '(' ')'}; 
    cond = 1; 
    iter = 1; 
    eog_step1 = cellstr(step_str(qq,1));   
    eog_step = strsplit(eog_step1{1}, ',');   
   
 
    for ee = 1:size(eog_step, 2); 
        for ww=1:var_num 
            if (strcmp(var_name(ww),eog_step(1,ee))) 
               if (step_na(qq,1) == 1) 
               elseif (step_na(qq,1) == 2) 
                       mat(ww, :) = 0; 
                       mat(:, ww) = 0; 
                       fail_st = [fail_st, eog_step(ee)];            
               else % Recovery status of failed component 
                    mat(ww, :) = relation(ww, :); 
                    mat(:, ww) = relation(:, ww); 
                    fail_st(ismember(fail_st, eog_step(ee))) = []; 
               end 
            end 
        end 
    end 
    fail_st = fail_st(~cellfun('isempty',fail_st)); 
    fail_st = unique(fail_st); 
  
 
    for pp = 97:var_num  
        for hh = 1:size(andgate(:,pp),1) 
            andgate1 = {''}; 
            andgate1 = strsplit(andgate{hh,pp}, ','); 
            if (ismember(andgate(hh,pp), {''})) 
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                break; 
            end 
            if (ismember(andgate1, fail_st))  
               mat(pp, :) = 0; 
               mat(:, pp) = 0; 
               fail_st = [fail_st, var_name(pp)]; 
               break; 
            else 
               mat(pp, :) = relation(pp, :); 
               mat(:, pp) = relation(:, pp); 
               fail_st(ismember(fail_st, var_name(pp))) = [];  
            end 
        end                               
    end 
    
    for pp = 103:105 
        for hh = 1:size(andgate(:,pp),1) 
            andgate1 = {''}; 
            andgate1 = strsplit(andgate{hh,pp}, ','); 
            if (ismember(andgate(hh,pp), {''})) 
                break; 
            end 
            if (ismember(andgate1, fail_st))  
               mat(pp, :) = 0; 
               mat(:, pp) = 0; 
               fail_st = [fail_st, var_name(pp)]; 
               break;  
            else 
               mat(pp, :) = relation(pp, :); 
               mat(:, pp) = relation(:, pp); 
               fail_st(ismember(fail_st, var_name(pp))) = []; 
            end 
        end 
    end 
 
 
Part 5-2) Mitigation procedure searching logic                
    while cond  
        list_num2 = 1; 
        tmptmp = 0; 
        if (iter == 1) % 1st iteration 
            fprintf(output_ID, 'connections (iteration %d):\t', iter); 
            for i = 1:var_num 
                if (mat(var_target,i) == -1) % find converging functions from starting point 
                   step_rst(1,i) = 1; 

fprintf(output_ID, '%s\t', char(var_name(i))); 
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                   array_rst = [array_rst char(var_name(i))]; % save component name to array_rst 
                   array_list(iter+1,list_num2) = cellstr([char(var_target_name) '<-' 
char(var_name(i))]); 
                   list_num2 = list_num2+1; 
                   array_list(iter+1,list_num2) = cellstr('0'); 
                end 
            end 
            fprintf(output_ID, '\n'); 
  
        elseif (iter == 2) % 2nd iteration 
            fprintf(output_ID, 'connections (iteration %d):\t', iter); 
            for i = 1:var_num 
                if (step_rst(1,i) == 1) .  
                    tmptmp = tmptmp+1; 
                    var_name1 = strfind(var_name(i), '*'); 
                    if (isempty(var_name1{1}) == 1)  
                       for j = 1:var_num 
                          if (mat(i,j) == -1) 
                             step_rst(2,j) = 1; 
                             fprintf(output_ID, '%s\t', char(var_name(j))); 
                             array_rst = [array_rst char(var_name(j))]; 
                             array_list(iter+1,list_num2) = cellstr([char(array_list(iter,tmptmp)), '<-' 
char(var_name(j))]); 
                             list_num2 = list_num2 + 1; 
                             array_list(iter+1,list_num2) = cellstr('0'); 
                          end 
                       end 
                    else 
                        str_array = strsplit(var_name(i), delimiter); 
                        for k = 1:length(str_array) 
                            for jj = 1:var_num 
                                if(strcmp(char(var_name(jj)), str_array(k))) 
                                    i_tmp = jj; 
                                    for j = 1:var_num 
                                      if (mat(i_tmp,j) == -1) 
                                          step_rst(2,j) = 1; 
                                      end 
                                    end 
                                end 
                            end 
                        end; 
                        array_list(iter+1,list_num2) = cellstr([char(array_list(iter,tmptmp)), '<-' 
char(var_name(j))]); 
                        list_num2 = list_num2 + 1; 
                        array_list(iter+1,list_num2) = cellstr('0'); 
                    end  
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                end 
            end 
            fprintf(output_ID, '\n'); 
  
        else % 3rd iteration 
            fprintf(output_ID, 'connections (iteration %d):\t', iter); 
            for i = 1:var_num 
                tmp_array_name = {''}; 
                if (step_rst(iter-1,i) == 1). 
                  [size_row2, size_col2] = size(array_list); 
                    for jk = 1:size_col2 
                        if(strcmp(array_list(iter,jk), cellstr('0'))) 
                        break; end 
                        strstr = cellstr(array_list(iter,jk)); 
                        strtmp = strsplit(strstr{1}, '<-'); 
                        strstrstr = strtmp(end); 
                        strstrstr2 = var_name(i); 
  
                        if(~isempty(strfind(strstrstr{1}, '*')))  
                            if(~isempty(strfind(strstrstr{1}, strstrstr2{1}))) 
                                tmp_array_name = [tmp_array_name, array_list(iter,jk)];                
                            end                        
                        else  
                           if(strcmp(strstrstr{1}, strstrstr2{1})) 
                                tmp_array_name = [tmp_array_name, array_list(iter,jk)]; 
                           end  
                        end      
                    end 
  
                    for kk = 2:size(tmp_array_name, 2)   
                        if (isempty(strfind(strstrstr2{1}, '*'))) 
                           for j = 1:var_num 
                              if (mat(i,j) == -1) 
                                 step_rst(iter,j) = 1; 
                                 fprintf(output_ID, '%s\t', char(var_name(j))); 
                                 array_rst = [array_rst char(var_name(j))]; 
                                 array_list(iter+1,list_num2) = cellstr([char(tmp_array_name{kk}), '<-' 
char(var_name(j))]); 
                                 list_num2 = list_num2 + 1; 
                                 array_list(iter+1,list_num2) = cellstr('0'); 
                                 for l = list_num2:size_col2 
                                    array_list(iter+1, l) = cellstr('0'); 
                                 end 
                              end 
                           end 
                        else 
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                            str_array = strsplit(char(var_name(i)), delimiter); 
                            tmp_str = ''; 
                            for k = 1:length(str_array) 
                                for jj = 1:var_num 
                                    if(strcmp(char(var_name(jj)), str_array(k))) 
                                        i_tmp = jj; 
                                        if (be_id(i_tmp) == 1)  
                                           array_list(iter+1,list_num2) = cellstr([char(tmp_array_name{kk}), '<-' 
char(str_array(k))]); 
                                           list_num2 = list_num2 + 1; 
                                           array_list(iter+1,list_num2) = cellstr('0'); 
                                        end 
  
                                        for j = 1:var_num 
                                          if (mat(i_tmp,j) == -1) 
                                             step_rst(iter,j) = 1; 
                                             tmp_array_name1 = cellstr([char(tmp_array_name{kk}), '<-' 
char(str_array(k))]); 
                                             fprintf(output_ID, '%s\t', char(var_name(j))); 
                                             array_rst = [array_rst char(var_name(j))]; 
                                             array_list(iter+1,list_num2) = cellstr([char(tmp_array_name1), '<-' 
char(var_name(j))]); 
                                             list_num2 = list_num2 + 1; 
                                             array_list(iter+1,list_num2) = cellstr('0'); 
                                          end 
                                        end 
                                    end 
                                end 
                            end 
                        end 
                    end 
                end 
            end 
            fprintf(output_ID, '\n'); 
  
 
Part 5-3) Logic for searching end condition 
           if (isequal(step_rst(iter,:),step_rst(iter-1,:))) 
              cond = 0; 
              fprintf(output_ID, 'iteration stopped at iteration %d\n', iter); 
              array_rst = unique(array_rst); 
  
              for i = 2:length(array_rst) 
                  if (ismember(array_rst(i), var_name)) 
                      for j = 1:var_num 
                          if(strcmp(char(var_name(j)), array_rst(i))) 
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                              if (be_id(j) == 1) 
                                  f_rst = [f_rst array_rst(i)]; 
                              end 
                          end 
                      end 
                  else 
                      f_rst = [f_rst array_rst(i)]; 
                  end 
              end 
  
              fprintf(output_ID, 'basic event of %s: ', var_target_name); 
              for i = 1:length(f_rst) 
                  fprintf(output_ID, '%s\t', char(f_rst(i))); 
              end 
              fprintf(output_ID, '\n'); 
              break; 
            end 
        end 
        iter = iter + 1; 
    end 
 
 
Part 6-1) Post-processing: summarize procedure 
    rstrst = {''}; 
    final_rst = {''}; 
    [size_row size_col] = size(array_list); 
  
    for i = 1:size_row  
        for j = 1:size_col 
            str1 = num2str(cell2mat(array_list(i,j))); 
            if (isempty(str1) || str2double(str1) == 0) 
                continue; 
            end 
            str_array1 = strsplit(str1, '<-'); 
            for k = 1:length(str_array1) 
                for l = 1:var_num 
                    if (strcmp(char(var_name(l)), str_array1(k))) 
                       if(be_id(l) == 1) 
                       rstrst = [rstrst str1]; 
                       end 
                    end 
                end 
            end 
        end 
    end 
    final_rst = unique(rstrst);  
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Part 6-2) Post processing for rearranging the results to enhance readability 
    post = transpose(final_rst); 
    final_post= {''}; 
    post1 = {''}; 
    for i = 2:size(post, 1) 
        [post1, matches] = strsplit(char(post(i,1)), {'<-'}); 
        for j=1:size(post1, 2) 
            final_post(i,2*j-1) = post1(1,j); 
        end 
        for k=1:size(matches,2) 
            final_post(i,2*k) = matches(1,k); 
        end 
    end 
  
    final_post(1,1) = {'success pathes'}; 
    filename = ['sucess_path_step' num2str(qq) '.xlsx']; % print results in excel format 
    xlswrite(filename, final_post); 
end 
  
fclose('all'); 
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